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4.54.5
Elastic Potential Energy and 

Simple Harmonic Motion 

Imagine that you are to design a cord that will be used for bungee jumping from a bridge

to a river (Figure 1). Although the distance between the bridge and the river is constant,

the masses of the jumpers vary. The cord should offer complete and consistent safety, while

at the same time providing a good bounce to prolong the thrill of jumping.

How could you analyze the force exerted by an elastic device, such as a bungee cord?

What happens when the energy is transformed, as a person attached to the cord bounces

up and down? A situation that involves the force changing as the cord is squeezed or

compressed is more complex that the situations that we have looked at so far.

Hooke’s Law 
The force exerted by an elastic device varies as the device is

stretched or compressed. To analyze the force mathematically,

consider a horizontal spring attached to a wall and resting on a

surface with negligible friction (Figure 2(a)). The position at

which the spring rests, x 5 0, is the equilibrium position. If a

force is applied to the spring, stretching the spring to the right

of equilibrium, the spring pulls back to the left as shown in

Figure 2(b). Similarly, if a force is applied to compress the spring

to the left of equilibrium, the spring pushes back to the right. In

both cases, the direction of the force exerted by the spring is

opposite to the direction of the force applied to the spring.

x = 0
+ x

+ x

Fx = force exerted

by spring on hand

x

(equilibrium)

Figure 2

(a) A spring at its equilibrium position 

(b) If the spring is stretched to the right, it exerts a

force to the left: Fx = 2kx.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1

How would you test the properties

of a bungee cord?
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Experiments with springs show that the magnitude of the force exerted by the spring

is directly proportional to the distance the spring has moved from equilibrium. This

relationship is known as Hooke’s law, after Robert Hooke (1635–1703), who published

his law and its corresponding equation in 1678. Any spring that obeys Hooke’s law is

called an ideal spring because it experiences no friction, either internal or external.

Using k as the constant of proportionality, we can write Hooke’s law for the force exerted

by a spring in equation form, in this case with horizontal components to correspond to

the situation in Figure 2(b):

Fx = 2kx

where Fx is the force exerted by the spring, x is the position of the spring relative to equi-

librium, and k (the proportionality constant) is the force constant of the spring. Springs

that require a large force to stretch or compress them have large k values.

According to Hooke’s law, if x . 0, then Fx , 0. In other words, if the spring is stretched

in the 1x direction, it pulls in the opposite direction. Similarly, if x , 0, then Fx . 0, which

means that if the spring is compressed in the 2x direction, it pushes in the opposite

direction.

Since 2kx indicates the force exerted by the spring, we can apply Newton’s third law

to find that 1kx is the force applied to the spring to stretch or compress it to position x.

Thus, Hooke’s law for the force applied to a spring is:

Fx 5 kx

Although we have been referring to springs, Hooke’s law applies to any elastic device

for which the magnitude of the force exerted by the device is directly proportional to the

distance the device moves from equilibrium.

force constant (k) the proportion-

ality constant of a spring

A student stretches a spring horizontally a distance of 15 mm by applying a force of

0.18 N [E].  

(a) Determine the force constant of the spring. 

(b) What is the force exerted by the spring on the student?

Solution 

(a) Fx 5 0.18 N 

x 5 15 mm 5 0.015 m

k 5 ? 

Since the force is applied to the spring, we use the equation 

Fx 5 kx

k 5 }
F

x

x
}

5 }
0

0

.0

.1

1

8

5

N

m
}

k 5 12 N/m

The force constant is 12 N/m. (Notice the SI units of the force constant.) 

(b) According to Newton’s third law, if the force applied to the spring is 0.18 N [E], then

the force exerted by the spring is 0.18 N [W]. 

Forces Exerted by and 

Applied to a Spring 

It is important to remember

which force is exerted by the

spring and which is applied to

the spring. For example, a graph

of the force exerted by the

spring as a function of x has a

negative slope. A graph of the

force applied to the spring as a

function of x has a positive

slope. The magnitude of the

force exerted by a spring is

written either as kxor as

kx.

LEARNING TIP

Hooke’s Law in General

To eliminate the need for new

symbols, we use the same

Hooke’s-law equations for

springs lying on an inclined

plane or suspended vertically, as

for springs in the horizontal

plane. For example, in the ver-

tical plane, F 5 kx is the force

applied to a spring, while the

extension x is the change in the

y position from the equilibrium

position. 

LEARNING TIP

ideal spring a spring that obeys

Hooke’s law because it experiences

no internal or external friction

Hooke’s law the magnitude of the

force exerted by a spring is directly

proportional to the distance the

spring has moved from equilibrium

SAMPLE problem 1
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A ball of mass 0.075 kg is hung from a vertical spring that is allowed to stretch slowly from

its unstretched equilibrium position until it comes to a new equilibrium position 0.15 m

below the initial one. Figure 3(a) is a system diagram of the situation, and Figure 3(b) is

an FBD of the ball at its new equilibrium position.

(a) Determine the force constant of the spring. 

(b) If the ball is returned to the spring’s unstretched equilibrium position and then

allowed to fall, what is the net force on the ball when it has dropped 0.071 m?

(c) Determine the acceleration of the ball at the position specified in (b). 

Solution 

(a) We measure the extension x of the spring from its original unstretched position 

(x 5 0) and choose 1x to be downward. Two vertical forces act on the ball: gravity

and the upward force of the spring. At the new equilibrium position, the ball is sta-

tionary, so the net force acting on it is zero.

m 5 0.075 kg

x 5 0.15 m

k 5 ?

SFx 5 0

mg 1 (2kx) 5 0

k 5 }
m

x

g
}

5

k 5 4.9 N/m

The force constant is 4.9 N/m. 

(b) Figure 4 is the FBD for the ball when x 5 0.071 m. Considering the components of

the forces in the vertical (x) direction:

SFx 5 mg 1 (2kx)

5 (0.075 kg)(9.8 N/kg) 2 (4.9 N/m)(0.071 m)

SFx 5 10.39 N

The net force is 0.39 N [down] when the ball has dropped to 0.071 m. 

(0.075 kg)(9.8 N/kg)
}}}

0.15 m

+x

2kx

mg = |2kx |

mg

+x

x = 0

x = 0.15 m

Figure 3

(a) The system diagram 

(b) The FBD of the ball when the

extension is 0.15 m

(a) (b)

+x

2kx

mg > |2kx |

mg

Figure 4

The FBD of the ball when the 

extension is 0.071 m

SAMPLE problem 2
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In our applications of Hooke’s law, we have assumed that the springs are ideal. To

discover how real springs compare to ideal springs, you can perform Investigation 4.5.1

in the Lab Activities section at the end of this chapter.

Testing Real Springs (p. 220)

A graph of the force applied to an

ideal extension spring suspended

vertically yields a single straight line

with a positive slope. How do you

think a graph of the force applied to

a real extension spring would 

compare? 

INVESTIGATION 4.5.1

Practice

Understanding Concepts 

1. Spring A has a force constant of 68 N/m. Spring B has a force constant of 48 N/m.

Which spring is harder to stretch? 

2. If you pull northward on a spring, in what direction does the spring exert a force on

you? 

3. An ideal spring has a force constant of 25 N/m. 

(a) What magnitude of force would the spring exert on you if you stretched it from

equilibrium by 16 cm? by 32 cm?

(b) What magnitude of force would you have to exert on the spring to compress it

from equilibrium by 16 cm? by 32 cm?

4. Figure 5 shows the design of a tire-pressure gauge. The force constant of the spring

in the gauge is 3.2 3 102 N/m. Determine the magnitude of the force applied by the

air in the tire if the spring is compressed by 2.0 cm. Assume the spring is ideal.

plunger

2.0 cm

force applied

by air under pressure

pressure

indicator

air under pressure

tire valve

2.0 cm

Figure 5

A pressure gauge indicates the force per unit area, a quantity 

measured in pascals, or newtons per square metre (1 Pa 5 1 N/m2).

Answers

3. (a) 4.0 N; 8.0 N

(b) 4.0 N; 8.0 N

4. 6.4 N

(c) SFy 5 0.39 N

ay 5 ? 

Applying Newton’s second law: 

SFy 5 may

ay 5

5

ay 5 5.2 m/s2

The acceleration is 5.2 m/s2 [down] when the ball is at a spring extension of 0.071 m.

0.39 N
}
0.075 kg

SFy
}

m
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Answers

5. (a) 0.0258 m

(b) 5.16 N [down]

(c) 2.02 m/s2 [down]

5. A 1.37-kg fish is hung from a vertical spring scale with a force constant of

5.20 3 102 N/m. The spring obeys Hooke’s law. 

(a) By how much does the spring stretch if it stretches slowly to a new equilibrium

position? 

(b) If the fish is attached to the unstretched spring scale and allowed to fall, what is

the net force on the fish when it has fallen 1.59 cm?

(c) Determine the acceleration of the fish after it has fallen 2.05 cm. 

Applying Inquiry Skills 

6. (a) Draw a graph of Fx as a function of x for an ideal spring, where Fx is the 

x-component of the force exerted by the spring on whatever is stretching 

(or compressing) it to position x. Include both positive and negative 

values of x. 

(b) Is the slope of your graph positive or negative? 

Making Connections 

7. Spring scales are designed to measure weight but are sometimes calibrated to indi-

cate mass. You are given a spring scale with a force constant of 80.0 N/m. 

(a) Prepare a data table to indicate the stretch that would occur if masses of 1.00 kg,

2.00 kg, and on up to 8.00 kg were suspended from the scale at your location. 

(b) Draw a scale diagram to show the calibration of the scale if it is set up to

measure 

(i) mass at your location 

(ii) weight at your location

(c) If both springs in (b) were taken to the top of a high mountain, would they give

the correct values? Explain.

Elastic Potential Energy 
When an archer draws a bow, work is done on the limbs of the bow, giving them poten-

tial energy. The energy stored in objects that are stretched, compressed, bent, or twisted

is called elastic potential energy. In the case of the bow, the stored energy can be trans-

ferred to the arrow, which gains kinetic energy as it leaves the bow.

To derive an equation for elastic potential energy, we consider the work done on an

ideal spring in stretching or compressing it. Recall from Practice question 7 in Section

4.1 that the area under the line on a force-displacement graph indicates the work. For a

constant force, the area is a rectangle. However, the force applied to an ideal spring

depends on the displacement, so the area of the graph is a triangle (Figure 6). Since the 

area of a triangle is equal to }
1

2
} bh, we have:

W 5 }
1

2
}x(kx)

W 5 }
1

2
}kx2

where W is the work, k is the force constant of the spring, and x is the amount of stretch

or compression of the spring from the equilibrium position. Since this work has been

transformed into elastic potential energy, we can rewrite the equation as

Ee 5 }
1

2
}kx2

where Ee is the elastic potential energy.

elastic potential energy (Ee ) the

energy stored in an object that is

stretched, compressed, bent, or

twisted

0
base = x

F
x

height = kx

x

Figure 6

The magnitude of the force applied

to a spring as a function of x
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An apple of mass 0.10 kg is attached to a vertical spring with a force constant of 9.6 N/m.

The apple is held so that the spring is at its unstretched equilibrium position, then it is

allowed to fall. Neglect the mass of the spring and its kinetic energy.

(a) How much elastic potential energy is stored in the spring when the apple has fallen

11 cm? 

(b) What is the speed of the apple when it has fallen 11 cm?

Solution 

(a) We measure the extension x of the spring from its original unstretched position 

( x 5 0) and choose 1x to be downward (Figure 7). 

x 5 11 cm 5 0.11 m

k 5 9.6 N/m 

Ee 5 ? 

Ee 5 }
1

2
}kx2

5 }
1

2
}(9.6 N/m)(0.11 m)2

Ee 5 5.8 3 1022 J

The elastic potential energy stored in the spring is 5.8 3 1022 J. 

Simplified Symbols

Various symbols are used to

distinguish initial and final con-

ditions. For example, v#$i or v#$1

can be used to represent an ini-

tial velocity, and v#$f or v#$2 can be

used to represent a final

velocity. We can also use the

prime symbol (9) to represent

the final condition. For example,

we can use EK for the initial

kinetic energy, and EK9 for the

final kinetic energy. Using the

prime symbol helps simplify the

equations for the law of conser-

vation of energy and the law of

conservation of momentum.

LEARNING TIP

+x

x = 0 (unstretched position)

x = 11 cm

Figure 7

Elastic potential energy can be transformed into other forms of energy, such as the

kinetic energy of an arrow shot by a bow, the sound energy of a guitar string, or the

gravitational potential energy of a pole-vaulter at the top of the jump. As you can see from

these examples, elastic potential energy can be stored in objects other than springs.

SAMPLE problem 3
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3.65 m

centre of

target

32.5°

Figure 8

A student-designed launching pad

for a spring

(b) We use the prime symbol (9) to represent the final condition of the apple. To apply the

law of conservation of energy to determine v 9, we include the elastic potential energy. 

m 5 0.10 kg 

x 5 0.11 m (for the gravitational potential energy of the apple at the initial 

position relative to the final position)

v 5 0

k 5 9.6 N/m 

g 5 9.8 m/s2

x9 5 0.11 m (the extension of the spring when the apple is at the final position) 

EK 5 Ee 5 0

v 9 5 ? 

ET 5 ET9

Eg 1 EK 1 Ee 5 (Eg 1 EK 1 Ee )9

Eg 5 (EK 1 Ee )9

mgx 5 }
1

2
}mv 92 1 }

1

2
}kx92

}
1

2
} mv 92 5 mgx 2 }

1

2
}kx92

v 9 5 6 !2gx 2§ }
kx

m

92

}§
5 6 !2(9.8 m§/s2)(0.§11 m) 2§§§§

v 9 5 6 1.0 m/s

We choose the positive root because speed is always positive. The speed of the apple

is 1.0 m/s. 

(9.6 N/m)(0.11 m)2

}}
0.10 kg

A group of students participating in an annual “Spring Wars Contest” is given a spring

and the following challenge: Launch the spring so that it leaves a launching pad at an

angle of 32.5° above the horizontal and strikes a target at the same elevation, a horizontal

distance of 3.65 m away (Figure 8). Friction and air resistance are negligible. 

(a) What measurements must the students make before they perform the calculations

and launch their springs? 

(b) Calculate the stretch needed for the spring to reach the target if the spring’s mass is

15.4 g and its force constant is 28.5 N/m. 

Solution 

(a) As the spring is stretched, it gains elastic potential energy Ee 5 }
1

2
}kx2. 

According to the law of conservation of energy, when the spring is released, 

this energy is converted into kinetic energy (EK 5 }
1

2
}mv2). The spring then 

moves as a projectile, covering a horizontal range given by the 

projectile motion equation from Section 1.4, Dx 5 }
v

g

i
2

} sin 2v. (Note that Dx is 

the horizontal range, which is not to be confused with the extension x of a spring.)

The force constant and the mass of the spring must be measured experimentally. 

The other variables are either given or can be calculated. 

SAMPLE problem 4
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TRYTHIS activity Hitting the Target 

Using ideas from Sample Problem 4, design an adjustable

launching pad for firing a spring (provided by your teacher)

from any angle above the horizontal toward a target at least

3.00 m away and at the same vertical height as the spring.

Determine the mass and force constant of your spring, and then

calculate the stretch needed to launch the spring at a given

angle to hit the target. If the spring is not “ideal,” make adjust-

ments to the launch so that your spring comes closer to the

target.

Perform this activity away from other people.

Wear safety goggles in case the spring misfires.

(b) We begin by calculating the speed of a projectile needed to cover the horizontal

range. 

Dx 5 3.65 m v 5 32.5°

g 5 9.80 m/s2 v 5 ? 

Dx 5 }
v

g

2

} sin 2v

v2 5 }
s

g

in

D

2

x

v
}

v 5 6 !§
5 6 !§§
5 6 6.28 m/s

v 5 6.28 m/s

We choose the positive root because speed is always positive. Since the elastic

potential energy changes into kinetic energy, we apply the law of conservation of

energy equation to find the stretch x of the spring: 

m 5 15.4 g 5 0.0154 kg v 5 6.28 m/s 

k 5 28.5 N/m x 5 ? 

Ee 5 EK

}
1

2
}kx2 5 }

1

2
}mv2

x2 5 }
m

k

v2

}

x 5 6 !}
m

k

v2

}§
5 6 !§§

x 5 60.146 m

The required stretch is 0.146 m, or 14.6 cm. (The negative root would apply to a com-

pression spring.)

(0.0154 kg)(6.28 m/s)2

}}}
28.5 N/m

(9.80 m/s2)(3.65 m)
}}}

sin 2(32.5°)

gDx
}
sin 2v
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Practice

Understanding Concepts 

8. Figure 9 is a graph of the force as a function of stretch for a certain spring. 

(a) Is the force applied to or by the spring? Explain your answer.

(b) Determine the force constant of the spring. 

(c) Use the graph to determine the elastic potential energy stored in the spring after

it has been stretched 35 cm. 

9. A spring has a force constant of 9.0 3 103 N/m. What is the elastic potential energy

stored in the spring when it is (a) stretched 1.0 cm and (b) compressed 2.0 cm?

10. A child’s toy shoots a rubber dart of mass 7.8 g, using a compressed spring with a

force constant of 3.5 3 102 N/m. The spring is initially compressed 4.5 cm. All the

elastic potential energy is converted into the kinetic energy of the dart.

(a) What is the elastic potential energy of the spring? 

(b) What is the speed of the dart as it leaves the toy?

11. In a game, a small block is fired from a compressed spring up a plastic ramp into var-

ious holes for scoring. The mass of the block is 3.5 3 1023 kg. The spring’s force con-

stant is 9.5 N/m. Friction is negligible.

(a) If the block is to slide up the ramp through a vertical height of 5.7 cm, by how

much must the spring be compressed? 

(b) If friction were not negligible, would your answer in (a) increase, decrease, or

remain the same? Explain. 

12. A 0.20-kg mass is hung from a vertical spring of force constant 55 N/m. When the

spring is released from its unstretched equilibrium position, the mass is allowed to

fall. Use the law of conservation of energy to determine

(a) the speed of the mass after it falls 1.5 cm 

(b) the distance the mass will fall before reversing direction

13. A horizontal spring, of force constant 12 N/m, is mounted at the edge of a lab bench

to shoot marbles at targets on the floor 93.0 cm below. A marble of mass 8.3 3

1023 kg is shot from the spring, which is initially compressed a distance of 4.0 cm.

How far does the marble travel horizontally before hitting the floor?

Applying Inquiry Skills 

14. You are designing a toy that would allow your friends to bounce up and down when

hanging (safely) onto a vertical spring. 

(a) What measurement(s) would you make to determine the approximate force con-

stant the spring would need to allow a maximum stretch of 75 cm when a person

was suspended at rest from it? 

(b) Estimate the approximate force constant for such a spring. Show your

calculations. 

Making Connections 

15. Scientists analyze the muscles of a great variety of animals and insects. For example,

when a flea jumps, the energy is provided not by muscles alone, but also by an

elastic protein that has been compressed like a spring. If a flea of mass 2.0 3 102 mg

jumps vertically to a height of 65 mm, and 75% of the energy comes from elastic

potential energy stored in the protein, determine the initial quantity of elastic poten-

tial energy. Neglect energy losses due to air resistance. 

0

–5

–10

–15

0.20

F
x
 (

N
)

x (m)
0.40

Figure 9

Answers

8. (b) 38 N/m

(c) 2.3 J

9. (a) 0.45 J

(b) 1.8 J

10. (a) 0.35 J

(b) 9.5 m/s

11. (a) 2.0 cm

12. (a) 0.48 m/s

(b) 0.071 m

13. 0.66 m 

15. 9.6 3 1028 J
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Simple Harmonic Motion 
When a mass on the end of a spring vibrates in line with the central axis of the spring,

it undergoes longitudinal vibration. Consider the longitudinal vibration of a mass on a

flat surface, connected to the end of a horizontal spring that can be stretched or com-

pressed (Figure 10(a)). The mass is initially at its equilibrium or rest position (x 5 0).

A force is then applied to pull the mass to a maximum displacement, called the ampli-

tude A (Figure 10(b)). If the mass is released at this stage, the force exerted by the spring

accelerates it to the left, as in Figure 10(c). The force exerted by the spring varies with the

stretch x according to Hooke’s law, Fx 5 2kx.

After the mass in Figure 10(c) is released, it accelerates until it reaches maximum

speed as it passes through the equilibrium position. The mass then begins to compress

the spring so that the displacement is to the left. However, since the restoring force of the

spring is now to the right, the acceleration is also to the right. Again, the displacement

and the acceleration are in opposite directions. The mass slows down and comes to a

momentary stop at x 5 2A, as shown in Figure 10(d), and then moves to the right

through the equilibrium position at maximum speed, and reaches x 5 A again.

Since we are neglecting friction both in the spring and between the mass and the sur-

face, this back-and-forth motion continues indefinitely in simple harmonic motion

(SHM). SHM is defined as a periodic vibratory motion in which the force (and the

acceleration) is directly proportional to the displacement. Be careful

not to confuse simple harmonic motion with other back-and-forth

motions. For example, if basketball players are running back and forth

across a gym during practice, their motion is not SHM, even though

the time taken for each trip may be constant.

A convenient way to analyze SHM mathematically is to combine

Hooke’s law and Newton’s second law with a reference circle (Figure 11).

Imagine a mass attached to a horizontal spring, vibrating back and

forth with SHM. At the same time, a handle pointing upward from a

rotating disk revolves with uniform circular motion; the circular motion

of the handle provides the reference circle. The frequency of revolution

of the circular motion equals the frequency of vibration of the SHM,

and the motions synchronize with one another. (Technically, we can say

that the motions are in phase with one another.) Furthermore, the

radius of the circle equals the amplitude of the SHM. A bright light

source can be aimed from the side of the disk so that it casts a shadow

of the upright handle onto the mass in SHM, and this shadow appears

to have the same motion as the mass. This verifies that we can use

equations from uniform circular motion to derive equations for SHM.

Recall that the magnitude of the acceleration of an object in uni-

form circular motion with a radius r and a period T is given by

ac 5 }
4

T

p
2

2r
}

which we can rewrite as

T 2 5 }
4p

ac

2r
} or T 5 2p!}

a

r

c

}§
Since r = A for the reference circle in Figure 11,

T 5 2p !}
a

A

c

}§

ideal spring mass

acceleration

of mass

1x

x = 0

x = A

F
spring

 = 2kx

F
app

 = kx

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

F
spring

 = 2kx

F
spring

 = kx

x = 2A

acceleration

of mass

Figure 10

Using the longitudinal vibration of a mass-spring system

to define simple harmonic motion (SHM) 

(a) The equilibrium position 

(b) The position of maximum stretch 

(c) Releasing the mass 

(d) The position of maximum compression

simple harmonic motion (SHM)

periodic vibratory motion in which

the force (and the acceleration) is

directly proportional to the 

displacement

Walking and SHM

As you are walking, your foot swings

back and forth with a motion that

resembles the SHM of a pendulum.

The speed of your foot during parts

of the cycle is approximately 1.5

times the speed of your forward

motion.

DID YOU KNOW??
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This period is not only the period of revolution of any point on the reference circle, but

it is also the period of the mass undergoing SHM, since this mass has the same motion

as the shadow of the handle.

Although the handle on the reference circle is undergoing uniform circular accelera-

tion, its shadow is undergoing the same acceleration as the mass attached to the spring.

This acceleration is not constant, as can be shown by applying Hooke’s law (Fx 5 2kx)

and Newton’s second law (Fx 5 max). If we equate the right-hand sides of these 

equations, then 2kx 5 max , from which ax 5 }
2

m

kx
}. Thus, since k and m are constants,

the acceleration of a mass (and the shadow of the handle) undergoing SHM is propor-

tional to the displacement, x, from the equilibrium position. Furthermore, the acceler-

ation is opposite to the direction of the displacement, as indicated by the negative sign.

The relationship between the displacement and the acceleration can be written as 

}
2

ax

x
} 5 }

m

k
}; that is, the ratio of the displacement to the acceleration is constant. But in the 

equation that we developed for the period of SHM, the ratio }
a

A

c

} is one specific value of the 

more general ratio of }
2

ax

x
} . Thus, a general equation for the period of SHM is 

T 5 2p !}
2

ax

x
}§

The equation always yields a positive value under the square root sign because x and ax

have opposite signs.

If we substitute }
2

ax

x
} 5 }

m

k
} , then

T 5 2p !}
m

k
}§

where T is the period in seconds, m is the mass in kilograms, and k is the force constant

of the spring in newtons per metre.

Section 4.5

The Period and Frequency 

of SHM

Like other periodic motions, SHM

has a period and a frequency. The

period T, measured in seconds, is

the amount of time for one com-

plete cycle. Frequency f, which is

measured in hertz (Hz), is the

number of cycles per second.

Since period and frequency are

reciprocals of one another

f 5 }
1

T
} and T 5 }

1

f
}.

LEARNING TIP

x

direction of

acceleration at

instant shown

light source

direction of

revolution of

handle

handle

rotating

disk

1 x

A

r

mass

shadow

of handle

Figure 11

A reference circle. The handle on

the disk is revolving with uniform

circular motion, at the same fre-

quency as the mass on the end of

the spring is undergoing SHM. As

the light source causes a shadow of

the handle to be superimposed on

the mass, the motions appear to be

identical when viewed from the side.

We use the motion of the reference

circle to derive equations for SHM.
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Simple Pendulums 

A simple pendulum undergoes SHM

if the oscillations have a small

amplitude. In this case, the equation

for the period is T 5 2p !}
g

L
}§ ,

where L is the length of the pen-

dulum and g is the magnitude of the

acceleration due to gravity. 

DID YOU KNOW??

Since the frequency is the reciprocal of the period,

f 5 }
2

1

p
} !}

m

k
}§

These equations for the SHM of a mass–spring system apply even if the motion is

vertical. The horizontal motion was used in the derivations because we did not have to

consider gravity.

A 0.45-kg mass is attached to a spring with a force constant of 1.4 3 102 N/m. The mass-

spring system is placed horizontally, with the mass resting on a surface that has negligible

friction. The mass is displaced 15 cm, and is then released. Determine the period and 

frequency of the SHM. 

Solution 

m 5 0.45 kg 

k 5 1.4 3 102 N/m 

A 5 15 cm 5 0.15 m

T 5 ? 

f 5 ? 

T 5 2p !}
m

k
}§

5 2p !}1.4 3

0.4§1

5

02

kg

N/§m
}§

T 5 0.36 s

Now, f 5 }
1

T
}

5

f 5 2.8 Hz

The period and the frequency of the motion are 0.36 s and 2.8 Hz.

1
}
0.36 s

Practice

Understanding Concepts 

16. A vertical mass–spring system is bouncing up and down with SHM of amplitude

A. Identify the location(s) at which

(a) the magnitude of the displacement from the equilibrium position is at a

maximum

(b) the speed is at a maximum 

(c) the speed is at a minimum 

(d) the magnitude of the acceleration is at a maximum 

(e) the magnitude of the acceleration is at a minimum 

17. Determine the period and frequency, in SI units, for the following:

(a) a human eye blinks 12 times in 48 s

(b) a compact disc rotates at a rate of 210 revolutions per minute

(c) the A string on a guitar vibrates 2200 times in 5.0 s

Answers

17. (a) 4.0 s; 0.25 Hz

(b) 0.29 s; 3.5 Hz

(c) 2.3 3 1023 s; 

4.4 3 102 Hz

SAMPLE problem 5
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Energy in Simple Harmonic Motion and 
Damped Harmonic Motion 
We have seen that the elastic potential energy in an ideal spring when it is stretched or 

compressed a displacement x is }
1

2
}kx2. Let us now look at the  energy transformations in 

an ideal spring that undergoes SHM, as in Figure 12. The spring is first stretched to the

right, to x 5 A, from its equilibrium position, then released. The elastic potential energy

is at a maximum at x 5 A:

Ee 5 }
1

2
}kA2

According to the law of conservation of energy, when the mass is released, the total

energy ET of the system is the sum of the elastic potential energy in the spring and the

kinetic energy of the mass. Thus,

ET 5 }
1

2
}kx2 1 }

1

2
}mv2

where k is the spring constant, x is the displacement of the mass from the equilibrium

position, m is the mass at the end of the spring, and v is the instantaneous speed of the

mass. As we will now see, the conservation of mechanical energy can be used to solve prob-

lems involving SHM.

Answers

18. (a) 1.7 3 102 cm

(b) 0.27 s

19. 25 N/m

20. 2.6 kg

x = 0

E
K
 = max

E
e
 = 0

E
K
 = 0

E
e
 = max

E
K
 = 0

E
e
 = max

x = 2A x = A

1x

Figure 12

Mechanical energy in a

mass–spring system

18. A 0.25-kg mass is attached to the end of a spring that is attached horizontally to

a wall. When the mass is displaced 8.5 cm and then released, it undergoes SHM.

The force constant of the spring is 1.4 3 102 N/m. The amplitude remains 

constant. 

(a) How far does the mass move in the first five cycles?

(b) What is the period of vibration of the mass-spring system?

19. A 0.10-kg mass is attached to a spring and set into 2.5-Hz vibratory motion.

What is the force constant of the spring? 

20. What mass, hung from a spring of force constant 1.4 3 102 N/m, will give a

mass-spring system a period of vibration of 0.85 s?

Applying Inquiry Skills 

21. Show that !}
a

x
}§ and !}

m

k
}§ are dimensionally equivalent. 

Making Connections 

22. To build up the amplitude of vibration in a trampoline, you move up and down

on the trampoline 6.0 times in 8.0 s without losing contact with the surface. 

(a) Estimate the force constant of the trampoline. 

(b) If you bounce into the air above the trampoline with a regular period of

bouncing, are you undergoing SHM? Explain. 
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damped harmonic motion peri-

odic or repeated motion in which

the amplitude of vibration and the

energy decrease with time

A 55-g box is attached to a horizontal spring of force constant 24 N/m. The spring is then

compressed to a position A 5 8.6 cm to the left of the equilibrium position. The box is

released and undergoes SHM. 

(a) What is the speed of the box when it is at position x 5 5.1 cm from the equilibrium

position?

(b) What is the maximum speed of the box?

Solution 

(a) We use the prime symbol (9) to represent the final condition. We apply the law of

conservation of mechanical energy at the two positions of the box, the initial position

A and the final position x9. 

A 5 8.6 cm 5 0.086 m

m 5 55 g 5 0.055 kg

x 9 5 5.1 cm 5 0.051 m

k 5 24 N/m 

v 9 5 ? 

ET 5 ET9

Ee 1 EK 5 Ee91 EK9

}
k

2

A2

} 1 0 5 1 }
m

2

v 92

}

kA2 5 kx92 1 mv92

v 9 5 !}
m

k
}(A2§ 2 x92§)§ (discarding the negative root)

5 !}
0

2

.

4

05

N

5

/§k

m

g
} 1(0§.086 m§)2 2 (0§.051 m§)22§

v 9 5 1.4 m/s

The speed of the box is 1.4 m/s. 

(b) The maximum speed occurs when x9 = 0. 

v 9 5 !}
m

k
}(A2§ 2 x92§)§

5 !}
0

2

.

4

05

N

5

/§k

m

g
} (0.0§86 m)2§

v 9 5 1.8 m/s

The maximum speed of the box is 1.8 m/s. 

kx92

}
2

In many practical situations involving a mass–spring system, it would be a disadvan-

tage to have SHM. For example, if you were to step onto a bathroom scale to find your mass

or weight, you would not want the spring in the scale to undergo SHM. You would expect

the spring to settle down quickly and come to rest so you could observe the reading. This

“settling down” is called damping. Damped harmonic motion is periodic or repeated

motion in which the amplitude of vibration and thus the energy decrease with time.

A typical displacement-time curve representing damped harmonic motion with a fairly

long damping time is shown in Figure 13.

SAMPLE problem 6
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One way to study the damping properties of a real spring is to set up a mass–spring

system vertically, start the mass vibrating with an appropriate amplitude, and observe the

vibrations. Investigation 4.5.2, in the Lab Activities section at the end of this chapter,

gives you an opportunity for such a study.

A bathroom scale is one example of a device specifically designed for damping. Another

example is the system of springs and shock absorbers in a car. When a wheel goes over

a bump in the road, the wheel’s spring and shock absorber are compressed easily, but they

are designed to quickly stop bouncing up and down. The energy given to the spring and

shock absorber is dissipated, or transformed into other types of energy. To find out

more about the spring and shock absorbers on automobiles, you can perform 

Activity 4.5.1 in the Lab Activities section at the end of this chapter.

Analyzing Forces and Energies 

in a Mass–Spring System 

(p. 222)

If you were given a spring and

appropriate measuring apparatus,

you could determine the force con-

stant of a spring. You could then

apply the conservation of energy to

predict the motion that will occur

when a known mass, attached verti-

cally to the end of the spring, is

released from rest from the

unstretched equilibrium position.

What measurements would you

need to make to determine the

damping properties of the spring

when the mass is set into vibration? 

INVESTIGATION 4.5.2

Achieving a Smooth and 

Safe Ride (p. 223)

Springs and shock absorbers on an

automobile help create a smooth

and safe ride for the occupants.

What happens to the energy of

vibration produced when the auto-

mobile goes over a bump?

ACTIVITY 4.5.1

Practice

Understanding Concepts 

23. Figures 14(a) and (b) show a mass–spring system undergoing SHM at maximum

compression and maximum extension. 

(a) At what length(s) of the spring is the speed of the mass at a minimum? What is

that speed?

(b) At what length(s) of the spring is the speed of the mass at a maximum? What is

that speed?

(c) What is the amplitude of the SHM? 

24. The maximum energy of a mass–spring system undergoing SHM is 5.64 J. The mass

is 0.128 kg and the force constant is 244 N/m.

(a) What is the amplitude of the vibration?

(b) Use two different approaches to determine the maximum speed of the mass.

(c) Find the speed of the mass when it is 15.5 cm from the equilibrium position.

25. The amplitude of vibration of a mass on a spring experiencing SHM is 0.18 m. 

The mass is 58 g and the force constant is 36 N/m. 

(a) Find the maximum energy of the system and the maximum speed of the mass. 

(b) What amplitude of vibration would be required to double the maximum energy?

(c) What is the maximum speed of the mass at this new energy? 

26. Prove that the maximum speed of a mass on a spring in SHM is given by 2pfA. 

(a) (b)

38 cm12 cm

Figure 14

Answers

23. (a) 12 cm; 38 cm; zero

(b) 25 cm; zero

(c) 13 cm

24. (a) 0.215 m

(b) 9.39 m/s

(c) 6.51 m/s

25. (a) 0.58 J; 4.5 m/s

(b) 0.25 m

(c) 6.3 m/s

2

1

0

D
is

p
la

c
e

m
e

n
t

Time

decreasing

amplitide

“envelope” of

the damping

Figure 13

A displacement-time curve repre-

senting damped harmonic motion. The

overall outline of the curve is called the

envelope of the damping.
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• Hooke’s law for an ideal spring states that the magnitude of the force exerted by

or applied to a spring is directly proportional to the displacement the spring has

moved from equilibrium.

• The constant of proportionality k in Hooke’s law is the force constant of the

spring, measured in newtons per metre.

• Elastic potential energy is the energy stored in objects that are stretched, com-

pressed, twisted, or bent.

• The elastic potential energy stored in a spring is proportional to the force con-

stant of the spring and to the square of the stretch or compression.

• Simple harmonic motion (SHM) is periodic vibratory motion such that the force

(and thus the acceleration) is directly proportional to the displacement.

• A reference circle can be used to derive equations for the period and frequency of

SHM.

• The law of conservation of mechanical energy can be applied to a mass–spring

system and includes elastic potential energy, kinetic energy, and, in the case of

vertical systems, gravitational potential energy.

• Damped harmonic motion is periodic motion in which the amplitude of vibra-

tion and the energy decrease with time.

Elastic Potential Energy and 

Simple Harmonic Motion
SUMMARY

Applying Inquiry Skills 

27. (a) Determine the dimensions of the expression !}
m

k
} (A2§ 2 x2§). 

(b) Explain in words the meaning of this expression.

Making Connections 

28. State whether each of the following devices is designed to have fast, medium, or slow

damping. Give a reason for each answer.

(a) the prongs of a tuning fork

(b) the needle on an analog voltmeter

(c) a guitar string 

(d) saloon doors (of the swinging type)

(e) the string on an archer’s bow after the arrow leaves the bow

Section 4.5 Questions

Understanding Concepts 

Note: For the following questions, unless otherwise stated,

assume that all springs obey Hooke’s law.

1. Two students pull equally hard on a horizontal spring

attached firmly to a wall. They then detach the spring from

the wall and pull horizontally on its ends. If they each pull

equally hard, is the amount of stretch of the spring equal

to, greater than, or less than the first stretch? Explain your

answer. (Hint: Draw an FBD for the spring in each case.)

2. Is the amount of elastic potential energy stored in a spring

greater when the spring is stretched 2.0 cm than when it is

compressed by the same amount? Explain your answer. 

3. What does “harmonic” mean in the term “simple harmonic

motion?”

4. State the relationship, if any, between the following sets of

variables. Where possible, write a mathematical variation

( proportionality) statement based on the appropriate 

equation.

(a) period and frequency

(b) acceleration and displacement in SHM

(c) period and the force constant for a mass on a spring in

SHM

(d) the maximum speed of a body in SHM and the ampli-

tude of its motion 
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5. A student of mass 62 kg stands on an upholstered chair

containing springs, each of force constant 2.4 3 103 N/m. If

the student is supported equally by six springs, what is the

compression of each spring?

6. What magnitude of force will stretch a spring of force con-

stant 78 N/m by 2.3 cm from equilibrium?

7. The coiled spring in a hand exerciser compresses by 

1.85 cm when a force of 85.5 N is applied. Determine the

force needed to compress the spring by 4.95 cm.

8. A trailer of mass 97 kg is connected by a spring of force

constant 2.2 3 103 N/m to an SUV. By how much does the

spring stretch when the SUV causes the trailer to undergo

an acceleration of magnitude 0.45 m/s2? 

9. A grapefruit of mass 289 g is attached to an unstretched

vertical spring of force constant 18.7 N/m, and is allowed

to fall. 

(a) Determine the net force and the acceleration on the

grapefruit when it is 10.0 cm below the unstretched

position and moving downward.

(b) Air resistance will cause the grapefruit to come to rest

at some equilibrium position. How far will the spring be

stretched? 

10. A bungee jumper of mass 64.5 kg (including safety gear) is

standing on a platform 48.0 m above a river. The length of

the unstretched bungee cord is 10.1 m. The force constant

of the cord is 65.5 N/m. The jumper falls from rest and just

touches the water at a speed of zero. The cord acts like an

ideal spring. Use conservation of energy to determine the

jumper’s speed at a height of 12.5 m above the water on

the first fall. 

11. A toy car is attached to a horizontal spring. A force of 8.6 N

exerted on the car causes the spring to stretch 9.4 cm. 

(a) What is the force constant of the spring?

(b) What is the maximum energy of the toy-spring system? 

12. If the maximum amplitude of vibration that a human

eardrum can withstand is 1.0 3 1027 m, and if the energy

stored in the eardrum membrane is 1.0 3 10213 J, deter-

mine the force constant of the eardrum.

13. A 22-kg crate slides from rest down a ramp inclined at 29°

to the horizontal (Figure 15) onto a spring of force con-

stant 8.9 3 102 N/m. The spring is compressed a distance

of 0.30 m before the crate stops. Determine the total dis-

tance the crate slides along the ramp. Friction is 

negligible. 

14. A 0.20-kg ball attached to a vertical spring of force con-

stant 28 N/m is released from rest from the unstretched

equilibrium position of the spring. Determine how far the

ball falls, under negligible air resistance, before being

brought to a momentary stop by the spring. 

Applying Inquiry Skills 

15. Figure 16 shows the energy relationships of a 0.12-kg

mass undergoing SHM on a horizontal spring. The quantity

x is the displacement from the equilibrium position. 

(a) Which line represents (i) the total energy, (ii) the

kinetic energy, and (iii) the elastic potential energy?

(b) What is the amplitude of the SHM?

(c) What is the force constant of the spring?

(d) What is the maximum speed of the mass?

16. You are given a spring comprised of 24 coils that has a

force constant of 24 N/m. 

(a) If this spring were cut into two equal pieces, would the

force constant of each new spring be equal to, greater

than, or less than 24 N/m? Explain.

(b) With your teacher’s permission, design and carry out

an experiment to test your answer in (a). Explain what

you discover. 

Making Connections 

17. The shock absorbers in the suspension system of a truck are

in such poor condition that they have no effect on the behav-

iour of the springs attached to the axles. Each of the two

identical springs attached to the rear axle supports 5.5 3

102 kg. After going over a severe bump, the rear end of the

truck vibrates through six cycles in 3.5 s. Determine the force

constant of each spring.

18. In designing components to be sent on board a satellite,

engineers perform tests to ensure that the components can

withstand accelerations with a magnitude as high as 25g.

In one test, the computer is attached securely to a frame

that is vibrated back and forth in SHM with a frequency of

8.9 Hz. What is the minimum amplitude of vibration used in

this test? 

29°

Figure 15

28.0 24.0 0 4.0 8.0

1

2

3

4

5

E (J)

x (cm)

A

B

C

Figure 16
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Key Expectations 

• define and describe the concepts and units related to

energy (e.g., work-energy theorem, gravitational

potential energy, elastic potential energy, thermal

energy and its transfer [heat], open and closed energy

systems, and simple harmonic motion) (4.1, 4.2, 4.3,

4.4, 4.5) 

• analyze situations involving the concepts of mechan-

ical energy, thermal energy and its transfer (heat), and

the law of conservation of energy (4.4)

• analyze and explain common situations involving

work and energy (4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5) 

• state Hooke’s law and analyze it in quantitative terms

(4.5) 

• design and conduct an experiment to verify the law of

conservation of energy in a system involving several

types of energy (4.5) 

• analyze and describe, using the law of conservation of

energy, various applications of energy transformations

(e.g., analyze and describe the operation of a shock

absorber, and analyze the energy transformations that

take place; research and explain the operation of a

gravity clock) (4.4, 4.5) 

Key Terms 
work 

joule

kinetic energy 

work-energy theorem 

gravitational potential energy 

law of conservation of energy 

isolated system

Hooke’s law 

ideal spring

force constant 

elastic potential energy 

simple harmonic motion 

damped harmonic motion

Key Equations 

• W 5 (F cos v)Dd (4.1)

• EK 5 }
1

2
} mv2 (4.2)

• Wtotal 5 DEK assuming no change in any (4.2)

other form of energy

• DEg 5 mgDy (4.3)

• Eth 5 FKDd (4.4)

• Fx 5 6kx (4.5)

• Ee 5 }
1

2
} kx2 (4.5)

• T 5 2p!§ (4.5)
m
}
k

MAKE a summary

Launching an extension spring so that it travels through the

air toward an intended target (Figure 1) provides the con-

text for a summary of this chapter. Imagine that you are

given the following materials: 

• a spring of unknown mass and unknown force constant

• a ruler

• a mass scale 

• a set of launch parameters (the distance to the target, the

launch angle, and the height the target is above or below

the launching pad)

Use the following questions as a guideline for summa-

rizing the concepts presented in this chapter:

1. Describe how you would make sure that the spring

lands as close to the target as possible. Show typical

calculations. 

2. Show how you would determine the maximum height of

the spring. Include typical calculations. 

3. How would friction within the spring, friction on the

launching pad, and air resistance affect your calculations? 

4. List the energy transformations involved in the

sequence of events starting with the work you must do

in stretching the spring and ending after the spring hits

the floor near the target and slides to a stop. 

5. What would you observe if the same spring were set up

to demonstrate SHM and/or damped harmonic motion?

6. How can the concepts and equations related to springs

be applied in practical situations? 

Figure 1

If the spring is stretched the appropriate amount and then

launched from the launching pad, it will travel as a projec-

tile and strike the target several metres away.
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Write numbers 1 to 9 in your notebook. Indicate beside

each number whether the corresponding statement is true

(T) or false (F). If it is false, write a corrected version. 

1. If friction is negligible, the work done on a pen in

raising it 25 cm is the same whether the pen is raised

along a vertical path or along a path inclined at some

angle v to the horizontal.

2. As you walk along a horizontal floor carrying a back-

pack at a constant height above the floor, the work

done by gravity on the backpack is negative.

3. Extending the situation in question 2, you come to a

complete stop to talk to a friend. As you are in the

process of slowing down to stop, the work you do on

the backpack is zero.

4. An eraser falls from rest from a desktop to the floor.

As it falls, its kinetic energy increases in proportion to

the square of its speed, and its gravitational potential

energy decreases in proportion to the square of the

distance fallen.

5. A ball bouncing off a floor never reaches the same

height from which it was dropped (from rest). This

does not refute the law of conservation of energy,

because the ball and the floor do not belong to the

same isolated system.

6. Thermal energy is the same as internal energy,

whereas heat is the transfer of energy from a warmer

object to a cooler one.

7. In a horizontal mass-spring system undergoing SHM,

the maximum speed of the mass occurs when the

elastic potential energy is at a minimum.

8. In a vertical mass-spring system undergoing SHM,

the maximum speed of the mass occurs when the

elastic potential energy is at a minimum.

9. A long damping time would be appropriate for a

bathroom scale, but inappropriate for a child’s “jolly-

jumper” toy.

Unit 2

Write numbers 10 to 16 in your notebook. Beside each

number, write the letter correspondng to the best choice. 

For questions 10 to 15, choose the graph in Figure 1 that best

represents the relationship between the described variables.

10. The y-variable is the work done by a spring; x is the

spring’s stretch.

11. The y-variable is the kinetic energy of an object; x is

the object’s speed.

12. The y-variable is the period of vibration of an object

undergoing SHM; x is the frequency of vibration.

13. The y-variable is the frequency of vibration of an

object undergoing SHM in a mass-spring system; x is

the force constant of the spring.

14. The y-variable is the period squared of an object

undergoing SHM in a mass-spring system; x is the

force constant of the spring.

15. The y-variable is the period squared of an object

undergoing SHM in a mass-spring system; x is the

reciprocal of the force constant of the spring.

16. A child pulls a sleigh up the incline in Figure 2. The

work done by gravity on the sleigh during this

motion is 

(a) mgL cos v

(b) mgL sin v

(c) 2mgL cos v

(d) 2mgL sin v

(e) none of these

x

y

0

(c)

x

y

0

(d)

x

y

0

(e)

x

y

0

(a)

x

y

0

(b)

Figure 1

The first variable in questions 10 to 15 corresponds to the y-variable on one of these graphs; 

the second variable corresponds to the x-variable.

θ +x

+y

L

Figure 2

NEL An interactive version of the quiz is available online.

GO www.science.nelson.com
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Understanding Concepts 
1. In each of the following situations, indicate whether

the work done on object X by force F#$ is positive, neg-

ative, or zero.

(a) A golfer, walking at constant velocity, carries a

golf bag X horizontally by exerting an upward

force F#$ on it.

(b) A student exerts a force F#$ on a book X as the

book is lowered at constant velocity toward the

floor.

(c) The force of gravity F#$ acts on a hot-air balloon X

moving vertically upward.

(d) A normal force F#$ is exerted by a road on a car X

accelerating away from an intersection.

(e) In a simple model of the atom, an electron X

travels in a circular orbit as a result of the elec-

trical force F#$ toward the nucleus.

(f) A tension F#$ acts on a mass X attached to a string.

The mass is swinging as a pendulum.

2. A force is applied to an object, which undergoes a dis-

placement. What can you conclude if the work done

on the object by the force is zero? 

3. Can the normal force on an object ever do work on

the object? Explain your answer.

4. A swimmer is trying to swim upstream in a river with

a constant flow of water, but remains stationary rela-

tive to the shore.

(a) Is any work being done on the swimmer?

Explain.

(b) If the swimmer stops swimming and floats with

the water flow, is any work done on the

swimmer? Explain.

5. A nonzero net external force acts on a particle. Is this

enough information to conclude that there is a change

(a) to the particle’s velocity?

(b) to the particle’s speed?

(c) to the particle’s kinetic energy? 

Justify each answer.

6. Do you agree or disagree with the statement: “If fric-

tion and air resistance can be neglected, the speed of a

falling body does not depend on the mass of the body

or the path it takes.” Justify your answer.

7. Give examples in which the damping of vibrations is

(a) useful and (b) not useful.

8. Do you think it is possible to have any isolated har-

monic motion that is not damped? (“Isolated” means

there is no external influence.) If “yes,” give at least

one example. If “no,” explain why not.

9. A soccer ball of mass 0.425 kg is kicked on a parabolic

trajectory so that its maximum height is 11.8 m above

the ground. What work does gravity do on the ball 

(a) on the way up and (b) on the way down? 

10. A gardener pushes a lawnmower by exerting a con-

stant force of magnitude 9.3 N. If this force does 87 J

of work on the lawnmower while pushing it 11 m

across level ground, what is the angle between the

applied force and the horizontal?

11. A 25.6-kg child pulls a 4.81-kg toboggan up a hill

inclined at 25.7° to the horizontal. The vertical height

of the hill is 27.3 m. Friction is negligible.

(a) Determine how much work the child must do on

the toboggan to pull it at constant velocity up the

hill.

(b) Repeat (a) if the vertical height is still 27.3 m, but

the angle is 19.6°. What general conclusion can

you make? 

(c) The child now slides down the hill on the

toboggan. Determine the total work on the child

and toboggan during the slide.

12. A 73-kg skier coasts up a hill inclined at 9.3° to the

horizontal. Friction is negligible. Use the work-energy

theorem to determine how far along the hill the skier

slides before stopping, if the initial speed at the

bottom is 4.2 m/s.

13. What is the original speed of an object if its kinetic

energy increases by 50.0% when its speed increases by

2.00 m/s? 

14. Assume that the Great Pyramid of Cheops in Egypt

(Figure 1) has a mass of 7.0 3 109 kg and that its

centre of mass is 36 m above the ground.

(a) Determine the gravitational potential energy of

the pyramid relative to the ground on which it

was built.

(b) Assume that each person worked on building the

pyramid 40 days each year and was able to do 

5 3 106 J of work each day in raising stone

blocks. If the efficiency of each worker in moving

the blocks was 20% and the pyramid took 20

years to complete, how many workers were

involved?

15. In a biceps curl, a weightlifter lifts a mass of 45 kg a

vertical distance of 66 cm. Acceleration is negligible.

(a) How much work is done by gravity on the mass?

(b) How much work is done by the weightlifter on

the mass? 

(c) By how much does the gravitational potential

energy of the mass increase?
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16. A seagull drops a 47-g seashell, initially at rest, from

the roof of a cabin.

(a) If air resistance is negligible, what is the seashell’s

speed when it has fallen 4.3 m? Use the law of

conservation of energy.

(b) If air resistance were included, would your

answer to (a) increase, decrease, or remain the

same? 

17. A stick is thrown from a cliff 27 m high with an initial

velocity of 18 m/s at an angle of 37° above the 

horizontal.

(a) Use the law of conservation of energy to deter-

mine the speed of the stick just before it hits the

ground.

(b) Repeat (a) with an angle of 37° below the 

horizontal.

18. A gardener exerts a force of 1.5 3 102 N [22° below

the horizontal] in pushing a large 18-kg box of flower

seeds a distance of 1.6 m. The coefficient of kinetic

friction between the box and the floor is 0.55.

(a) Use Newton’s laws to determine the magnitudes

of the normal force and the force of friction on

the box.

(b) Use the law of conservation of energy to deter-

mine the final speed of the box if it starts from

rest.

(c) How much thermal energy is produced? 

19. A 1.2 3 103-kg space probe, travelling initially at a

speed of 9.5 3 103 m/s through deep space, fires its

engines that produce a force of magnitude 9.2 3

104 N over a distance of 86 km. Determine the final

speed of the probe.

20. A gymnast springs vertically from a trampoline,

leaving the trampoline at a height of 1.15 m from the

ground, and reaching a maximum height of 4.75 m

from the ground. Determine the speed with which

the gymnast leaves the trampoline. (Ignore air resist-

ance and apply energy concepts.) 

21. Figure 2 is a graph of the horizontal component of

the force exerted by a person moving a table in a

straight line across a horizontal floor. How much

work does the person do on the table as the table

moves 6.0 m?

22. A spring is stretched 0.418 m from equilibrium by a

force of magnitude 1.00 3 102 N.

(a) What is the force constant of the spring?

(b) What is the magnitude of force required to

stretch the spring 0.150 m from equilibrium?

(c) How much work must be done on the spring to

stretch it 0.150 m from equilibrium and to com-

press it 0.300 m from equilibrium?

23. A student uses a compressed spring of force constant

22 N/m to shoot a 7.5 3 1023-kg eraser across a desk.

The magnitude of the force of friction on the eraser is

4.2 3 1022 N. How far along the horizontal desk will

the eraser slide if the spring is initially compressed

3.5 cm? Use the law of conservation of energy.

24. A block attached to a horizontal spring of force con-

stant 75 N/m undergoes SHM with an amplitude of

0.15 m. If the speed of the mass is 1.7 m/s when the

displacement is 0.12 m from the equilibrium posi-

tion, what is the mass of the block? 

Figure 1

The Great Pyramid of Cheops was the largest pyramid ever built.

(for question 14)

2.0 4.0 6.0

4.0

8.0

12.0

F
x
 (

N
)

x (m)

0

Figure 2
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25. A mass of 0.42 kg, attached to a horizontal spring of

force constant 38 N/m, undergoes SHM without fric-

tion at an amplitude of 5.3 cm.

(a) What is the maximum energy of the mass-spring

system?

(b) Determine the maximum speed of the mass

using energy concepts.

(c) What is the speed of the mass when the displace-

ment is 4.0 cm?

(d) Determine the sum of the system’s kinetic energy

and elastic potential energy when the displace-

ment is 4.0 cm. Compare your result with your

answer in (a).

Applying Inquiry Skills 
26. (a) Use actual measurements to determine how

much work you would have to do to stack five of

these physics texts one on top of the other, if they

are originally lying flat on the table.

(b) Identify sources of random and systematic error

in your measurements.

27. A force sensor is used to push a box along a hori-

zontal surface at a constant velocity. If the sensor is

connected to a graphing calculator, what information

would the calculator have to generate to indicate the

amount of work done by the force applied by the

sensor to the box? 

28. The end of a diving board exhibits damped harmonic

motion after a diver jumps off. At the instant the

diver leaves the board (t 5 0), the end of the board is

at its highest position, y 5 26 cm above the equilib-

rium position. The period of vibration of the end of

the board is 0.40 s. The amplitude becomes negli-

gible after 6 cycles. Draw a graph showing the

approximate displacement as a function of time for

this motion. (Include the envelope of the damping.) 

29. Farm tractors often produce vibrations that are irri-

tating to the person riding in them. You are hired by

a manufacturer to design a tractor seat that will

reduce the vibrations transmitted to the person sit-

ting in the seat to a minimum. Describe ways of

accomplishing your goal. (Consider concepts pre-

sented in this chapter, such as damping and the law

of conservation of energy.) 

Making Connections 
30. On extremely windy or cold days, certain roller-

coaster rides are shut down. Why? 

31. Two identical balls, A and B, are released from rest on

inclines that have the same vertical drop and the same

horizontal distance from one end to the other. The

inclines differ in detail as illustrated in Figure 3.

(Note that very little energy is lost due to rolling 

friction.) 

(a) Which ball arrives at the end first? Explain your

answer.

(b) Racing cyclists apply this principle on inclined

oval tracks. Explain how.

Extension 
32. Figure 4 shows a partial profile of a roller-coaster

ride. Friction and air resistance are negligible.

Determine the speed of the coaster at position C if

the speed at the top of the highest hill is (a) zero and

(b) 5.00 m/s.

A

B

Figure 3

37.8 m

12.8 m
17.8 m

(Note: The horizontal and vertical scales are different.)

A

B

C

Figure 4
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33. (a) Why, in question 32, was it unnecessary to specify

the mass of the coaster?

(b) Compare the increase in speeds in the two situa-

tions. Is the difference surprising? Why or why

not?

34. A helicopter of mass m has an acceleration of magni-

tude 0.12 g upward.

(a) Determine the force required to cause this accel-

eration.

(b) How much work is done by this force in moving

the helicopter a distance Dy upward?

35. A 1.5-kg steel mass is dropped onto a vertical com-

pression spring of force constant 2.1 3 103 N/m,

from a height of 0.37 m above the top of the spring.

Find, from energy considerations, the maximum dis-

tance the spring is compressed.

36. A stretched elastic band of mass 0.55 g is released so

that its initial velocity is horizontal, and its initial

position is 95 cm above the floor. What was the elastic

potential energy stored in the stretched band if, when

it lands, it has a horizontal displacement of 3.7 m

from the initial position under negligible air 

resistance?

37. A skier swoops down a hill and over a ramp as in

Figure 5. She starts from rest at a height of 16 m,

leaves the 9.0-m ramp at an angle of 45°, and just

clears the hedge on her way down, making an angle of

30° with the vertical as she does. Assuming that there

is no friction, and that she is small compared to the

dimensions of the problem, solve for H, the height 

of the hedge in metres.

Unit 2

38. An athlete throws a basketball through a hoop as in

Figure 6. The ball leaves his hands at a height of 2.5 m

with a speed of 9.0 m/s. Calculate the speed of the

ball when it “swishes” through the hoop. The hoop is

at a height of 3.0 m and it is 5.0 m along the court

from the basketball player.

39. A space shuttle lands on a distant planet where the

gravitational acceleration is 2.0. (We don’t know the

local units of length and time, but they are consistent

throughout this problem.) The shuttle coasts along a

level, frictionless plane (Figure 7) with a speed of 6.0

(position 1). It then coasts up a frictionless ramp of

height 5.0 and angle 30° (position 2). After a brief

ballistic flight, it lands a distance S from the ramp

(position 3). Solve for S in local units of length.

Assume the shuttle is small compared to the local

length unit and that all atmospheric effects are 

negligible.
16 m

9.0 m
H

45˚ 30˚ down

hedge

Figure 5

down

5.0 m

3.0 m

Figure 6

30˚
5.0

S

up

(1)

(2)

(3)

Figure 7

Sir Isaac Newton Contest Question

Sir Isaac Newton Contest Question

Sir Isaac Newton Contest Question
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chapter

Momentum 

and Collisions

In this chapter,
you will be able to

• explain the law of definite

proportions and the

significance of different

proportions of elements

in compounds;

• explain the relationship

between isotopic abundance

and relative atomic mass;

• describe and explain

Avogadro’s constant, the

mole concept, and the

relationship between the

mole and molar mass;

• determine empirical and

molecular formulas using

percentage composition

obtained from given data and

through experimentation;

• develop technological skills

for quantitative analysis;

• solve problems involving

quantities in moles,

numbers of particles,

and mass numbers.
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1. Momentum is an important concept in physics, but the word is also used in

everyday discourse. 

(a) Explain the everyday meaning of the expression “Our soccer team appears to be

gaining momentum.”

(b) How do you think the physics meaning of “gaining momentum” differs from the

everyday meaning?

2. For each of the following situations involving objects A and B, state whether the mag-

nitude of the momentum of A is greater than, less than, or equal to the magnitude of

the momentum of B.

(a) Car A is at rest; an identical car B is in motion. 

(b) Cyclist A is moving at moderate speed; a cyclist of equal mass B, riding an iden-

tical bicycle, is moving at a high speed.

(c) A large truck A is moving at the same speed as car B. 

3. In sports activities in which a ball is struck by a device, such as a golf club, a baseball

bat, a tennis racket, etc., “follow-through” is an advantage.

(a) What is meant by the phrase “follow-through?” Why is it an advantage?

(b) What variable do you think affects follow-through in sports activities?

4. Figure 2 is a graph of the force applied by a cue to a billiard ball as a function of time. 

(a) What technique could you use to determine the approximate area between the

curved line and the time axis? 

(b) Use unit analysis or dimensional analysis to determine what quantity the area

under the line on the graph could represent. (Hint: Convert newtons to base SI

units.) 

5. If you were designing a new car, would you design it so that it was highly elastic and

would bounce off other cars in a collision, or would you design it so that it had flexible

components that would become crunched in a crash? Give reasons.

REFLECT on your learning

• define and describe the

concepts and units related to

momentum (momentum,

impulse, elastic collisions,

and inelastic collisions) 

• analyze, with the aid of

vector diagrams, the linear

momentum of a collection of

objects, and quantitatively

apply the law of

conservation of linear

momentum

• analyze situations involving

the concepts of mechanical

energy, thermal energy and

its transfer (heat), and the

laws of conservation of

momentum and energy

• distinguish between elastic

and inelastic collisions

• investigate the laws of

conservation of momentum

and energy in one and two

dimensions by carrying out

experiments or simulations

and the necessary analytical

procedures 

• analyze and describe

practical applications of

momentum conservation,

applying the law of

conservation of momentum 

• identify and analyze social

issues that relate to the

development of vehicles

Collisions occur all the time. Air molecules continually collide with each other and with

objects near them, such as your eardrums. Hockey sticks and pucks, and tennis rackets and

tennis balls collide. Hailstones collide with car roofs. A train engine attached to a set of

railway cars collides with the cars and then pulls them away. Energetic particles from the

Sun undergo collisions with molecules in Earth’s atmosphere to produce the northern

and southern lights (aurora borealis and aurora australis). Even entire galaxies collide. To

understand collisions and apply the knowledge to the world around us, we need to under-

stand the concept of momentum and the law of conservation of momentum.

The knowledge gained in studying collisions can be applied to many situations that

involve safety issues. In sports activities, helmets and other protective gear reduce con-

cussions and other injuries that occur as a result of collisions. In transportation, vehicle

airbags are designed to reduce injuries that occur in collisions. Crash barriers are incorpo-

rated into highway designs to reduce damage to vehicles and injuries to the vehicle’s occu-

pants (Figure 1).

NEL
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Figure 1

Which design would offer better protection

to the occupants of a car if the car crashed

into these barriers?

TRYTHIS activity
Predicting 

the Bounces 

In this simple activity, you will offer a prediction and hypothesis about the

bounce of a ball, and will then test your ideas by observation. With no prelim-

inary class or group discussion, your teacher will pass ball A around the class,

followed by ball B, to allow each student to decide whether ball A’s bounce

will be higher than, lower than, or equal to ball B’s bounce, assuming that

both are dropped from rest from the same height above the floor. 

(a) Write your prediction.

(b) Discuss the situation with other students and then write your hypothesis

explaining how you think ball A compares with B.

(c) Drop balls A and B to test the predictions made by you and your class-

mates. Assess your prediction and hypothesis.

(d) Link your observations in this activity to the law of conservation of

energy as applied to collisions on highways or in sports activities. 

Do not throw the balls. The bounce can be dangerous.

F (N)

0
t (s)

Figure 2

For question 4. The force applied by a cue as

it collides with a billiard ball is not constant.
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5.15.1 Momentum and Impulse 

In bobsleigh racing (Figure 1), also called bobsled racing, team members push as hard

as they can on the bobsleigh in the start zone, then jump in to race it at the fastest speed

possible down an icy, curved course over 1.2 km long. The two-person bobsleigh has a

mass of about 220 kg and requires a large force to achieve a high velocity. When the

competitors jump into the bobsleigh, the total mass can be as high as 390 kg.

The quantities of mass and velocity combine to give an object linear momentum.

The linear momentum of a moving object is the product of the object’s mass and (instan-

taneous) velocity:

p#$ 5 mv#$

where p#$ is the linear momentum of the object in kilogram metres per second, m is its mass

in kilograms, and v#$ is its velocity in metres per second. The direction of the linear

momentum is the same as the direction of the velocity.

Linear momentum depends on both the mass and the velocity of an object. For any

given mass, the linear momentum is directly proportional to the velocity, and for any given

velocity, the linear momentum is directly proportional to the mass. A truck has more linear

momentum than a car travelling at the same speed, but a fast-moving car may have the

same linear momentum as a slow-moving truck.

Linear momentum is a vector quantity, being the product of a scalar (mass) and a

vector (velocity). We will often consider the components of linear momentum:

px 5 mvx

py 5 mvy

In most of our discussions, we will omit the word “linear” to describe the type of

momentum that involves a mass moving linearly. Another type of momentum, called

angular momentum, is possessed by a rotating object, such as a spinning figure skater.

(Angular momentum is not presented in detail in this text.)

Figure 1

The start zone of a bobsleigh race is

about 15 m long. The racers must

exert as large a force as possible on

the bobsleigh over that distance to

increase its velocity and give it as

much momentum as possible.

linear momentum ( p#$) the product

of the mass of a moving object and

its velocity; a vector quantity

Determine the momentum of a Pacific leatherback turtle of mass 8.6 3 102 kg, swimming

at a velocity of 1.3 m/s [forward]. (The Pacific leatherback turtle is the world’s largest

species of turtle.)

Solution 

m 5 8.6 3 102 kg

v#$ 5 1.3 m/s [forward] 

p#$ 5 ?

p#$ 5 mv#$

5 (8.6 3 102 kg)(1.3 m/s [forward])

p#$ 5 1.1 3 103 kg?m/s [forward]

The momentum of the turtle is 1.1 3 103 kg?m/s [forward].

SAMPLE problem 1
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Impulse and Change in Momentum 
Consider the factors that cause the momentum of the bobsleigh shown in Figure 1 to build

in the start zone from zero to the maximum possible value. The force applied by the

team is an obvious factor: the greater the force applied, the greater is the final momentum.

The other factor is the time interval over which the force is applied: the greater the time

interval, the greater is the final momentum. To analyze these relationships, we refer to

Newton’s second law of motion.

Newton’s second law states that an object acted upon by an external net force accel-

erates in the direction of the net force; the relationship between the object’s mass, accel-

eration, and the net force acting on it is expressed by the equation oF#$ 5 ma#$. We can derive

an equation to express an object’s change in momentum in terms of the net force

(assumed to be constant) and the time interval starting with this equation:

oF#$ 5 ma#$

oF#$ 5 m 1}
v#$f

D

2

t

v#$i
}2

oF#$Dt 5 m ( v#$ f 2 v#$ i )

oF#$Dt 5 p#$ f 2 p#$ i

Since the vector subtraction p#$f 2 p#$ i 5 Dp#$ , we have:

oF#$Dt 5 Dp#$

The product oF#$Dt is called the impulse, which is equal to the change in momentum.

The SI unit of impulse is the newton second (N?s), and the direction of the impulse is

the same as the direction of the change in momentum.

You can apply the concepts implied in the equation oF#$Dt 5 Dp#$ in your daily activi-

ties. For example, catching a ball with your bare hands will hurt depending on the force

oF#$ of the ball. Since the ball always approaches you at the same speed, its change in

momentum as you stop it is always the same: Dp#$ 5 m(v#$f 2 v#$i) 5 m(0 2 v#$i). Thus, if

you allow your hands to move with the ball as you catch it, Dt will be larger, oF#$ will be

smaller, and your hands will hurt less.

Section 5.1

Practice

Understanding Concepts 

1. Calculate the momentum of each of the following:

(a) a 7.0 3 103-kg African elephant running at 7.9 m/s [E]

(b) a 19-kg mute swan flying at 26 m/s [S] 

(c) an electron of mass 9.1 3 10231 kg moving at 1.0 3 107 m/s [forward]

2. A personal watercraft and its rider have a combined mass of 405 kg, and a

momentum of 5.02 3 103 kg?m/s [W]. Determine the velocity of the craft.

3. A bullet travelling at 9.0 3 102 m/s [W] has a momentum of 4.5 kg?m/s [W].

What is its mass?

4. (a) By estimating your top running speed, estimate the magnitude of your

momentum when you are running at this speed. 

(b) How fast would a typical compact car have to be moving to reach the same

momentum? State your assumptions and show your calculations.

Answers

1. (a) 5.5 3 104 kg?m/s [E]

(b) 4.9 3 102 kg?m/s [S]

(c) 9.1 3 10224 kg?m/s 

[forward]

2. 12.4 m/s [W]

3. 5.0 3 1023 kg, or 5.0 g

impulse the product oF#$Dt , equal

to the object’s change in momentum
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The relationship between impulse and change in momentum can be stated for 

components:

oFx Dt 5 Dpx

oFy Dt 5 Dpy

The form of Newton’s second law of motion that we are familiar with is oF#$ 5 ma#$ , but

by rearranging oF#$Dt 5 Dp#$, we can express Newton’s second law as 

oF#$ 5 }
D

D

p#

t

$
}

This equation indicates that the net force on an object equals the rate of change of the object’s

momentum. This form of the second law is actually more general than oF#$ 5 ma#$ because

it lets us handle situations in which the mass changes. In fact, it is the way in which

Newton originally stated his second law. In terms of x- and y-components, we can write

this equation as

oFx 5 }
D

D

p

t

x
} and oFy 5 }

D

D

p

t

y
}

In deriving the equation oF#$Dt 5 Dp#$, we assumed that the acceleration of the object

is constant, and thus the net force on the object is constant. However, in many situa-

tions, the force applied to an object changes nonlinearly during its time of application.

The equation oF#$Dt 5 Dp#$ still applies, provided the net force oF#$ is equal to the average

force acting on the object over the time interval Dt.

To understand the term “average force,” consider Figure 2(a), which shows the typical

shape of a graph of the magnitude of the force as a function of time during a collision

or other interaction of time interval Dt. The graph could represent, for example, the

force acting on a soccer ball as a player kicks it. The area between the curved line and the

time axis represents the impulse given to the object. (You can verify this by considering

that the unit of the area, the newton second (N?s), represents impulse.) The average

force is the constant force that would yield the same impulse as the changing force does

in the same time interval. On a force-time graph, the average force is the constant force,

shown as the straight line in Figure 2(b), that would yield the same area as the curved

line in the same time interval.

High-Speed Particles

The familiar form of Newton’s

second law of motion, oF#$ 5 ma#$,

does not apply to tiny particles, such

as electrons, when their speeds

approach the speed of light.

However, the more general form, 

oF#$ 5 }
D

D

p#

t

$
}, does apply even at these 

high speeds.

DID YOU KNOW??

0
t (s)

F (N) F (N)

0
t (s)

average

force

∆t

F (N)

0
t (s)

Figure 2

(a) The magnitude of the force acting on an object during a typical collision

(b) The average force, acting over Dt , gives the same area as the area under the curve in (a).

(c) Estimating the area under the curve by counting squares of known area on a superimposed grid

(a) (b) (c)

Finding the Areas on Graphs

Estimating the average force on

a force-time graph involving a

nonconstant force is one way of

determining the impulse (i.e., the

area) on an object. Another way

is to draw a grid system on the

graph as in Figure 2(c) and

count the small rectangles of

known area. A third way involves

applying integral calculus, a

topic left for more advanced

physics courses. 

LEARNING TIP
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Section 5.1

A baseball of mass 0.152 kg, travelling horizontally at 37.5 m/s [E], collides with a baseball

bat. The collision lasts for 1.15 ms. Immediately after the collision, the baseball travels hori-

zontally at 49.5 m/s [W] (Figure 3). 

(a) Determine the initial momentum of the baseball.

(b) What is the average force applied by the bat to the baseball?

(c) Determine the ratio of the magnitude of this force to the magnitude of the force of

gravity on the baseball. 

Solution 

(a) m 5 0.152 kg 

v#$i 5 37.5 m/s [E]

p#$i 5 ?

p#$i 5 mv#$i

5 (0.152 kg)(37.5 m/s [E])

p#$i 5 5.70 kg?m/s [E]

The initial momentum is 5.70 kg?m/s [E].

(b) m 5 0.152 kg

Dt 5 1.15 ms 5 1.15 3 1023 s 

v#$i 5 37.5 m/s [E]

v#$f 5 49.5 m/s [W]

oF#$ 5 ?

oF#$ 5 }
D

D

p#

t

$
}

5 }
m ( v#$

D

f 2

t

v#$i )
}

5

5

oF#$ 5 1.15 3 104 N [W]

The average force is 1.15 3 104 N [W]. 

(c) Determine the magnitude of the force of gravity on the ball:

Fg 5 mg

5 (0.152 kg)(9.80 N/kg)

Fg 5 1.49 N

We can now calculate the required ratio:

5 7.72 3 103

The ratio of forces is 7.72 3 103 : 1.

1.15 3 104 N
}}

1.49 N

(0.152 kg)(49.5 m/s [W] 1 37.5 m/s [W])
}}}}

1.15 3 1023 s

(0.152 kg)(49.5 m/s [W] 2 37.5 m/s [E])
}}}}

1.15 3 1023 s

initial

condition

vi

final

condition

vf

W E

Figure 3

The situation for Sample Problem 2

SAMPLE problem 2
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In Sample Problem 2(c), the magnitude of the average force exerted by the bat on the

baseball is almost 8000 times larger than the magnitude of the force of gravity. In general,

the forces between objects involved in collisions tend to be much larger than other forces,

such as gravity. We can therefore usually ignore other forces when analyzing collisions.

To analyze the effect on impulse of a “follow-through” in sports activities, we will

look at a specific example of a typical collision between a tennis ball and a racket.

A 57-g tennis ball is thrown upward and then struck just as it comes to rest at the top of

its motion. The racket exerts an average horizontal force of magnitude 4.2 3 102 N on the

tennis ball. 

(a) Determine the speed of the ball after the collision if the average force is exerted on

the ball for 4.5 ms. 

(b) Repeat the calculation, assuming a time interval of 5.3 ms. 

(c) Explain the meaning and advantage of follow-through in this example. 

Solution 

(a) Since this is a one-dimensional problem, we can use components. 

m 5 57 g 5 0.057 kg vix 5 0 

oFx 5 4.2 3 102 N vfx 5 ?

Dt 5 4.5 ms 5 4.5 3 1023 s

oFx Dt 5 Dpx

oFx Dt 5 m(vfx 2 vix )

oFx Dt 5 mvfx 2 mvix

mvfx 5 oFx Dt 1 mvix

vfx 5 }
oF

m

x Dt
} 1 vix

5 1 0

vfx 5 33 m/s

The speed of the tennis ball after the collision is 33 m/s. 

(b) m 5 57 g = 0.057 kg vix 5 0

oFx 5 4.2 3 102 N vfx 5 ?

Dt 5 5.3 ms 5 5.3 3 1023 s

We use the same equation for vfx as was derived in part (a): 

vfx 5 }
oF

m

x Dt
} 1 vix

5 1 0

vfx 5 39 m/s

The speed of the tennis ball after the collision is 39 m/s. 

(4.2 3 102 N)(5.3 3 1023 s)
}}}

0.057 kg

(4.2 3 102 N)(4.5 3 1023 s)
}}}

0.057 kg

SAMPLE problem 3

Realistic Values

Numerical values used in questions

and sample problems in this text are

all realistic. For example, the official

mass of a tennis ball ranges from

56.7 g to 58.5 g, so the 57-g ball

described in Sample Problem 3 is a

realistic value.

DID YOU KNOW??
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Practice

Understanding Concepts

5. Show that the units of impulse and change in momentum are equivalent.

6. A snowball of mass 65 g falls vertically toward the ground where it breaks apart

and comes to rest. Its speed just before hitting the ground is 3.8 m/s. Determine

(a) the momentum of the snowball before hitting the ground

(b) the momentum of the snowball after hitting the ground

(c) the change in momentum

7. A truck’s initial momentum is 5.8 × 104 kg?m/s [W]. An average force of

4.8 × 103 N [W] increases the truck’s momentum for the next 3.5 s. 

(a) What is the impulse on the truck over this time interval?

(b) What is the final momentum of the truck?

8. A 0.27-kg volleyball, with an initial velocity of 2.7 m/s horizontally, hits a net, stops,

and then drops to the ground. The average force exerted on the volleyball by the

net is 33 N [W]. How long, in milliseconds, is the ball in contact with the net? 

9. In its approach to an airport runway, an airplane of mass 1.24 × 105 kg has a

velocity of 75.5 m/s [11.1° below the horizontal]. Determine the horizontal and

vertical components of its momentum.

Applying Inquiry Skills 

10. Determine the impulse imparted during the interaction represented in each

graph in Figure 4. 

Making Connections 

11. In boxing matches in the nineteenth century, boxers fought with bare hands.

Today’s boxers use padded gloves. 

(a) How do gloves help protect a boxer’s head (and brain) from injury?

(b) Boxers often “roll with the punch.” Use physics principles to explain how

this manoeuvre helps protect them.
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Figure 4

For question 10

Answers

6. (a) 0.25 kg?m/s [down]

(b) zero

(c) 0.25 kg?m/s [up]

7. (a) 1.7 3 104 N?s [W]

(b) 7.5 3 104 kg?m/s [W]

8. 22 ms

9. 9.19 3 106 kg?m/s; 

1.80 3 106 kg?m/s

10. (a) 1.0 N?s [E]

(b) about 4.0 N?s [S]

• The linear momentum of an object is the product of the object’s mass and

velocity. It is a vector quantity whose SI base units are kg?m/s.

• The impulse given to an object is the product of the average net force acting on

the object and the time interval over which that force acts. It is a vector quantity

whose SI base units are N?s.

• The impulse given to an object equals the change in momentum experienced by

the object.

Momentum and ImpulseSUMMARY

(c) The racket in (b) exerts the same average force as in (a) but over a longer time interval.

The additional time interval of 0.8 ms is possible only if the player follows through in

swinging the racket. The advantage of follow-through is that the final speed of the tennis

ball after the collision is greater even though the average force on the ball is the same.

(a)

(b)
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Section 5.1 Questions

Understanding Concepts 

1. State Newton’s second law as it was originally proposed by

Newton, as a relationship between momentum and force.

Write an equation expressing this relationship.

2. What is the property of the forces for which the concept of

impulse proves most helpful when analyzing the changes in

motion that occur as a result of the force?

3. Determine the impulse exerted in each of the following cases:

(a) An average force of 24 N [E] is applied to a dynamics

cart for 3.2 s.

(b) A hockey stick exerts an average force of 1.2 3 102 N

[forward] on a puck during the 9.1 ms they are in 

contact.

(c) Earth pulls down on a 12-kg rock during the 3.0 s it

takes the rock to fall from a cliff.

(d) A toy car crashes into a brick wall, experiencing the

changing force shown on the force-time graph in

Figure 5. 

Figure 5

4. What velocity will a 41-kg child sitting on a 21-kg wagon

acquire if pushed from rest by an average force of 75 N [W]

for 2.0 s?

5. What average force will stop a 1.1 3 103-kg car in 1.5 s, if

the car is initially moving at 22 m/s [E]?

6. A billiard ball of mass 0.17 kg rolls toward the right-hand

cushion of a billiard table at 2.1 m/s, then rebounds straight

back at 1.8 m/s.

(a) What is the change in momentum of the ball as a

result of hitting the cushion?

(b) What impulse does the cushion give to the ball?

7. A 0.16-kg hockey puck is sliding along a smooth, flat sec-

tion of ice at 18 m/s when it encounters some snow. After

2.5 s of sliding through the snow, it returns to smooth ice,

continuing at a speed of 11 m/s.

(a) What is the change in the momentum of the puck?

(b) What impulse does the snow exert on the puck?

(c) What average frictional force does the snow exert on

the puck?

8. A frictionless disk of mass 0.50 kg is moving in a straight line

across an air table at a speed of 2.4 m/s [E] when it bumps

into an elastic band stretched between two fixed posts. The

elastic band exerts an average opposing force of 1.4 N [W]

on the disk for 1.5 s. What is the final velocity of the disk?

9. A 2.0-kg skateboard is rolling across a smooth, flat floor

when a child kicks it, causing it to speed up to 4.5 m/s [N],

in 0.50 s, without changing direction. The average force

exerted by the child on the skateboard is 6.0 N [N]. What is

the initial velocity of the skateboard?

10. A 0.61-kg basketball is thrown vertically downward. Just

before it hits the floor, its speed is 9.6 m/s. It then rebounds

upward with a speed of 8.5 m/s just as it leaves the floor.

The basketball is in contact with the floor for 6.5 ms. 

(a) Determine the basketball’s change in momentum. 

(b) Determine the average force exerted on the basketball

by the floor. (Apply an equation involving the change

in momentum.) 

11. Explain why the force of gravity can be ignored during

the collision between the basketball and the floor in

question 10. 

Applying Inquiry Skills 

12. Describe an experiment you would perform to determine

which of four or five athletes have good follow-through

when they are striking a ball (or a puck) with a tennis

racket, golf club, baseball bat, or hockey stick. Assume that

you are allowed to use sophisticated apparatus, such as a

digital camera or a video camera, and a stroboscopic light

source. Draw sketches to compare photographic images of

a good follow-through with a weak follow-through.

Making Connections 

13. Experience has taught you that when you land upright on

the ground after a jump, you feel less pain if you bend your

knees as you are landing than if you land with your knees

locked. Explain why bending your knees helps alleviate pain

and injury. 

14. A collision analyst applies physics principles to reconstruct

what happened at automobile crashes. Assume that during

a head-on crash between two cars, the cars came to a

stop, and a large component of a plastic bumper broke off

one car and skidded along the highway shoulder leaving

skid marks. 

(a) What information could the analyst gather from the

bumper component and from the skid marks it pro-

duced? What measurements would be needed to esti-

mate the speed of the cars just before the collision,

and how would they be used?

(b) Find out more about how traffic collision analysts apply

physics and math in their investigations using the

Internet or other suitable publications. Report your

findings in a paper, highlighting connections with

momentum.
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5.25.2
Conservation of Momentum 

in One Dimension 

Imagine standing at rest on skates on essentially frictionless ice, and throwing a basket-

ball forward (Figure 1). As the ball moves in one direction, you move in the opposite direc-

tion at a much lower speed. This situation can be explained using Newton’s third law:

you exert a forward force on the ball as it exerts a backward force on you. We can also

explain the situation using the law of conservation of linear momentum.

The system comprised of you (on skates) and the basketball has zero momentum before

you throw the ball. Thus, the momentum of the system after the ball is thrown must

also equal zero. Therefore, the momentum of the ball forward must be balanced by your

momentum in the opposite direction.

During the seventeenth century, scientists including Newton discovered that the total

momentum of colliding objects before and after a collision remains constant. To analyze

the conditions under which this is true, we can study a simple collision between two

gliders on a frictionless air track. It is useful to imagine a boundary around the gliders

to focus our attention on the two-glider system. This system and its boundary are shown

in Figure 2(a).

Law of Conservation of Linear Momentum

If the net force acting on a system of interacting objects is

zero, then the linear momentum of the system before the

interaction equals the linear momentum of the system after

the interaction.
Figure 1

As a person on skates throws a bas-

ketball forward, the force exerted by

the skater on the ball is equal in

magnitude, but opposite in direction

to the force of the ball on the skater.

Friction between the skates and the

ice is assumed to be negligible.

Thus, the net force on the system is

zero and the linear momentum of

this system is conserved.

v1

m1 m2

v2
boundary

air

supply

air through holes

reduces friction to

effectively zero

(a)

v1′

m1 m2

v2′
(c)

m1 m2

(b)
F1→2

F2→1

Figure 2

(a) Two gliders on an air track will

soon collide.

(b) The collision is in progress.

(c) After colliding the gliders

move apart.

Before the two gliders collide, the total momentum of the system is the vector sum of

the momentum of each glider:

p#$ total 5 m1v#$1 1 m2v#$2

where p#$ total is the total momentum, m1 is the mass and v#$1 is the velocity of one glider,

and m2 is the mass and v#$2 is the velocity of the other glider.

When the two gliders collide, each exerts a force on the other as in Figure 2(b).

According to Newton’s third law of motion, the two forces are equal in magnitude, but

opposite in direction:
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F#$ 2→1 5 2F#$ 1→2

where F#$2→1 is the force glider 2 exerts on glider 1, and F#$1→2 is the force glider 1 exerts

on glider 2. Thus, the net force acting on the two-glider system is zero:

F#$ 2→1 1 F#$ 1→2 5 0

Note that the vertical forces—gravity and the upward force exerted by the air—also add

to zero. Therefore, the net force on the system is zero.

The forces exerted by the gliders on each other cause each glider to accelerate according

to Newton’s second law of motion, oF#$ 5 ma#$ . Starting with the equation involving the

forces we have:

F#$ 2→1 5 2F#$ 1→2

m1a#$1 5 2m2a#$2

m1}
D

D

v#

t

$

1

1
} 5 2m2}

D

D

v#

t

$

2

2
}

We know that Dt1 5 Dt2 because the force F#$1→2 acts only as long as the force F#$2→1 acts; that

is, F#$1→2 and F#$2→1 act only as long as the gliders are in contact with each other. Thus,

m1Dv#$1 5 2m2Dv#$2

This equation summarizes the law of conservation of (linear) momentum for two col-

liding objects. It states that during an interaction between two objects on which the total

net force is zero, the change in momentum of object 1 (Dp#$ 1) is equal in magnitude but

opposite in direction to the change in momentum of object 2 (Dp#$ 2). Thus,

Dp#$1 5 2Dp#$2

Let us now consider the glider system before and after the collision (Figure 2(c)). We

will use the prime symbol (9) to represent the final velocities:

m1Dv#$1 5 2m2Dv#$2

m1( v#$19 2 v#$1 ) 5 2m2 ( v#$29 2 v#$2 )

m1v#$19 2 m1v#$1 5 2m2v#$29 1 m2v#$2

m1v#$1 1 m2v#$2 5 m1v#$19 1 m2v#$29

This equation represents another way of summarizing the law of conservation of (linear)

momentum. It states that the total momentum of the system before the collision equals the

total momentum of the system after the collision. Thus,

p#$system 5 p#$9system

It is important to remember that momentum is a vector quantity; thus, any additions

or subtractions in these conservation of momentum equations are vector additions or

vector subtractions. These equations also apply to the conservation of momentum in two

dimensions, which we will discuss in Section 5.4. Note that the equations written for

components are:

m1Dv1x 5 2m2Dv2x

m1Dv1y 5 2m2Dv2y

m1v1x 1 m2v2x 5 m1v 91x 1 m2v 92x

m1v1y 1 m2v2y 5 m1v 91y 1 m2v 92y

Interactions and Collisions

A collision between two or more

objects in a system can also be

called an interaction. However,

there are interactions that are

not collisions, although they

obey the law of conservation of

momentum. Examples include a

person throwing a ball, an

octopus ejecting water in one

direction to propel itself in the

opposite direction, and fireworks

exploding into several pieces.

LEARNING TIP

Systems with More than 

Two Objects 

The equation that relates the

total momentum of the system

before and after a collision can

be applied to interactions

involving more than two objects.

For example, if three figure

skaters, initially at rest in a

huddle, push away from each

other, the initial momentum of

the system is zero and the vector

sum of the skaters’ momentums

after the interaction is also zero.

LEARNING TIP
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1 2

force

exerted

by 2 on 1

force

exerted

by 1 on 2

Figure 4

Two billiard balls colliding: 

the momentum of the system is

conserved.

SAMPLE problem 1

A vacationer of mass 75 kg is standing on a stationary raft of mass 55 kg. The vacationer

then walks toward one end of the raft at a speed of 2.3 m/s relative to the water. What are

the magnitude and direction of the resulting velocity of the raft relative to the water?

Neglect fluid friction between the raft and the water.

Solution

In problems involving conservation of momentum, it is useful to draw diagrams that show

the initial and final situations (Figure 3). 

A coordinate system is then chosen; we will arbitrarily select the +x direction to lie in the

direction of the vacationer’s final velocity. Since there is no net force acting on the system

of the raft and person, we can apply the law of conservation of momentum:

m1v1x 1 m2v2x 5 m1v 91x 1 m2v 92x

where the subscript 1 refers to the person and the subscript 2 refers to the raft. Since this

is a one-dimensional problem, we can omit the x subscripts:

m1v1 1 m2v2 5 m1v 91 1 m2v 92

Note that the v ’s in the equation represent velocity components and can have positive,

zero, or negative values. They do not represent the magnitudes of the velocities, which

must be nonnegative.

In this problem, v1 5 v2 5 0, since the vacationer and the raft are initially stationary.

Therefore, we can write: 

0 5 m1v 91 1 m2v 92

v 92 5

5

v 92 5 23.1 m/s

The final velocity of the raft is 3.1 m/s in the opposite direction to the vacationer’s velocity

(as the negative sign indicates).

2(75 kg)(2.3 m/s)
}}

55 kg

2m1v 91
}
m2

Conservation of momentum can be applied to many collisions. For example, in the

collision of two billiard balls on a table (Figure 4), the force exerted on the first ball by

the second is equal in magnitude, but opposite in direction to the force exerted on the

second ball by the first. The net force on the system is zero and, therefore, the momentum

of the system is conserved. (In this case, we can ignore any friction because it is very

small compared to the forces exerted by the billiard balls on each other. Vertically there

is no acceleration and, thus, there is no net vertical force.) 

m1 = 75 kg 

m2 = 55 kg 

initial

v1x = v2x = 0

+x

final

+x

v1  = 2.3 m/s v2  = ?

v1x
v2x′

′

′′
Figure 3

The initial and final situations 
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SAMPLE problem 2

During a football game, a fullback of mass 108 kg, running at a speed of 9.1 m/s, is tackled

head-on by a defensive back of mass 91 kg, running at a speed of 6.3 m/s. What is the

speed of this pair just after the collision?

Solution

Figure 5 shows the initial and final diagrams. We choose the +x-axis as the direction 

of the initial velocity of the fullback. Therefore, the initial velocity of the defensive back

is negative. 

During the collision, there is no net force on the two-player system. (The horizontal force

exerted between the players is much larger than friction, which can therefore be neg-

lected. In the vertical direction, there is no acceleration because there is no vertical net

force.) Therefore, the momentum of this system is conserved. Thus, 

m1v1 1 m2v2 5 m1v 91 1 m2v 92

where the subscript 1 refers to the fullback and the subscript 2 refers to the defensive

back. Remember that v represents a velocity component, not a velocity magnitude. 

Since the two players have the same final velocity: 

v 91 5 v 925 v 9

m1v1 1 m2v2 5 (m1 1 m2)v 9

v 95 }
m1

m

v1

1

1

1

m

m

2

2

v2
}

5

v 95 12.1 m/s

The final velocity of the players is 2.1 m/s in the direction of the initial velocity of the

fullback (as the positive sign indicates).

(108 kg)(9.1 m/s) 1 (91 kg)(26.3 m/s)
}}}}

(108 kg 1 91 kg)

initial

v1 = 9.1 m/s v2 = 26.3 m/s v ′
 = ?

m1 = 108 kg m2 = 91 kg

+x

final

Figure 5

The initial and final situations

Rocket Propulsion

An important application of conser-

vation of momentum is rocket

propulsion, both on Earth and in the

“vacuum” of outer space. As the

rocket thruster exerts an action

force on the hot gases ejected

backward, the gases exert a reac-

tion force equal in magnitude on the

spacecraft, causing it to accelerate

forward. Since the spacecraft and

ejected gases form an isolated

system, the change in momentum of

the gases is equal in magnitude to

the change in momentum of the

spacecraft. As the thruster continues

to fire its engines, its fuel supply

becomes smaller, so there is a

decrease in the mass of the space-

craft and remaining fuel. Although

the conservation of momentum

applies, the mathematical analysis

of this changing-mass system is left

for calculus-based physics texts. 

DID YOU KNOW??
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Practice

Understanding Concepts 

1. What condition(s) must be met for the total momentum of a system to be conserved?

2. State whether you agree or disagree with the following statement: “The law of conser-

vation of momentum for a system on which the net force is zero is equivalent to

Newton’s first law of motion.” Give a reason for your answer.

3. You drop a 59.8-g hairbrush toward Earth (mass 5.98 3 1024 kg).

(a) What is the direction of the gravitational force exerted by Earth on the hairbrush?

(b) What is the direction of the gravitational force exerted by the hairbrush on Earth?

(c) How do the forces in (a) and (b) compare in magnitude?

(d) What is the net force on the system consisting of Earth and the hairbrush?

(e) What can you conclude about the momentum of this system?

(f) If we consider Earth and the hairbrush to be initially stationary, how does Earth

move as the hairbrush falls down?

( g) If the hairbrush reaches a speed of 10 m/s when it hits Earth (initially stationary),

what is Earth’s speed at this time? 

4. A 45-kg student stands on a stationary 33-kg raft. The student then walks with a

velocity of 1.9 m/s [E] relative to the water. What is the resulting velocity of the raft,

relative to the water, if fluid friction is negligible.

5. Two ice skaters, initially stationary, push each other so that they move in opposite

directions. One skater of mass of 56.9 kg has a speed of 3.28 m/s. What is the mass of

the other skater if her speed is 3.69 m/s? Neglect friction.

6. A stationary 35-kg artillery shell accidentally explodes, sending two fragments of mass

11 kg and 24 kg in opposite directions. The speed of the 11-kg fragment is 95 m/s.

What is the speed of the other fragment? 

7. A railway car of mass 1.37 3 104 kg, rolling at 20.0 km/h [N], collides with another

railway car of mass 1.12 3 104 kg, also initially rolling north, but moving more slowly.

After the collision, the coupled cars have a velocity of 18.3 km/h [N]. What is the ini-

tial velocity of the second car?

8. A 0.045-kg golf ball is hit with a driver. The head of the driver has a mass of 0.15 kg, and

travels at a speed of 56 m/s before the collision. The ball has a speed of 67 m/s as it leaves

the clubface. What is the speed of the head of the driver immediately after the collision?

Applying Inquiry Skills 

9. The graph in Figure 6 shows velocity as a function of time for a system of two carts

that undergo an experimental collision on a horizontal, frictionless surface. The mass

of cart A is 0.40 kg. The mass of cart B is 0.80 kg. 

Answers

3. ( g) 1 3 10225 m/s

4. 2.6 m/s [W]

5. 50.6 kg

6. 44 m/s

7. 16.2 km/h [N]

8. 36 m/s

9. (b) 0.24 kg?m/s [E]

(c) 0.10 m/s [W]

It is a misconception to think that momentum is conserved in all collisions. There

are many collisions in which the net force on the colliding objects is not zero and, there-

fore, momentum is not conserved. For example, if a person jumps from a ladder to a

wooden deck, the momentum of the person–deck system is not conserved because there

is a large normal force exerted by the deck supports and the ground during the collision.

In other words, the deck is not free to move, so Dp#$ jumper does not equal 2Dp#$deck. However,

if we change the boundary of the system to include Earth, momentum would be conserved

because Dp#$ jumper 5 2Dp#$Earth. Since the mass of Earth is very large compared to the mass

of the person, Earth’s change in velocity when the person lands is, of course, too small to

measure. The person–Earth system is isolated, but the person–deck system is not.

Experiments can be performed to determine if momentum is conserved in a variety

of collisions. However, much more can be learned about the collisions if energy is also

analyzed. For greater accuracy, these experiments should involve collisions of objects

that are isolated from external forces, as presented in Investigation 5.2.1 in the Lab

Activities section at the end of this chapter.

Analyzing One-Dimensional

Collisions (p. 260)

Different types of apparatus,

including gliders on air tracks with

motion and force sensors to collect

data, can be used to create and

analyze one-dimensional collisions.

How do you think the challenge of

isolating two colliding objects will

affect the degree to which

momentum and energy are 

conserved?

INVESTIGATION 5.2.1
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(a) If you were conducting this experiment, describe what you would observe based

on the graph. 

(b) Determine the momentum of the system of carts before the collision. 

(c) Assuming momentum is conserved, determine the velocity of cart A after the

collision is complete. 

(d) Copy the graph into your notebook, and complete the line for cart A. Superimpose

lines that you think you would obtain in an experiment in which friction is not

quite zero. 

Making Connections 

10. During a space walk, an astronaut becomes stranded a short distance from the

spacecraft. Explain how the astronaut could solve the problem by applying conserva-

tion of momentum to return safely to the spacecraft. State any assumptions needed

for your solution to work.

• The law of conservation of linear momentum states that if the net force acting on

a system is zero, then the momentum of the system is conserved.

• During an interaction between two objects in a system on which the total net

force is zero, the change in momentum of one object is equal in magnitude, but

opposite in direction, to the change in momentum of the other object.

• For any collision involving a system on which the total net force is zero, the total

momentum before the collision equals the total momentum after the collision.

Conservation of Momentum 

in One Dimension
SUMMARY

Section 5.2 Questions

Understanding Concepts 

1. A bowling ball (B) moving at high speed is about to col-

lide with a single stationary pin (P) (Figure 7). The mass

of the ball is more than four times greater than the mass

of the pin. For the short time interval in which the colli-

sion occurs, state whether each of the following state-

ments is true or false. If the statement is false, write a

corrected version. 

(a) The magnitude of the force exerted by B on P is

greater than the magnitude of the force exerted by P

on B. 

(b) The magnitude of the change in velocity of B equals

the magnitude of the change in velocity of P.

Figure 7

The bowling ball

has a greater mass

than the pin.

v
 (

m
/
s

 [
E

])

t (ms)

0.2

0

−0.2

1 3 42

0.4

0.6

5

cart A

cart B

Figure 6

For question 9
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(c) The time interval of the collision for B equals the time

interval of the collision for P.

(d) The magnitude of the change in momentum of B is

less than the magnitude of the change in momentum

of P.

2. Can individual objects in a system have nonzero

momentum while the momentum of the entire system is

zero? If “yes,” give an example. If “no,” explain why not.

3. In which of the following situations is the momentum con-

served for the system of objects A and B? 

(a) A vacationer A stands in a stationary raft B; the vaca-

tioner then walks in the raft. (Neglect fluid friction.)

(b) A freely rolling railway car A strikes a stationary

railway car B.

(c) A veggie burger A is dropped vertically into a frying

pan B and comes to rest.

4. In 1920, a prominent newspaper wrote the following about

Robert Goddard, a pioneer of rocket ship development:

“Professor Goddard does not know the relationship of

action to reaction, and of the need to have something

better than a vacuum against which to react. Of course, he

only seems to lack the knowledge ladled out daily in high

schools.” Explain why the newspaper was wrong (as it

itself admitted years later). 

5. A 57-kg factory worker takes a ride on a large, freely rolling

27-kg cart. The worker initially stands still on the cart, and

they both move at a speed of 3.2 m/s relative to the floor.

The worker then walks on the cart in the same direction as

the cart is moving. The worker’s speed is now 3.8 m/s rela-

tive to the floor. What are the magnitude and direction of

the final velocity of the cart?

6. A hiker of mass 65 kg is standing on a stationary raft of

mass 35 kg. He is carrying a 19-kg backpack, which he

throws horizontally. The resulting velocity of the hiker and

the raft is 1.1 m/s [S] relative to the water. What is the

velocity with which the hiker threw the backpack, relative to

the water?

7. Two automobiles collide. One automobile of mass 1.13 3

103 kg is initially travelling at 25.7 m/s [E]. The other automo-

bile of mass 1.25 3 103 kg has an initial velocity of 13.8 m/s

[W]. The vehicles become attached during the collision. What

is their common velocity immediately after the collision?

8. (a) Determine the magnitude and direction of the change

in momentum for each automobile in question 7. 

(b) How are these two quantities related?

(c) What is the total change in momentum of the two-

automobile system?

9. A stationary quarterback is tackled by an 89-kg linebacker

travelling with an initial speed of 5.2 m/s. As the two

players move together after the collision, they have a speed

of 2.7 m/s. What is the mass of the quarterback?

10. Two balls roll directly toward each other. The 0.25-kg ball

has a speed of 1.7 m/s; the 0.18-kg ball has a speed of

2.5 m/s. After the collision, the 0.25-kg ball has reversed its

direction and has a speed of 0.10 m/s. What is the magni-

tude and direction of the velocity of the 0.18-kg ball after

the collision?

Applying Inquiry Skills 

11. You are given two dynamics carts of masses m1 and m2,

with nearly frictionless wheels. The carts are touching each

other and are initially at rest. Cart 1 has an internal spring

mechanism that is initially compressed (Figure 8). The

spring is suddenly released, driving the carts apart.

Describe an experimental procedure that you could use to

test conservation of momentum for this “exploding” system.

Include a list of apparatus you would need, safety precau-

tions you would follow, and measurements you would take.

Making Connections 

12. On a two-lane highway where the posted speed limit is 

80 km/h, a car of mass mC and an SUV of mass mS have a

head-on collision. The collision analyst observes that both

vehicles came to a stop at the location of the initial impact.

Researching the mass of the vehicles, the analyst found

that mS 5 2mC. Both drivers survived the collision and each

claimed to be travelling at the legal speed limit when the

collision occurred.

(a) It is obvious that the analyst cannot believe both

drivers. Use numerical data to explain why. 

(b) If both vehicles had been travelling at the legal speed

limit before the collision, how would the accident

scene have been different? (Assume that the collision

was still head-on.)

internal 

compression 

spring

spring

release

m1 m2 

Figure 8

For question 11
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5.35.3 Elastic and Inelastic Collisions 

If you have inspected the structure of a safety helmet, such as a hockey or bicycle helmet,

you may have noticed that the inside is made of relatively soft material designed to fit

tightly around the head (Figure 1). A hockey helmet protects a player’s head during a

collision, whether with another player, the ice, or the goal post. For example, if a player

without a helmet trips and slides head-first into a goal post, the contact with the post

affects only a small area of the head, which must absorb a considerable amount of the

player’s kinetic energy. This of course is extremely dangerous. With a properly-fitted

helmet, on the other hand, the force of the impact is spread out over a much larger

surface area, so that any one spot would have to absorb only a fraction of the energy

absorbed without the helmet. (The padding in the helmet also increases the time interval

of the collision, reducing the force applied to the helmet as the collision causes the

player to come to a stop.) In this section, we will explore the relationship of energy to

various types of collisions.

Experiments in which different sets of balls are thrown toward each other so that they

collide head-on can be used to illustrate different types of collisions (Figure 2). The

experimental observations vary greatly depending on the type of balls selected. When

two superballs collide, they bounce off each other at high speed; tennis balls bounce

off each other with moderate speed; and putty balls (of similar mass) stick together and

have negligible speed after the collision. In each collision, momentum is conserved. To

understand the differences between the collisions, we must consider the kinetic energy

of each system.

Figure 1

A hockey helmet is designed to

spread the force and energy of a

collision over as large an area as

possible.

before

(a)

v1 v2

v19 v29

after

before

(b)

v1 v2

v19 v29

after

before

(c)

v1 v2

v19

after

Figure 2

(a) Collision of two superballs

(b) Collision of two tennis balls 

(c) Collision of two balls made

of soft putty

In the superball collision, the total kinetic energy of the system before the collision is

equal to the total kinetic energy of the system after the collision. This type of collision

is called an elastic collision. For a system undergoing an elastic collision,

EK9 5 EK

p#$9 5 p#$

where the prime symbol represents the final condition of the system.

When the tennis balls collide, the total kinetic energy of the system after the collision

is not equal to the total kinetic energy of the system before the collision. This is an

inelastic collision. For a system undergoing an inelastic collision,

EK9 Þ EK

p#$9 5 p#$

elastic collision a collision in

which the total kinetic energy after

the collision equals the total kinetic

energy before the collision

inelastic collision a collision in

which the total kinetic energy after

the collision is different from the total

kinetic energy before the collision
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When two objects stick together during a collision, as is the case with the putty

balls, we have a completely inelastic collision. The decrease in total kinetic energy

in a completely inelastic collision is the maximum possible. For a system undergoing

a completely inelastic collision,

EK9 , EK

p#$9 5 p#$

Note that in a completely inelastic collision, the objects stick together and thus have the

same final velocity.

It is important to realize that we compare the kinetic energies of the colliding objects

before and after the collision, not during the collision. Consider two gliders of equal

mass with springs attached approaching each other at the same speed (Figure 3). Just

before the gliders collide, their speeds and kinetic energies are at a maximum, but in

the middle of the collision, their speeds and kinetic energies are zero. The kinetic energy

is transformed into elastic potential energy stored in the springs. This potential energy

is at a maximum when the kinetic energy is at a minimum. After the elastic collision, when

the springs no longer touch, the elastic potential energy drops back to zero and the

kinetic energies return to their original values.

completely inelastic collision a

collision in which there is a max-

imum decrease in kinetic energy

after the collision since the objects

stick together and move at the

same velocity

v2v1

spring

bumpers

Figure 3

When gliders with springs collide,

the duration of the collision is

greater than without the springs,

making it easier to observe what

happens to the energies of the

gliders as they collide.

Figure 4 is a graph of the mechanical energy of the system of gliders and springs. At

any instant in this elastic collision, the sum of the elastic potential energy and the kinetic

energy of the system remains constant, even though the kinetic energy does not return

to its initial value until after the collision is complete.

In practice, it is almost impossible to have a truly elastic collision between two macro-

scopic objects, such as gliders with springs or superballs. There is always some small

amount of kinetic energy transformed into other forms. For instance, when superballs

collide, thermal energy and sound energy are produced. However, in this text we will

treat certain collisions between macroscopic objects as being elastic, and

we will ignore the small amount of kinetic energy that is lost. Collisions

involving molecules, atoms, and subatomic particles, on the other hand,

can be perfectly elastic.

After an inelastic collision or a completely inelastic collision, the total

final kinetic energy of the system is not equal to the initial kinetic energy

of the system. Usually the final kinetic energy is less than the initial kinetic

energy unless the collision is explosive. Since energy is conserved, the

lost kinetic energy must be transformed into other forms of energy. For

example, when two putty balls collide, the putty balls become warmer

because the kinetic energy has been transformed into thermal energy.

Depending on the properties of the colliding objects, the kinetic energy

could be transformed into sound energy, elastic potential energy, thermal

energy, or another form of energy.

Inelastic Collisions

In most inelastic collisions, for

example, between two tennis balls,

the total final kinetic energy of the

system is less than the total initial

kinetic energy of the system.

However, in some inelastic colli-

sions, such as a collision that initi-

ates an explosion, kinetic energy is

produced, giving a total final

kinetic energy of the system

greater than the initial kinetic

energy of the system.

LEARNING TIP

Time (s)

M
e
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l 
E

n
e
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y

 (
J
)

total kinetic

energy

0

total elastic

potential energy

total mechanical

energy

Figure 4

Mechanical energy in an elastic collision as a

function of time
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In the early history of the solar system, there were many completely inelastic colli-

sions between relatively large objects, such as the Moon and chunks of rock (Figure 5).

Such collisions produced the craters on the Moon’s surface. Similar collisions created

craters on Earth, although most have been destroyed in erosion by rain and wind.

However, some relatively recent craters still exist, such as the famous Barringer Crater in

Arizona, which is believed to be about 50 000 years old (Figure 6). This crater, with a diam-

eter of 1.6 km and a depth of 180 m, resulted when a large meteorite collided with Earth.

Figure 5

Craters on the Moon are the result

of completely inelastic collisions

with large rocks.

Figure 7

Newton’s cradle

Figure 6 

Analyzing impact craters, such as

the Barringer Crater, helps scientists

understand more about the history

of the solar system. The meteorite

that created this crater was about

45 m in diameter, but it was travel-

ling at about 65 000 km/h (relative

to Earth) when it collided.

TRYTHIS activity Newton’s Cradle

Figure 7 shows a Newton’s cradle. Each sphere has the same mass m. If the raised

sphere is released, it will move, and just before it collides with the stationary spheres, its

momentum has a magnitude of mv. 

(a) Is it true that momentum can be conserved, no matter how many spheres fly outward

after the initial collision? Why or why not?

(b) Is it true that kinetic energy can be conserved, no matter how many spheres fly out-

ward after the initial collision? Why or why not?

(c) Based on your calculations, predict what will happen when a single sphere hits the

stationary spheres. Test your prediction by trying the demonstration. 

(d) Predict what will happen when two spheres, and also when three spheres, strike the

stationary spheres. Test your predictions. 

Practice

Understanding Concepts 

1. In a completely inelastic collision between two objects, under what condition(s) will

all of the original kinetic energy be transformed into other forms of energy?

2. In a certain collision between two cars, the cars end up sticking together. Can we

conclude that the collision is completely inelastic? Explain.

3. Use physics principles to explain why head-on vehicle collisions are usually more

dangerous than other types of collisions.

Applying Inquiry Skills 

4. Describe how you would use the elasticity of a ball when you squeeze it to predict

how well it will bounce off a hard floor. Test your answer experimentally. 

5. Draw a graph similar to the one in Figure 4, illustrating mechanical energy as a func-

tion of time for

(a) an inelastic collision

(b) a completely inelastic collision

Making Connections 

6. A safety helmet spreads the force of an impact over as large an area as possible; the

soft interior also changes the time interval of a collision. 

(a) Why is the impact force reduced for a helmet with a soft interior versus a hard 

interior?

(b) How is safety reduced if the helmet does not fit properly?

(c) Once a helmet has been involved in a collision, it should be replaced. Why?

7. If you were designing a passenger train, would you favour a design with a rigid frame

or a flexible frame? Why? 
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Solving Collision Problems 
In solving problems involving collisions, it is important to distinguish between elastic,

inelastic, and completely inelastic collisions. For all collisions involving two objects on

which the net force is zero, momentum is conserved:

mv1 1 mv2 5 mv91 1 mv92

where m1 and m2 are the masses of the colliding objects, v1 and v2 are the velocities

before the collision, and v91 and v92 are the velocities after the collision. (Remember that

vector notation is omitted because the collisions are in one dimension.) If the collision

is inelastic, this is the only equation that can be used. In the case of a completely inelastic

collision, the objects stick together and their final velocities are equal v 91 5 v 92 .

For an elastic collision (which will be stated clearly in the problem), the total kinetic

energy before the collision equals the total kinetic energy after the collision:

}
1

2
}mv1

2 1 }
1

2
}mv2

2 5 }
1

2
}mv91

2 1 }
1

2
}mv92

2

We can combine this equation with the equation for conservation of momentum to

solve problems that involve elastic collisions.

A billiard ball with mass m and initial speed v1, undergoes a head-on elastic collision with

another billiard ball, initially stationary, with the same mass m. What are the final speeds

of the two balls?

Solution 

Figure 8 shows the initial and final diagrams. We choose the 1x-axis as the direction of

motion of the initially moving ball (ball 1). Since the problem states that the collision is

elastic, we know that the total initial kinetic energy equals the total final kinetic energy.

Momentum is conserved in this collision. We can thus write two equations, one for kinetic

energy and one for momentum:

}
1

2
}mv1

2 1 }
1

2
}mv2

2 5 }
1

2
}mv91

21 }
1

2
}mv92

2

mv1 1 mv2 5 mv91 1 mv92

where the subscript 1 refers to the initially moving ball and the subscript 2 refers to the initially

stationary ball. Note that the v ’s represent velocity components (not velocity magnitudes) and

can be positive or negative. Since the masses are equal, they cancel:

v1
2 1 v2

2 5 v91
21 v92

2

v1 1 v2 5 v91 1 v92

Since ball 2 is initially stationary, v2 5 0, and we can write: 

v1
2 5 v91

21 v92
2

v1 5 v91 1 v92

We now have two equations and two unknowns, so we rearrange the latter equation to

solve for v91 : 

v91 5 v1 2 v92

SAMPLE problem 1

m m

1 2

1x

v1
v2 = 0

1 2

v19 = ? v29 = ?

initial

final

Figure 8

The situations before and after the

collision for Sample Problem 1

Solving Simultaneous

Equations

Whenever a problem involves an

elastic collision, the chances are

great that there will be two

unknowns. To solve for two

unknowns, you need to set up

two simultaneous equations (one

involving momentum conserva-

tion and the other involving

kinetic energy conservation), and

simplify them. 

In problems involving inelastic

and completely inelastic collisions,

there will usually be one or two

unknowns, but the conservation of

kinetic energy does not apply. You

must solve the problem by applying

the equation for the conservation of

momentum and then work out the

kinetic energies if needed. 

LEARNING TIP
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Substituting for v91 : 

v1
2 5 (v1 2 v92)21 v92

2

5 v1
2 2 2v1v92 1 v92

2 1 v92
2

0 5 22v1v92 1 2v92
2

0 5 2v92(v1 2 v92)

Therefore, either v925 0 (which is not an appropriate solution since it means that no colli-

sion occurred) or v1 2 v925 0. Thus, we can conclude that v92 5 v1. Substituting this value

into the equation v1 5 v91 1 v92 :

v1 5 v91 1 v1

v91 5 0

Therefore, ball 1, which was initially moving, is at rest after the collision (v915 0); ball 2,

which was initially stationary, has the same speed after the collision that ball 1 had before

the collision (v92 5 v1). Note that this conclusion is not valid for all elastic collisions in

which one object is initially stationary—the colliding objects must have the same mass. 

A child rolls a superball of mass 2.5 3 1022 kg along a table at a speed of 2.3 m/s to collide

head-on with a smaller stationary superball of mass 2.0 3 1022 kg. The collision is elastic.

Determine the velocity of each ball after the collision. 

Solution

m1 5 2.5 3 1022 kg v91 5 ?

m2 5 2.0 3 1022 kg v92 5 ?

v1 5 2.3 m/s

Figure 9 shows diagrams of the situation. We choose the 1x axis as the direction of the

initial velocity of the larger ball. Since the collision is elastic, both kinetic energy and

momentum are conserved:

}
1

2
}m1v1

2 1 }
1

2
}m2v2

2 5 }
1

2
}m1v91

21 }
1

2
}m2v92

2

m1v1 1 m2v2 5 m1v91 1 m2v92

where the subscript 1 refers to the larger ball and the subscript 2 refers to the smaller ball.

Since ball 2 is initially stationary, v2 5 0. Substituting into both equations and multiplying

the kinetic energy equation by 2, we have:

m1v1
2 5 m1v91

2 1 m2v92
2

m1v1 5 m1v91 1 m2v92

We can rearrange the second equation to solve for v91 in terms of v92: 

v91 5 v1 2 }
m

m

2

1

} v92

5 2.3 m/s 2 1}22
.

.

0

5

3

3

1

1

0

0

2

2

2

2

k

k

g

g
}2 v92

v91 5 2.3 m/s 2 0.80 v92

which we can then substitute into the first equation and solve for v92. However, before

substituting for v91, we can substitute known numbers into the first equation:

m1v1
2 5 m1v91

2 1 m2v92
2

(2.5 3 1022 kg)(2.3 m/s)2 5 (2.5 3 1022 kg)v91
2 1 (2.0 3 1022 kg)v92

2

SAMPLE problem 2

m1 5 2.5 3 1022 kg

m2 5 2.0 3 1022 kg

1 2

1x v1 = 2.3 m/s v2 = 0

1 2

v19 = ? v29 = ?

initial

final

Figure 9

The situations before and after the

collision for Sample Problem 2
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The collisions analyzed so far in this chapter have been one-dimensional. Most col-

lisions, however, involve two- or three-dimensional situations. By performing an inves-

tigation to study two-dimensional collisions, you will find the theory and mathematical

analysis of such collisions much easier to understand. To explore two-dimensional

collisions further, perform Investigation 5.3.1 in the Lab Activities section at the end

of this chapter.

Multiplying by 102 to eliminate each 1022, we have:

(2.5 kg)(2.3 m/s)2 5 (2.5 kg)v91
2 1 (2.0 kg)v92

2

13.2 kg?m2/s2 5 (2.5 kg)v91
2 1 (2.0 kg)v92

2

Now, substituting the expression for v91:

13.2 kg?m2/s2 5 (2.5 kg)(2.3 m/s 2 0.80v92)2 1 (2.0 kg)v92
2

13.2 kg?m2/s2 5 (2.5 kg)(5.29 m2/s2 2 3.68 m/sv92 1 0.64v92
2) 1 (2.0 kg)v92

2

13.2 kg?m2/s2 5 13.2 kg?m2/s2 2 9.2 kg?m/s v92 1 1.6 kg v92
2 1 2.0 kg v92

2

0 5 29.2 kg?m/s v92 1 3.6 kg v92
2

0 5 (29.2 kg?m/s 1 3.6 kg v92)v92

Thus, 0 5 29.2 kg?m/s 1 3.6 kg v92 or v92 5 0

Since v92 5 0 corresponds to no collision, we must have:

0 5 29.2 kg?m/s 1 3.6 kg v92

v92 5 12.6 m/s

We can now substitute this value for v92 to solve for v91:

v91 5 2.3 m/s 2 0.80v92

5 2.3 m/s 2 0.80(2.6 m/s)

v91 5 10.3 m/s

Thus, after the collision, both balls are moving in the 1x direction (the same direction as

the larger ball was originally moving). The speeds are 2.6 m/s and 0.3 m/s for the smaller

and larger balls, respectively.
Analyzing Two-Dimensional

Collisions (p. 262)

There are various ways of creating

collisions in the laboratory in which

the objects collide with a crisp, clear

bang, or the objects stick together

and have a common final velocity.

What problems would you anticipate

having to overcome in analyzing

two-dimensional collisions between

pucks on a horizontal air table? 

INVESTIGATION 5.3.1

Practice

Understanding Concepts

8. A small truck and a large truck have the same kinetic energies. Which truck has the

greater momentum? Justify your answer.

9. (a) Can an object have kinetic energy, but no momentum? Can an object have

momentum, but no kinetic energy? Explain.

(b) Repeat (a) for an isolated system of two interacting objects.

10. During a friendly snowball fight, two snowballs, each of mass 0.15 kg, collide in mid-

air in a completely inelastic collision. Just before the collision, both balls are travelling

horizontally, one ball with a velocity of 22 m/s [N] and the other 22 m/s [S]. What is

the velocity of each ball after the collision?

11. A proton travelling with an initial speed of 815 m/s collides head-on with a stationary

proton in an elastic collision. What is the velocity of each proton after the collision?

Show your work. 

Answers

10. 0 m/s

11. 0 m/s; 815 m/s in the direc-

tion of initial velocity
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• In all elastic, inelastic, and completely inelastic collisions involving an isolated

system, the momentum is conserved.

• In an elastic collision, the total kinetic energy after the collision equals the total

kinetic energy before the collision.

• In an inelastic collision, the total kinetic energy after the collision is different

from the total kinetic energy before the collision.

• In a completely inelastic collision, the objects stick together and move with the

same velocity, and the decrease in total kinetic energy is at a maximum.

• Elastic collisions can be analyzed by applying both the conservation of kinetic

energy and the conservation of momentum simultaneously.

Elastic and Inelastic CollisionsSUMMARY

Answers

12. 85 km/h [N]

13. 4.1 3 106 J; 4.0 3 106 J; 

1 3 105 J

14. 5.15 3 102 m/s

16. (b) pp#$T9 5 p#$R 1 p#$R9;

p#$T9 5 p#$L 2 p#$L9

y

Time

A

B

Figure 10

For question 15

12. A truck of mass 1.3 3 104 kg, travelling at 9.0 3 101 km/h [N], collides with a car of

mass 1.1 3 103 kg, travelling at 3.0 3 101 km/h [N]. If the collision is completely

inelastic, what are the magnitude and direction of the velocity of the vehicles immedi-

ately after the collision?

13. Calculate the total kinetic energy before and after the collision described in question 12.

Determine the decrease in kinetic energy during the collision.

14. A nitrogen molecule of mass 4.65 3 10226 kg in the air undergoes a head-on elastic

collision with a stationary oxygen molecule of mass 5.31 3 10226 kg. After the colli-

sion, the nitrogen molecule has reversed its direction and has a speed of 34.1 m/s,

while the oxygen molecule is travelling at 4.81 3 102 m/s in the original direction of

the nitrogen molecule. What is the initial speed of the nitrogen molecule?

Applying Inquiry Skills 

15. An experiment is performed in which two low-friction carts on an air track approach

each other and collide. The motions of the carts are monitored by sensors connected

to a computer that generates the graphs in Figure 10. 

(a) One line on the graph represents the total momentum of the two-cart system,

and the other represents the total kinetic energy. Which line is which? How can

you tell?

(b) What type of collision occurred in the experiment? How can you tell?

Making Connections 

16. In some situations, riot police use rubber bullets to control demonstrators. In

designing these bullets, tests are carried out in labs to compare the collisions

involving rubber bullets and lead bullets striking a target. 

(a) In these tests, one type of bullet has an elastic collision with the test target,

while the other type has an almost completely inelastic collision with the test

target. Which bullet has the elastic collision and which has the almost com-

pletely inelastic collision?

(b) Using the subscripts R for the rubber bullet, L for the lead bullet, and T for the

target, develop equations for the magnitude of the momentum transferred to the

target after being struck by the rubber bullet and the lead bullet. Assume both

bullets to have the same masses and initial speeds. Express your answers in

terms of the magnitudes of the initial momentum of the bullet and the final

momentum of the bullet. Which bullet transfers the larger magnitude of

momentum to the target? 

(c) Explain why rubber bullets are preferred in riot control. 
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Section 5.3 Questions

Understanding Concepts 

1. A moving object collides with a stationary object.

(a) Is it possible for both objects to be at rest after the colli-

sion? If “yes,” give an example. If “no,” explain why not.

(b) Is it possible for only one object to be at rest after

the collision? If “yes,” give an example. If “no,” explain

why not.

2. A wet snowball of mass m, travelling at a speed v, strikes a

tree. It sticks to the tree and stops. Does this example vio-

late the law of conservation of momentum? Explain. 

3. Two particles have the same kinetic energies. Are their

momentums necessarily equal? Explain. 

4. A 22-g superball rolls with a speed of 3.5 m/s toward

another stationary 27-g superball. The balls have a head-on

elastic collision. What are the magnitude and direction of

the velocity of each ball after the collision?

5. An object of mass m has an elastic collision with another

object initially at rest, and continues to move in the original

direction but with one-third its original speed. What is the

mass of the other object in terms of m?

6. A 66-kg skier, initially at rest, slides down a hill 25 m high,

then has a completely inelastic collision with a stationary

72-kg skier. Friction is negligible. What is the speed of

each skier immediately after the collision?

Applying Inquiry Skills 

7. Figure 11(a) shows a ballistics pendulum used to deter-

mine speeds of bullets before the advent of modern elec-

tronic timing. A bullet is shot horizontally into a block of

wood suspended by two strings. The bullet remains

embedded in the wood, and the wood and bullet together

swing upward.

(a) Explain why the horizontal momentum of the bullet-

wood system is conserved during the collision, even

though the strings exert tension forces on the wood.

(b) If the bullet and wood have masses of m and M,

respectively, and the bullet has an initial speed of v,

derive an algebraic expression for the speed of the

bullet and wood immediately after the collision, before

they swing upward, in terms of m, M, and v.

(c) As the bullet and wood swing up, what law of nature

can be used to relate the maximum vertical height to

the speed just after the collision? 

(d) Use your answers to (b) and (c) to derive an expres-

sion for the maximum vertical height h in terms of m,

M, v, and g. 

(e) Rearrange your expression in (d) so that if h is a

known quantity, v can be calculated.

(f) If a bullet of mass 8.7 g hits a block of wood of mass

5.212 kg, and the bullet and wood swing up to a max-

imum height of 6.2 cm, what is the initial speed of the

bullet?

(g) Figure 11(b) shows a modern ballistics pendulum

used for student experimentation. Describe some of the

sources of random and systematic error that should be

minimized in determining the speed of the ball fired

from the spring-loaded triggering mechanism.

Making Connections 

8. Decades ago, cars were designed to be as rigid as pos-

sible. Modern cars, however, are designed with “crumple

zones” that collapse upon impact. Explain the advantage

of this design.

9. Chunks of material from space, both large and small, col-

lide with Earth. Research the sizes of these materials and

the frequencies of the collisions, as well as some of the

well-known collisions scientists have studied. Some famous

impact sites are Sudbury, Ontario; Chicxulub, Mexico; and

Tunguska, Russia. Write a brief report summarizing what

you discover.

h
vm

Figure 11

Ballistics pendulums (for question 7)

(a) (b)

GO www.science.nelson.com
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5.45.4
Conservation of Momentum 

in Two Dimensions 

How could a chunk of rock from Antarctica provide a basis for research into the possi-

bility that life once existed on Mars? The answer lies in a two-dimensional collision that

occurred about 15 million years ago, when a large high-speed rock crashed into Mars at

a glancing angle (Figure 1). Some of the kinetic energy of the rock was converted into

thermal energy, melting some of the surface rock and trapping bubbles from the atmos-

phere in material that splashed off the surface, cooled, and flew off into space. Eventually

a chunk of that surface material from Mars became the rock that landed in Antarctica.

Researchers discovered that the rock’s dissolved gases were the same as those identified

by probes landing on Mars. Further research identified possible materials that may be asso-

ciated with microscopic life forms.

In the previous section, we examined the conservation of momentum in one-dimen-

sional collisions, such as the recoil of a raft when a person walks on it or the head-on col-

lisions of automobiles. For momentum to be conserved, the net force on the system must

be zero. The forces exerted by the objects on each other are equal in magnitude but oppo-

site in direction (from Newton’s third law) and add to zero. If other forces on the system also

add to zero or are so small as to be negligible, then the net force on the system will be zero.

The same reasoning applies to two-dimensional situations, such as the collision

between pucks on an air table with negligible friction (see Investigation 5.3.1). Since

both the net force and momentum are vector quantities, when we say that momentum

is conserved, we mean that both the magnitude and direction of the momentum vector

do not change. Alternatively, in two dimensions, we can state that both the x- and y-

components of the momentum do not change.

The law of conservation of momentum applies to any situation in which a system is

subject to a net force of zero. It applies to collisions between all sorts of objects; it also

applies to interactions that are not collisions, such as the ejection of gases from a rocket

thruster to control the spacecraft’s motion.

254 Chapter 5 NELNEL

Mars

large rock
small fragments

to

Earth

Figure 1

The two-dimensional nature of the

collision between a rock and the

surface of Mars

A 38-kg child is standing on a 43-kg raft that is drifting with a velocity of 1.1 m/s [N] relative

to the water. The child then walks on the raft with a net velocity of 0.71 m/s [E] relative to the

water. Fluid friction between the raft and water is negligible. Determine the resulting velocity

of the raft relative to the water. 

SAMPLE problem 1

u

2pC 5 27 kg •m/s [W]

pS9 5 pS 5 89 kg •m/s [N]
pR9 5 ?

E

N

raft child

mR 5 43 kg mC 5 38 kg

vS 5 1.1 m/s [N]

E

N(a) (b)

Figure 2

(a) The basic situation 

(b) Determining the final

momentum of the raft
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Solution 

Figure 2(a) shows the situation. Since there is no net force acting on the system,

momentum is conserved. Thus,

p#$S 5 p#$S9

where the subscript S represents the system. Finding the initial momentum of the system: 

mS 5 38 kg 1 43 kg 5 81 kg 

v#$S 5 1.1 m/s [N]

p#$S 5 ?

p#$S 5 mSv#$S

5 (81 kg)(1.1 m/s [N])

p#$S 5 89 kg?m/s [N]

The final momentum of the system is equal to the vector addition of the child (indicated by

subscript C) and the raft (indicated by subscript R):

p#$S9 5 p#$C91 p#$R9

Determine p#$C9 :

mC 5 38 kg 

v#$C9 5 0.71 m/s [E]

p#$C9 5 ?

p#$C9 5 mCv#$C9

5 (38 kg)(0.71 m/s [E])

p#$C9 5 27 kg?m/s [E]

Since p#$S5 p#$S9, we can now solve for p#$R9:

p#$R95 p#$S92 p#$C9

p#$R95 p#$S91 (2p#$C9)

Figure 2(b) shows the vector subtraction. Using the law of Pythagoras, we find:

p#$R92
5 p#$S92 1 p#$C92

p#$R9 5 Ï(89 kgw?m/s)2w 1 (27w kg?m/ws)2w
p#$R9 5 93 kg?m/s

The angle v can now be found:

v 5 tan21}
8

2

9

7 k

k

g

g

?

?

m

m

/

/

s

s
}

v 5 17°

Thus, the direction of the raft’s final momentum and final velocity is 17° W of N. 

Finally, we solve for the final velocity of the raft:

p#$R9 5 mRv#$R9

v#$R9 5 }
p#

m

$
R

R

9
}

5

v#$R9 5 2.2 m/s [17° W of N]

The resulting velocity of the raft relative to the water is 2.2 m/s [17° W of N].

93 kg?m/s [17° W of N]
}}}

43 kg

Bike Helmets

Studies have shown that wearing a

bike helmet reduces the risk of

death or injury in an accident by

more than 80%.

DID YOU KNOW??
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In a game of marbles, a collision occurs between two marbles of equal mass m. One marble

is initially at rest; after the collision, the marble acquires a velocity of 1.10 m/s at an angle of

v = 40.0° from the original direction of motion of the other marble, which has a speed of

1.36 m/s after the collision. What is the initial speed of the moving marble?

SAMPLE problem 2

m

1 f

v = 40.0°
2

(a)

(b)

m

(at rest)

1y

1x

1
2

v1x 5 ?

v29

v29x 5 (1.10 m/s) cos 40.0°

v19x 5 (1.36 m/s) cos f

v19y 5 2(1.36 m/s) sin f

v29y 5 (1.10 m/s) sin 40.0°

|v29 |5 1.10 m/s

|v19 | 5 1.36 m/s

v19

1y

1x

Figure 3

(a) Initial situation 

(b) Final situation

Solution

Figure 3(a) shows the initial situation. Since the momentum is conserved,

p#$ 5 p#$9

m1v#$1 1 m2v#$2 5 m1v#$91 1 m2v#$92

Since m1 5 m2 and v#$2 5 0, we can simplify:

v#$1 5 v#$91 1 v#$92

The components used to perform this vector addition are shown in Figure 3(b), with the

chosen directions of 1x rightward and 1y upward. Since we do not know the direction of

v#$19, we use components to analyze the situation and solve for the angle f. Applying con-

servation of momentum to the y-components:
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v1y 5 v1y9 1 v2y9

0 5 21.36 m/s sin f 1 1.10 m/s sin v

sin f 5

sin f 5 }
1.10 m

1.3

/s

6

s

m

in

/s

40.0°
}

f 5 31.3°

Applying conservation of momentum to the x-components:

v1x 5 v1x9 1 v2x9

5 1.36 m/s cos f 1 1.10 m/s cos v

5 1.36 m/s cos 31.3° 1 1.10 m/s cos 40.0°

v1x 5 2.00 m/s

The initial speed of the moving marble is 2.00 m/s.

1.10 m/s sin v
}}

1.36 m/s

Practice

Understanding Concepts

1. Bowling involves numerous collisions that are essentially two-dimensional.

Copy the 5-pin setup in Figure 4 and complete the diagram to show where a

bowling ball could be aimed to cause a “strike” (i.e., a hit in which all the pins

are knocked down). 

2. A 52-kg student is standing on a 26-kg cart that is free to move in any direction.

Initially, the cart is moving with a velocity of 1.2 m/s [S] relative to the floor. The

student then walks on the cart and has a net velocity of 1.0 m/s [W] relative to

the floor. 

(a) Use a vector scale diagram to determine the approximate final velocity of

the cart. 

(b) Use components to determine the approximate final velocity of the cart.

3. Two automobiles collide at an intersection. One car of mass 1.4 3 103 kg is

travelling at 45 km/h [S]; the other car of mass 1.3 3 103 kg is travelling at

39 km/h [E]. If the cars have a completely inelastic collision, what is their

velocity just after the collision?

4. Two balls of equal mass m undergo a collision. One ball is initially stationary.

After the collision, the velocities of the balls make angles of 31.1° and 48.9°

relative to the original direction of motion of the moving ball.

(a) Draw a diagram showing the initial and final situations. If you are uncertain

about the final directions of motion, remember that momentum is conserved.

(b) If the initial speed of the moving ball is 2.25 m/s, what are the speeds of

the balls after the collision? 

(c) Repeat (b) using a vector scale diagram. 

(d) Is this collision elastic? Justify your answer.

5. A nucleus, initially at rest, decays radioactively, leaving a residual nucleus. In

the process, it emits two particles horizontally: an electron with momentum 

9.0 3 10221 kg?m/s [E] and a neutrino with momentum 4.8 3 10221 kg?m/s [S].

(a) In what direction does the residual nucleus move?

(b) What is the magnitude of its momentum?

(c) If the mass of the residual nucleus is 3.6 3 10225 kg, what is its recoil

velocity?

Answers

2. 4.1 m/s [61° S of E]

3. 3.0 3 101 km/h [51° S of E]

4. (b) 1.18 m/s at 48.9°; 

1.72 m/s at 31.1°

(d) no

5. (a) 28° N of W

(b) 1.0 3 10220 kg?m/s

(c) 2.8 3 104 m/s [28° N of W]

Figure 4

A 5-pin bowling setup is much

easier to analyze than a 10-pin

setup! (for question 1)
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Applying Inquiry Skills 

6. The police report of an accident between two identical cars at an icy intersection

contains the diagram shown in Figure 5. 

(a) Which car was travelling faster at the moment of impact? How can you tell?

(b) What measurements could be made directly on the diagram to help an

investigator determine the details of the collision? 

Making Connections 

7. Choose a sport or recreational activity in which participants wear protective

equipment. 

(a) Describe the design and function of the protective equipment. 

(b) Based on the scientific concepts and principles you have studied thus far,

explain how the equipment accomplishes its intended functions. 

(c) Using the Internet or other appropriate publications, research your chosen

protective equipment. Use what you discover to enhance your answer in (b). 

GO www.science.nelson.com

• Collisions in two dimensions are analyzed using the same principles as collisions

in one dimension: conservation of momentum for all collisions for which the net

force on the system is zero, and both conservation of momentum and conserva-

tion of kinetic energy if the collision is elastic.

Conservation of Momentum 

in Two Dimensions
SUMMARY

Section 5.4 Questions

Understanding Concepts 

1. Figure 6 shows an arrangement of billiard balls, all of

equal mass. The balls travel in straight lines and do not

spin. Draw a similar, but larger, diagram in your notebook

and show the approximate direction that ball 1 must travel

to get ball 3 into the end pocket if

(a) ball 1 collides with ball 2 (in a combination shot)

(b) ball 1 undergoes a single reflection off the side of the

table and then collides with ball 3 

2. A neutron of mass 1.7 3 10227 kg, travelling at 2.7 km/s,

hits a stationary lithium nucleus of mass 1.2 3 10226 kg.

After the collision, the velocity of the lithium nucleus is

0.40 km/s at 54° to the original direction of motion of the

neutron. If the speed of the neutron after the collision is

2.5 km/s, in what direction is the neutron now travelling?

3. Two ice skaters undergo a collision, after which their arms

are intertwined and they have a common velocity of 0.85 m/s

[27° S of E]. Before the collision, one skater of mass 71 kg

had a velocity of 2.3 m/s [12° N of E], while the other skater

had a velocity of 1.9 m/s [52° S of W]. What is the mass of

the second skater?

1

2

3

Figure 6

For question 1

Figure 5

For question 6
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4. A steel ball of mass 0.50 kg, moving with a velocity of

2.0 m/s [E], strikes a second ball of mass 0.30 kg, initially

at rest. The collision is a glancing one, causing the

moving ball to have a velocity of 1.5 m/s [30° N of E] after

the collision. Determine the velocity of the second ball

after the collision.

Applying Inquiry Skills 

5. Figure 7 shows the results of a collision between two

pucks on a nearly frictionless air table. The mass of puck A

is 0.32 kg, and the dots were produced by a sparking

device every 0.50 s. 

(a) Trace the diagram onto a separate piece of paper and

determine the mass of puck B. (Hint: Determine which

equation applies, and then draw the vectors on your

diagram.)

(b) Determine the amount of kinetic energy lost in the

collision.

(c) Name the type of collision that occurred.

(d) Identify the most likely sources of error in determining

the mass of puck B. 

Making Connections 

6. Today’s consumers are well aware that safety features are

important in automobiles. For an automobile of your choice,

analyze the design, the operation of the vehicle in a collision

or other emergency, and the economic and social costs and

benefits of its safety features. Use the following questions as

a guideline:

(a) What social and economic issues do you think are

important in automobile safety, from an individual

point of view, as well as society’s point of view?

(b) For the automobile you have chosen to analyze, what

safety features do you think are essential?

(c) What safety features are lacking that you think would

be beneficial to the driver and passengers?

(d) Considering your answers in (a), (b), and (c), perform

a cost-benefit analysis of developing safety devices in

automobiles. Write concluding remarks.

directions

of motion

A

mA = 0.32 kg B

mB = ?

E

N

air puck

dots created

by air table

Figure 7

For question 5

GO www.science.nelson.com
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Key Expectations 

• define and describe the concepts and units related to

momentum (momentum, impulse, elastic collisions,

inelastic collisions) (5.1, 5.2, 5.3)

• analyze, with the aid of vector diagrams, the linear

momentum of a collection of objects, and apply quan-

titatively the law of conservation of linear momentum

(5.2, 5.3, 5.4)

• analyze situations involving the concepts of mechan-

ical energy, thermal energy and its transfer (heat), and

the laws of conservation of momentum and energy

(5.2, 5.3)

• distinguish between elastic and inelastic collisions

(5.3, 5.5)

• investigate the laws of conservation of momentum

and energy in one and two dimensions by carrying out

experiments or simulations and the necessary analyt-

ical procedures (e.g., use vector diagrams to determine

whether the collisions of pucks on an air table are

elastic or inelastic) (5.2, 5.3, 5.5) 

• analyze and describe, using the concept of the law of

conservation of momentum, practical applications of

momentum conservation (e.g., analyze and explain,

using scientific concepts and principles, the design of

protective equipment developed for recreational and

sports activities) (5.2, 5.3, 5.4)

• identify and analyze social issues that relate to the

development of vehicles (e.g., analyze, using your own

criteria, the economic and social costs and benefits of

safety devices in automobiles) (5.4)

Key Terms 
linear momentum

impulse

law of conservation of linear momentum

elastic collision

inelastic collision

completely inelastic collision

Key Equations 

• p#$ 5 mv#$ (5.1)

• oF#$Dt 5 Dp#$ (5.1)

• m1Dv#$1 5 2m2Dv#$2 (5.2)

• m1v#$1 1 m2v#$2 5 m1v#$191 m2v#$29 (5.2)

• }
1

2
}mv1

2 1 }
1

2
}mv2

2 5 }
1

2
}mv19

21 }
1

2
}mv29

2 (5.3)

for elastic collisions only

MAKE a summary

Draw and label diagrams to show the following situations: 

• an elastic collision in one dimension

• an inelastic collision in one dimension

• a completely inelastic collision in one dimension

• an elastic collision in two dimensions 

Incorporate as many key expectations, key terms, and key

equations as possible.

How can the laws of conservation of momentum

and energy be applied to analyzing fireworks 

displays?
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Write numbers 1 to 10 in your notebook. Indicate beside

each number whether the corresponding statement is true

(T) or false (F). If it is false, write a corrected version. 

1. The impulse you give to a child on a swing to start the

child moving is equal in magnitude, but opposite in

direction, to the child’s change in momentum.

2. Newton’s second law of motion can be written both as 

∑F#$ 5 ma#$ and ∑F#$ 5 }
D

D

p#

t

$
}.

3. If you have developed your follow-through skills

when playing tennis, you have increased the force you

are able to apply as you swing the racket.

For questions 4 to 6, refer to Figure 1.

4. The total momentum before the collision is positive,

and the total momentum after the collision is negative.

5. For this collision, if the change in momentum of

glider 1 is 21.4 kg?m/s [W], then the change in

momentum of glider 2 is 1.4 kg?m/s [W].

6. At the exact midpoint of the collision, both the kinetic

energy and the momentum of the system are zero.

7. If a small car of mass mS and speed vS has a momentum

equal in magnitude to a large car of mass mB and

speed vB, then the two cars have equal kinetic energies.

8. When a snowball hits a tree and sticks entirely to the

tree, momentum of the snowball is not conserved

because the collision is completely inelastic.

9. Elastic collisions are more likely to occur between

atoms and molecules than between macroscopic

objects.

10. In an interaction involving an isolated system, it is

impossible for the final kinetic energy to be greater

than the initial kinetic energy.

Unit 2

Write numbers 11 to 22 in your notebook. Beside each

number, write the letter corresponding to the best choice. 

11. Using L, M, and T for the dimensions of length, mass,

and time, respectively, the dimensions of impulse are

(a) (b) }
T

L

M
} (c) }

M

T

L
2

2

} (d) }
M

T2

L
} (e) }

M

T

L
}

12. If an arrow’s speed and mass are both doubled, then

its momentum and kinetic energy are respectively

increased by factors of

(a) 2 and 2 (d) 4 and 8

(b) 2 and 4 (e) 8 and 8

(c) 4 and 4

13. The area under the line on a force-time graph indicates

(a) the impulse

(b) the change in momentum

(c) the product of the average force and the time

interval during which that force is applied

(d) all of these

(e) none of these

14. When you catch a fast-moving baseball, your hand

hurts less if you move it in the same direction as the

ball because

(a) the change in momentum in the ball is less

(b) the change in kinetic energy of the ball is less

(c) the time interval of the interaction is less

(d) the time interval of the interaction is greater

(e) the impulse on the ball is greater

15. The force applied by an apple hitting the ground

depends on

(a) whether or not the apple bounces

(b) the time interval of the impact with the ground

(c) the apple’s maximum speed just before impact

(d) the air resistance acting on the apple as it falls

(e) all of these

LT
}
M

v1v2

W E

m2 m1

2 1

Figure 1

In this isolated system, two gliders (m1 5 m2) on an air track

move toward each other at equal speed, collide, and then move

away from each other at equal speed. (for questions 4 to 6)

NEL An interactive version of the quiz is available online.

GO www.science.nelson.com
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16. In an inelastic collision involving two interacting

objects, the final kinetic energy of the system

(a) can be equal to the initial kinetic energy of the

system

(b) is always less than or equal to the initial kinetic

energy of the system 

(c) is always greater than or equal to the initial

kinetic energy of the system 

(d) is always less than the initial kinetic energy of the

system 

(e) can be greater than the initial kinetic energy of

the system 

17. When you are jogging and you increase your kinetic

energy by a factor of 2, then your momentum

(a) changes by a factor of }
1

2
}

(b) increases by a factor of Ï2w
(c) increases by a factor of 2

(d) increases by a factor of 4

(e) increases by an amount that cannot be deter-

mined with the information given

18. A rubber bullet R and a metal bullet M of equal mass

strike a test target T with the same speed. The metal

bullet penetrates the target and comes to rest inside it,

while the rubber bullet bounces off the target. Which

statement is true?

(a) M and R exert the same impulse on T.

(b) M exerts a greater impulse on T than R does.

(c) R exerts a greater impulse on T than M does.

(d) The magnitudes of the change in momentum of

M and R are equal.

(e) none of these

19. Two protons approach one another in a straight line

with equal speeds. Eventually, they repel, and move

apart with equal speeds in the same straight line. At

the instant of minimum separation between the 

particles

(a) the total momentum of the interacting particles

is zero, but the total energy of the system remains

constant 

(b) both the total momentum and the total energy

are zero

(c) the total momentum of the system is at the max-

imum value, but the total energy is zero

(d) both the total momentum and the total energy of

the system are at their maximum values

(e) both the total momentum and the total energy of

the system are reduced, but not to zero

20. A ball bounces off the edge of a pool table as in

Figure 2. The speeds before and after the bounce are

essentially equal. Which of the five vectors in Figure 2

represent the direction of the impulse by the table on

the ball?

21. A glider of mass m travels leftward on a frictionless

air track with a speed v. It collides head-on in a com-

pletely inelastic collision with a glider that has twice its

mass and half its speed moving to the right. After the

collision, the combined speed of the glider system is

(a) 0

(b) }
3

v
}

(c) }
2

v
}

(d) 2v

(e) v

22. A baseball of mass m leaves a pitching machine of

mass M (where M includes the mass of the ball m)

with a speed v. The recoil speed of the machine after

shooting the baseball is

(a) }
(M

2m

2

v

m)
}

(b) }
m

M

v
}

(c) }
(M

m

1

v

m)
}

(d) }
(M

m

2

v

m)
}

(e) 0

E

N

30° 30°

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

30°

30°

v1 v2

Figure 2

An interactive version of the quiz is available online.

GO www.science.nelson.com
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Understanding Concepts 
1. Is it possible for an object to receive a larger impulse

from a small force than from a large force? Explain.

2. When a meteoroid collides with the Moon, surface

material at the impact site melts. Explain why.

3. A falling rock gains momentum as its speed increases.

Does this observation contradict the law of conserva-

tion of momentum? Explain your answer.

4. A piece of putty is dropped vertically onto a floor,

where it sticks. A rubber ball of the same mass is

dropped from the same height onto the floor and

rebounds to almost its initial height. For which of

these objects is the magnitude of the change of

momentum greater during the collision with the

floor? Explain your answer.

5. A football kickoff receiver catches the ball and is

about to be tackled head-on by one of two possible

opponents. If the two opponents have different

masses (m1 . m2), but equal momentums (p#$1 5 p#$2),

which opponent would the receiver be wise to avoid:

p#$1 5 m1v#$1 or p#$2 5 m2v#$2? Explain why.

6. Give an example of a collision in which the momentum

of the system of the colliding objects is not conserved.

Explain why momentum is not conserved in this colli-

sion, but is conserved in other situations.

7. A boat of mass 1.3 3 102 kg has a velocity of 8.7 m/s

[44° E of N]. Determine the northward and eastward

components of its momentum.

8. A car of mass 1.1 3 103 kg is travelling in a direction

22° N of E. The eastward component of its momentum

is 2.6 3 104 kg?m/s. What is the speed of the car?

9. A car of mass 1.2 3 103 kg travelling at 53 km/h [W]

collides with a telephone pole and comes to rest. The

duration of the collision is 55 ms. What is the average

force exerted on the car by the pole?

10. A 59-g tennis ball is thrown upward, and is hit just

as it comes to rest at the top of its motion. It is in

contact with the racket for 5.1 ms. The average

force exerted on the ball by the racket is 324 N 

horizontally.

(a) What is the impulse on the ball?

(b) What is the velocity of the ball just as it leaves the

racket?

11. A child places a spring of negligible mass between

two toy cars of masses 112 g and 154 g (Figure 1). She

compresses the spring and ties the cars together with

a piece of string. When she cuts the string, the spring

Unit 2

is released and the cars move in opposite directions.

The 112-g car has speed of 1.38 m/s. What is the

speed of the other car? 

compression spring

Figure 1

12. A proton of mass 1.67 3 10227 kg is travelling with an

initial speed of 1.57 km/s when it collides head-on with

a stationary alpha particle of mass 6.64 3 10227 kg.

The proton rebounds with a speed of 0.893 km/s. What

is the speed of the alpha particle?

13. Two rocks in space collide. One rock has a mass of

2.67 kg, and travels at an initial velocity of 1.70 3

102 m/s toward Jupiter; the other rock has a mass of

5.83 kg. After the collision, the rocks are both moving

toward Jupiter with speeds of 185 m/s for the less

massive rock and 183 m/s for the more massive rock.

What is the initial velocity of the more massive rock?

14. Sets of objects made of various materials undergo

head-on collisions. Each set consists of two masses

(m1 5 2.0 kg and m2 5 4.0 kg). Given the following

initial and final velocities, identify the collisions as

elastic, inelastic, or completely inelastic.

(a) v1i 5 6.0 m/s; v2i 5 0; v1f 5 v2f 5 2.0 m/s

(b) v1i 5 24 m/s; v2i 5 0; v1f 5 24.0 m/s; v2f 5 14 m/s

(c) v1i 5 12 m/s; v2i 5 0; v1f 5 24.0 m/s; v2f 5 8.0 m/s

15. Two carts equipped with spring bumpers on an air

track have an elastic collision. The 253-g cart has an

initial velocity of 1.80 m/s [N]. The 232-g cart is ini-

tially stationary. What is the velocity of each cart after

the collision?

16. Two hockey pucks of equal mass undergo a collision

on a hockey rink. One puck is initially at rest, while

the other is moving with a speed of 5.4 m/s. After the

collision, the velocities of the pucks make angles of

33° and 46° relative to the original velocity of the

moving puck.

(a) Draw a diagram showing the initial and final

situations. Make sure that the geometry of your

diagram is such that momentum is conserved.

(b) Determine the speed of each puck after the 

collision.

17. Two subatomic particles collide. Initially, the more

massive particle (A) is at rest and the less massive par-

ticle (B) is moving. After the collision, the velocities

Chapter 5 REVIEW
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of A and B make angles of 67.8° and 30.0°, respec-

tively, to the original direction of B’s motion.

The ratio of the final speeds of the particles }
v

v

A

B
} is 3.30.

What is the ratio of the masses of the particles }
m

m

A

B
}?

18. Two rolling golf balls of the same mass collide. The

velocity of one ball is initially 2.70 m/s [E]. After the

collision, the velocities of the balls are 2.49 m/s [62.8° N

of W] and 2.37 m/s [69.2° S of E]. What are the magni-

tude and direction of the unknown initial velocity?

19. A 0.25-kg ball is attached to a 26-cm piece of string

(Figure 2). The ball is first raised so that the string is

taut and horizontal, then the ball is released so that, at

the bottom of its swing, it undergoes an elastic head-

on collision with a 0.21-kg ball that is free to roll

along a horizontal table.

(a) What is the speed of the swinging ball just before

the collision?

(b) What is the speed of the 0.21-kg ball just after

the collision?

21. Two spacecrafts from different nations have linked

in space and are coasting with their engines off,

heading directly toward Mars. The spacecrafts are

thrust apart by the use of large springs. Spacecraft 1,

of mass 1.9 3 104 kg, then has a velocity of

3.5 3 103 km/h at 5.1° to its original direction

(Figure 3), and spacecraft 2, of mass 1.7 3 104 kg,

has a velocity of 3.4 3 103 km/h at 5.9° to its orig-

inal direction. Determine the original speed of the

spacecrafts when they were linked together.

22. During the testing of a fireworks device, an engineer

records the data shown in Table 1 when the device,

initially at rest, explodes under controlled conditions

into three components that spread out horizontally.

Determine the unknown quantity.

Mars

5 3 106 km

5.1°

5.9°

5.1°

11

22

5.9°

Figure 3

For question 21

supportstring
0.25 kg

0.21 kg

table
Figure 2

20. A large ball of modelling clay of mass 4.5 3 102 g is

rolled on a tabletop so that it collides with a stationary

small wooden box of mass 7.9 3 102 g. The collision is

completely inelastic, and the ball and box then slide

on the table for a distance of 5.1 cm. If the speed of

the ball is 2.2 m/s just before the collision, determine

(a) the speed of the ball and box just after the collision

(b) the magnitude of the friction force acting on the

ball and box

Applying Inquiry Skills 
23. A number of objects with different masses have the

same speed. Sketch the shape of the graph of the mag-

nitude of momentum versus mass for these objects.

24. A variety of objects of different masses are moving at

different speeds, but the momentum of each object

has the same magnitude. Sketch the shape of the

graph of speed vs. mass for these objects.

25. Figure 4 shows a device used to test the “coefficient of

restitution” of spherical objects that are made from a

variety of materials, such as brass, plastic, steel, wood,

rubber, and aluminum.

(a) Determine what is meant by the term “coefficient

of restitution.” How would this device help you

determine the coefficient of restitution for

spheres made of various materials? 

(b) With your teacher’s approval, use either this

device or some other method to determine the

coefficient of restitution of various spheres.

Table 1 Data for Question 22

Component 1 2 3

Mass 2.0 kg 3.0 kg 4.0 kg

Final Velocity 1.5 m/s [N] 2.5 m/s [E] ?
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Unit 2

26. (a) Two students hold a bed sheet almost vertically to

create a “landing pad” for a raw egg tossed at high

speed toward the middle of the sheet. Even at a

very high speed, the egg does not break. Explain

why. (Caution: If you try this, perform the experi-

ment outside, and make sure the egg hits near the

centre and does not fall to the ground after the

collision.)

(b) How would you apply the concept presented in

(a) to rescue operations? What experiments

could you perform (without using any living

creatures) to determine the maximum height a

person could fall and be caught without injury? 

Making Connections 
27. From the point of view of transportation safety, is it

better to have a telephone pole that collapses (crum-

ples), or one that remains sturdy when a vehicle

crashes into it? Explain why.

28. Safety research engineers use high-speed photography

to help them analyze test crashes. Compare and con-

trast the use of high-speed photography with the

methods you used to analyze collisions in

Investigation 5.2.1 and Investigation 5.3.1.

29. On a navy aircraft carrier, an arrester hook is used to

help stop a high-speed aircraft on the relatively short

landing strip. Research the Internet or other appro-

priate publications to find out how this device suc-

cessfully converts the kinetic energy of the aircraft into

other forms of energy. Describe what you discover.

30. A space shuttle, used to transport equipment and

astronauts to and from the International Space

Station, has an “ablation shield” on the front. This

shield is needed to protect the shuttle from collisions

with objects. Research the Internet or other appro-

priate publications to find out what the shuttle might

collide with, and how the ablation shield helps to

reduce the damage to the craft.

Extension 
31. An object of mass m1 and initial velocity v1i under-

goes a head-on elastic collision with a stationary

object of mass m2.

(a) In terms of m1, m2, and v1i , determine the final

velocity of each mass. (Hint: You will need two

equations to solve for the two unknowns.) 

(b) Determine the final velocity of each mass if

m1 5 m2 (for example, two billiard balls collide).

(c) Determine the final velocity of each mass if

m1.. m2 (for example, a bowling ball hits a

superball).

(d) Determine the final velocity of each mass if

m1,, m2 (for example, a superball hits a

bowling ball).

32. A 1.0 3 103-kg plane is trying to make a forced landing

on the deck of a 2.0 3 103-kg barge at rest on the sur-

face of a calm sea. The only frictional force to consider

is between the plane’s wheels and the deck; this braking

force is constant and is equal to one-quarter of the

plane’s weight. What must the minimum length of the

barge be for the plane to stop safely on deck, if the plane

touches down just at the rear end of the deck with a

velocity of 5.0 3 101 m/s toward the front of the barge? 

Figure 4

For question 25

GO www.science.nelson.com

GO www.science.nelson.com

Sir Isaac Newton Contest Question
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chapter

Gravitation and

Celestial Mechanics

In this chapter,
you will be able to

• analyze the factors affecting

the motion of isolated

celestial objects and

calculate the gravitational

potential energy for each

system 

• analyze isolated planetary

and satellite motion, and

describe the motion in terms

of the forms of energy and

energy transformations that

occur

When we view the planets and stars on clear nights away from bright city lights, or look

at images of the night sky obtained by telescopes, we realize that there are many ques-

tions we can ask about our universe. What causes the stars in a galaxy (Figure 1) to be

grouped together? What keeps the planets and their moons in our solar system moving

in our galaxy? The answers to these and other questions relate to gravitation. The force

of gravity is responsible for the existence of galaxies, stars, planets, and moons, as well

as for the patterns of their motion.

When we analyzed the motion of planets and satellites in previous chapters, we treated

their orbits as circular. In some cases, this is a close approximation, but to understand

celestial motion in detail, we must analyze the noncircular properties of many orbits. The

discovery of these types of orbits by astronomer Johannes Kepler is an amazing story of

determination and careful analysis.

In this chapter, you will also apply what you have learned to analyze energy transfor-

mations required to launch a spacecraft from Earth’s surface that will travel in an orbit

around Earth or to launch a spacecraft on an interplanetary mission.
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1. Name all the forces involved in keeping

(a) the rings of Saturn in their orbit around Saturn

(b) the Hubble Space Telescope in a stable orbit around Earth 

2. Two space probes of masses m and 2m are carried into space aboard two rockets.

(a) For the probes to escape from Earth’s pull of gravity, how do you think the min-

imum speed required by the probe of mass m compares to the minimum speed

required by the probe of mass 2m ? Give a reason. 

(b) For the probes to escape from Earth’s gravity, how do you think the minimum

kinetic energy by the probe of mass m compares to the minimum kinetic energy

required by the probe of mass 2m ? Give a reason.

3. Speculate on the meaning of the following statement: “If r is the distance from the

centre of a main body (such as Earth) to an object (such as a space probe), we will

find as we analyze the gravitational potential energy of the probe, that as r → `, 

Eg → 0.”

4. A space probe is launched from Earth’s surface. 

(a) Sketch a graph of the magnitude of the force of gravity Fg of Earth on the space

probe as a function of the distance r between Earth’s centre and the probe,

assuming the mass of the probe is constant. 

(b) On the same graph, use a broken line to sketch the force on the probe assuming

its mass decreases gradually as it burns fuel to propel itself away from Earth. 

5. An intriguing result of the study of gravitation and celestial motion is the discovery of

black holes in the universe. Briefly describe what you know about black holes.

REFLECT on your learning



Figure 1

This view of a tiny portion of the

night sky, obtained by the Hubble

Space Telescope, shows galaxy 

ESO 510-G13 (the bright region in

the background). Between the

galaxy and Earth are streams of

interstellar gases and some stars in

our own Milky Way Galaxy. Galaxies

are held together by gravity.
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TRYTHIS activity Drawing and Comparing Ellipses

An ellipse is defined as a closed curve such that the sum of the

distances from any point P to two other fixed points, the foci F1

and F2, is a constant: PF1 + PF2 equals a constant. Figure 2

shows an ellipse. A circle is a special case of an ellipse for which

the two foci are at the same position. Ellipses have different

elongations as indicated by a quantity called eccentricity (e), 

shown in the diagram to be e 5 }
c

a

}; for a circle, e = 0 and for a 

long, thin ellipse e → 1. 

For this activity, each group of three or four students needs a

pencil, a ruler, a piece of string tied to create a loop of length

40 cm, two tacks, and a piece of cardboard at least 40 cm by

40 cm. With the foci located 10 cm apart, attach the ends of the

string to the tacks, hold the string taut with the pencil held

against it, and draw an ellipse around the tacks. Note that the

sum of the distances from any point on the curve to the two

foci (tacks) is a constant (the length of that part of the string).

On the reverse side of the cardboard, draw a second ellipse

with a distance of 15 cm between the foci. 

(a) Label the major and minor axes for each ellipse. Compare

the eccentricities of your two ellipses. 

(b) Planets travel in ellipses. What must be at one focus of the

ellipse of each planet? What is at one focus of the elliptical

orbit of the Moon? 

Store the cardboard with the ellipses in a safe place so that

you can use it for further study in this chapter. 

Exercise care with the tacks, and remove them

after you have drawn the ellipses. 

major axis

minor

axis

semimajor axis, aav
er

ag
e 

ra
di

us

F1 F2

c

e = 
c

a

_

tack

D

O

P
C

A B

string

Figure 2

An ellipse. The line AB is the major axis of the ellipse;

CD is the minor axis. The distance AO or OB is the

length a of the semimajor axis. The eccentricity is 

defined as }
c

a

}, where c is the distance OF1 or OF2

from a focus to the centre of the ellipse.
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6.16.1 Gravitational Fields 

Humans have a natural curiosity about how Earth and the solar system formed billions

of years ago, and whether or not we are alone in the universe. The search for answers to

these questions begins with an understanding of gravity, the force of attraction between

all objects with mass in the universe.

Concepts and equations related to gravity have been introduced earlier in the text.

In this section, we will build on the concepts most directly related to planetary and 

satellite motion.

A force field exists in the space surrounding an object in which a force is exerted on

objects. Thus, a gravitational field exists in the space surrounding an object in which the

force of gravity is exerted on objects. The strength of the gravitational field is directly pro-

portional to the mass of the central body and inversely proportional to the square of the

distance from the centre of that body. To understand this relationship, we combine the law

of universal gravitation and Newton’s second law of motion, as illustrated in Figure 1.

From the law of universal gravitation,

FG 5 }
GM

r2
m

}

where FG is the magnitude of the force of gravity, G is the universal gravitation con-

stant, m is the mass of a body influenced by the gravitational field of the central body of

mass M, and r is the distance between the centres of the two bodies. (Remember that this

law applies to spherical bodies, which is basically what we are considering in this topic

of celestial mechanics.)

Review of Important

Concepts 

To help you remember and

understand the ideas presented

in this chapter, you may want to

briefly review some concepts

from earlier sections (as indi-

cated in parentheses): 

• force, force of gravity (2.1) 

• weight, force field, gravita-

tional field strength (2.2)

• uniform circular motion, 

centripetal acceleration (3.1) 

• centripetal force, rotating

frame of reference (3.2) 

• law of universal gravitation,

universal gravitation constant

(3.3) 

• satellite, space station,

apparent weight, artificial

gravity, speed of a satellite in

circular motion, black hole

(3.4) 

• kinetic energy (4.2) 

• gravitational potential energy

at Earth’s surface (4.3) 

• law of conservation of energy

(4.4) 

LEARNING TIP

gravitational field exists in the

space surrounding an object in

which the force of gravity exists

Earth

satellite

FG 5 Fg
(at this location)

gravitational force vectors

satellite

FG 5 Fg
(at this location)

gravitational force vectors

Figure 1

The magnitudes of the force vectors

surrounding Earth show how the

strength of the gravitational field

diminishes inversely as the square

of the distance to Earth’s centre. To

derive the equation for the gravita-

tional field strength in terms of the

mass of the central body (Earth in

this case), we equate the magni-

tudes of the forces FG and Fg .
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From Newton’s second law,

Fg 5 mg

where Fg is the magnitude of the force of gravity acting on a body of mass m and g is the

magnitude of the gravitational field strength. At any specific location, Fg and FG are

equal, so we have:

Fg 5 FG

mg 5 }
GM

r2
m

}

g 5 }
G

r

M
2
}

Section 6.1

Units of g

Recall that the magnitude of g at

Earth’s surface is 9.8 N/kg, which

is equivalent to the magnitude of

the acceleration due to gravity 

(9.8 m/s2). In all calculations

involving forces and energies in

this topic, it is important to

remember to use the SI base units

of metres (m), kilograms (kg), and

seconds (s). 

LEARNING TIP

Determine the mass of Earth using the magnitude of the gravitational field strength at the

surface of the Earth, the distance r between Earth’s surface and its centre (6.38 3 106 m),

and the universal gravitation constant. 

Solution 

g 5 9.80 N/kg G 5 6.67 3 10211 N?m2/kg2

r 5 6.38 3 106 m M 5 ?

g 5 }
G

r

M
2
}

M 5 }
g

G

r 2

}

5

M 5 5.98 3 1024 kg

The mass of Earth is 5.98 3 1024 kg. 

(9.80 N/kg)(6.38 3 106 m)2

}}}
6.67 3 10211 N?m2/kg2

Notice that the relation g 5 }
G

r

M
2
} is valid not only for objects on Earth’s surface, but 

also for objects above Earth’s surface. For objects above Earth’s surface, r represents the

distance from an object to Earth’s centre and, except for objects close to Earth’s surface,

g is not 9.80 N/kg. The magnitude of the gravitational field strength g decreases with 

increasing distance r from Earth’s centre according to g 5 . We can also use the  

same equation for other planets and stars by substituting the appropriate mass M.

GM
}

r 2

SAMPLE problem 1

SAMPLE problem 2

(a) Calculate the magnitude of the gravitational field strength on the surface of Mars. 

(b) What is the ratio of the magnitude of the gravitational field strength on the surface of

Mars to that on the surface of Earth? 

Solution 

Appendix C contains the required data.

(a) G 5 6.67 3 10211 N?m2/kg2 r 5 3.40 3 106 m 

M 5 6.37 3 1023 kg g 5 ?
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The magnitude of the gravitational field strength on the surface of Mars is only 0.375

of that on the surface of Earth. The corresponding values for all the planets in the solar

system are listed in Table 1.

g 5 }
G

r

M
2
}

5

g 5 3.68 N/kg

The magnitude of the gravitational field strength on the surface of Mars is 3.68 N/kg. 

(b) The required ratio is:

}
g

g

E

M

a

a

rt

r

h

s
} 5 5 0.375 :100

The ratio of the magnitudes of the gravitational field strengths is 0.375:100. This means

that the gravitational field strength on the surface of Mars is 37.5% of the gravitational

field strength on the surface of Earth. 

3.68 N/kg
}}
9.80 N/kg

(6.67 3 10211 N?m2/kg2)(6.37 3 1023 kg)
}}}}}

(3.40 3 106 m)2

Table 1 Magnitude of the

Gravitational Field

Strength of Planets

Relative to Earth’s Value 

( g 5 9.80 N/kg)

Planet Surface Gravity

(Earth 5 1.00) 

Mercury 0.375

Venus 0.898

Earth 1.00

Mars 0.375

Jupiter 2.53

Saturn 1.06

Uranus 0.914

Neptune 1.14

Pluto 0.067

Practice

Understanding Concepts 

Refer to Appendix C for required data.

1. What keeps the International Space Station and other satellites in their orbits around

Earth?

2. Determine the magnitude and direction of the gravitational force exerted (a) on the

Moon by Earth and (b) on Earth by the Moon.

3. If we represent the magnitude of Earth’s surface gravitational field strength as 1g,

what are the magnitudes of the gravitational field strengths (in terms of g) at the 

following distances above Earth’s surface: (a) 1.0 Earth radii, (b) 3.0 Earth radii, and 

(c) 4.2 Earth radii?

4. If a planet has the same mass as Earth, but a radius only 0.50 times the radius of

Earth, what is the magnitude of the planet’s surface gravitational field strength as a

multiple of Earth’s surface g? 

5. The Moon has a surface gravitational field strength of magnitude 1.6 N/kg. 

(a) What is the mass of the Moon? (Hint: The Moon’s radius is in the appendix.)

(b) What would be the magnitude of your weight if you were on the Moon?

6. The magnitude of the total gravitational field strength at a point in interstellar space is

5.42 3 1029 N/kg. What is the magnitude of the gravitational force at this point on an

object (a) of mass 1.00 kg and (b) of mass 8.91 3 105 kg?

Applying Inquiry Skills 

7. A space probe orbits Jupiter, gathering data and sending the data to Earth by electro-

magnetic waves. The probe then travels away from Jupiter toward Saturn. 

(a) As the probe gets farther away from Jupiter (in an assumed straight-line motion),

sketch the shape of the graph of the magnitude of the force of Jupiter on the

probe as a function of the distance between the centres of the two bodies. 

(b) Repeat (a) for the magnitude of the force of the probe on Jupiter. 

Answers

2. (a) 1.99 3 1020 N [toward

Earth’s centre]

(b) 1.99 3 1020 N [toward

the Moon’s centre]

3. (a) }
g

4
}

(b)

(c) }
2

g

7
}

4. 4.0g

5. (a) 7.3 3 1022 kg

6. (a) 5.42 3 1029 N

(b) 4.83 3 1023 N

g
}
16
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Section 6.1

Making Connections 

8. If the density of Earth were much greater than its actual value, but its radius was the

same, what would be the effect on 

(a) Earth’s surface gravitational field strength?

(b) the evolution of human bone structure? 

(c) some other aspects of nature or human activity? (Use your imagination.)

• A gravitational field exists in the space surrounding an object in which the force

of gravity is exerted on objects.

• The magnitude of the gravitational field strength surrounding a planet or other

body (assumed to be spherical) is directly proportional to the mass of the central

body, and inversely proportional to the square of the distance to the centre of

the body.

• The law of universal gravitation applies to all bodies in the solar system, from the

Sun to planets, moons, and artificial satellites.

Gravitational FieldsSUMMARY

Section 6.1 Questions

Understanding Concepts 

Refer to Appendix C for required data.

1. How does the weight of a space probe change as it travels

from Earth to the Moon? Is there any location at which the

weight is zero? Does its mass change? Explain. 

2. A satellite of mass 225 kg is located 8.62 3 106 m above

Earth’s surface.

(a) Determine the magnitude and direction of the gravita-

tional force on the satellite. 

(b) Determine the magnitude and direction of the resulting

acceleration of the satellite.

3. Determine the magnitude and direction of the gravitational

field strength at a point in space 7.4 3 107 m from the

centre of Earth. 

4. A 6.2 3 102-kg satellite above Earth’s surface experiences a

gravitational field strength of magnitude 4.5 N/kg. 

(a) Knowing the gravitational field strength at Earth’s sur-

face and Earth’s radius, how far above Earth’s surface

is the satellite? (Use ratio and proportion.) 

(b) Determine the magnitude of the gravitational force on

the satellite. 

5. Calculate the magnitude of Neptune’s surface gravitational

field strength, and compare your answer to the value in

Table 1.

6. A 456-kg satellite in circular orbit around Earth has a

speed of 3.9 km/s and is 2.5 3 107 m from Earth’s centre. 

(a) Determine the magnitude and direction of the acceler-

ation of the satellite.

(b) Determine the magnitude and direction of the gravita-

tional force on the satellite.

7. (a) On the surface of Titan, a moon of Saturn, the gravita-

tional field strength has a magnitude of 1.3 N/kg.

Titan’s mass is 1.3 3 1023 kg. What is the radius of

Titan in kilometres? 

(b) What is the magnitude of the force of gravity on a

0.181-kg rock on Titan? 

8. Given that Earth’s surface gravitational field strength has a

magnitude of 9.80 N/kg, determine the distance (as a mul-

tiple of Earth’s radius rE) above Earth’s surface at which the

magnitude of the field strength is 3.20 N/kg. 

Applying Inquiry Skills 

9. Use free-body diagrams of a 1.0-kg mass at increasingly

large distances from Earth to illustrate that the strength of

the gravitational field is inversely proportional to the square

of the distance from Earth’s centre. 

Making Connections 

10. Based solely on the data in Table 1, speculate on at least

one reason why some astronomers argue that Pluto should

not be classified as a planet.
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6.26.2 Orbits and Kepler’s Laws 

Periodically we hear of “space junk” that falls through Earth’s atmosphere, leaving streaks

of light as friction causes it to vaporize. This “junk” falls toward Earth when its orbit

becomes unstable, yet when it was in proper working order, it remained in a stable orbit

around Earth (Figure 1). To maintain a stable orbit, a satellite or other space vehicle

must maintain a required speed for a particular radius of orbit. This requires a periodic

firing of the small booster rockets on the vehicle to counteract the friction of the thin

atmosphere. When the Russian space station Mir was no longer needed, its booster

rockets were not fired, which resulted in a gradual loss of speed because of friction.

Without the correct speed to continue in a curved path that follows Earth’s curvature,

Mir’s orbit became unstable and it was pulled down to Earth by gravity. After 15 years

in service, Mir re-entered Earth’s atmosphere on March 23, 2001.

We saw in Section 3.4 that for a satellite to maintain a stable circular orbit around

Earth, it must maintain a specific speed v that depends on the mass of Earth and the

radius of the satellite’s orbit. The mathematical relationship derived for circular motion

was summarized in the equation

v 5 !}

Gm

r

E
}§

where G is the universal gravitation constant, mE is the mass of Earth, v is the speed of

the satellite, and r is the distance from the centre of Earth to the satellite.

This equation is not restricted to objects in orbit around Earth. We can rewrite the equa-

tion for any central body of mass M around which a body is in orbit. Thus, in general,

v 5 !}
G
r
M
}§

Earth

satellite

in stable orbit

satellite

in unstable orbit

satellite

in stable orbit

satellite

in unstable orbit

Figure 1

Comparing stable and unstable

orbits of an artificial satellite. If a

satellite is far enough from Earth’s

surface that atmospheric friction is

negligible, then the firing of booster

rockets is unnecessary.

Determine the speeds of the second and third planets from the Sun. Refer to Appendix C

for the required data.

Solution 

We will use the subscript V to represent Venus (the second planet), the subscript E to 

represent Earth (the third planet), and the subscript S to represent the Sun.

G 5 6.67 3 10211 N?m2/kg2

MS 5 1.99 3 1030 kg 

rV 5 1.08 3 1011 m

rE 5 1.49 3 1011 m

vV 5 ? 

vE 5 ? 

vV 5 !}
G

r

M

V

S
}§

5 !§§§
vV 5 3.51 3 104 m/s

(6.67 3 10211 N?m2/kg2)(1.99 3 1030 kg)
}}}}}

1.08 3 1011 m

SAMPLE problem 1
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Kepler’s Laws of Planetary Motion 
Centuries before telescopes were invented, astronomers made detailed observations of

the night sky and discovered impressive and detailed mathematical relationships. Prior

to the seventeenth century, scientists continued to believe that Earth was at or very near

the centre of the universe, with the Sun and the other known planets (Mercury, Venus,

Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn) travelling in orbits around Earth. Using Earth as the frame of

reference, the “geocentric model” of the universe was explained by introducing compli-

cated motions (Figure 2).

The detailed observations and analysis needed to invent these complex orbits were

amazingly accurate and allowed scientists to predict such celestial events as solar and lunar

eclipses. However, the causes of the motions were poorly understood. Then in 1543,

Polish astronomer Nicolas Copernicus (1473–1543) published a book in which he pro-

posed the “heliocentric model” of the solar system in which the planets revolve around

the Sun. He deduced that the planets closer to the Sun have a higher speed than those 

Section 6.2

Practice

Understanding Concepts 

Refer to Appendix C for required data.

1. Why does the Moon, which is attracted by gravity toward Earth, not fall into

Earth?

2. Why does the gravitational force on a space probe in a circular orbit around a

planet not change the speed of the probe?

3. A satellite is in circular orbit 525 km above the surface of Earth. Determine the

satellite’s (a) speed and (b) period of revolution. 

4. A satellite can travel in a circular orbit very close to the Moon’s surface because

there is no air resistance. Determine the speed of such a satellite, assuming the

orbital radius is equal to the Moon‘s radius. 

Applying Inquiry Skills 

5. (a) Write a proportionality statement indicating the relationship between the

speed of a natural or artificial satellite around a central body and the radius

of the satellite’s orbit. 

(b) Sketch a graph of that relationship. 

Making Connections 

6. Space junk is becoming a greater problem as more human-made objects are

abandoned in their orbits around Earth. Research this problem using the

Internet or other appropriate publications, and write a brief summary of what

you discover.

Answers

3. (a) 7.60 3 103 m/s

(b) 5.71 3 103 s (or 1.59 h)

4. 1.68 3 103 m/s

C

orbit of epicycle

epicycle

planet or the Sun

orbit of epicycle

epicycle

planet or the Sun

Figure 2

Using Earth as the frame of refer-

ence, the motion of the Sun and

the other planets is an orbit called

an epicycle, which itself is in an

orbit around point C, located away

from Earth.

vE 5 !}
G

r

M

E

S
}§

5 !§§§
vE 5 2.98 3 104 m/s

Venus travels at a speed of 3.51 3 104 m/s and Earth travels more slowly at a speed of

2.98 3 104 m/s around the Sun.

(6.67 3 10211 N?m2/kg2)(1.99 3 1030 kg)
}}}}}

1.49 3 1011 m

GO www.science.nelson.com
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farther away, which agrees with the orbital speed calculations given by v 5 !§.

Using the Sun’s frame of reference, the motions of the planets suddenly appeared very

simple (Figure 3).

Although Copernicus was at the forefront of the scientific revolution, his explana-

tion of the orbits of the planets did not account for slight irregularities observed over long

periods. The orbits were not exactly circles. More analysis was needed to find the true

shapes of the orbits.

The next influential astronomer was Danish astronomer Tycho Brahe (1546–1601),

usually called Tycho. He was hired in Denmark as a “court astronomer” to the king. For

20 years, he carried out countless naked-eye observations using unusually large instru-

ments (Figure 4), accumulating the most complete and accurate observations yet made.

However, after annoying those around him, he lost the king’s support and in 1597, he

moved from Denmark to Prague. There he spent the last years of his life analyzing his

data. In 1600, shortly before his death, he hired a brilliant young mathematician to assist

in the analysis. That mathematician was Johannes Kepler (1571–1630).

Kepler, who was born and educated in Germany, moved to Prague and spent much of

the next 25 years painstakingly analyzing Tycho’s great volume of planetary motion

data. His objective was to find the orbital shape of the motions of the planets that best

fit the data. Working mainly with the orbit of Mars, for which Tycho’s records were most

complete, Kepler finally discovered that the only shape that fit all the data was the ellipse.

He then developed three related conclusions to explain the true orbits of planets.

(We now know that these conclusions also apply to the motion of any body orbiting

another body, such as the Moon or a satellite orbiting Earth.) These three relationships

are called Kepler’s laws of planetary motion.

GM
}

r

Saturn

Jupiter

Moon
Earth

Sun
Mercury

Mars

Venus

Saturn

Jupiter

Moon
Earth

Sun
Mercury

Mars

Venus

Figure 3

Using the Sun as the frame of ref-

erence, the motions of the planets

were modelled as simple circles

around the Sun, and the Moon was

modelled as a circle around Earth.

Figure 4

This large instrument, called a quad-

rant, was so precise that Tycho could

measure the angular position of a star

to the closest of a degree.
1

}
1000

Kepler’s First Law of Planetary Motion

Each planet moves around the Sun in an orbit that is an

ellipse, with the Sun at one focus of the ellipse.

Tycho’s Problems 

Tycho Brahe had personal problems,

many of which were of his own

doing. He was arrogant, conceited,

and often quarrelsome. When he

was only 19, he fought a foolish duel

in which part of his nose was cut off.

He had to wear a fake metal insert

for the rest of his life.

DID YOU KNOW??

Figure 5 illustrates Kepler’s first law. Although this law states correctly that the planetary

orbits are ellipses, for most of the planets the ellipses are not very elongated. In fact, if you

were to draw a scale diagram of the orbits of the planets (except for Mercury and Pluto),

they would look much like circles. For example, the distance from Earth to the Sun varies

by only about 3% during its annual motion about the Sun.

ellipse 

(greatly elongated for clarity)

F2F1

Sun

P

Figure 5

The orbit of a planet is an ellipse with the Sun at one focus. Based on

the definition of an ellipse, for any point P, the distance PF1 1 PF2 is a

constant.
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Even before Kepler had established that the orbit of Mars is an ellipse, he had deter-

mined that Mars speeds up as it approaches the Sun and slows down as it moves away.

Kepler’s second law of planetary motion states the relationship precisely:

Section 6.2

Figure 6 illustrates Kepler’s second law. The statement that equal areas are swept out

in equal time intervals is equivalent to saying that each planet moves most rapidly when

closest to the Sun and least rapidly when farthest from the Sun. Earth is closest to the Sun

around January 4, and so is farthest from the Sun around July 5.

Kepler’s Second Law of Planetary Motion

The straight line joining a planet and the Sun sweeps out

equal areas in space in equal intervals of time. 

area 2

direction of planet’s motion

area 1 = area 2

∆t1 = ∆t 2
d1 < d2

d2

∆t2 ∆t1
Sun

area 1
d1

Figure 6

This ellipse is elongated to better

illustrate the idea of equal areas

swept out in equal time intervals.

The average radius of orbit of Earth about the Sun is 1.495 3 108 km. The period of

revolution is 365.26 days. 

(a) Determine the constant CS to four significant digits. 

(b) An asteroid has a period of revolution around the Sun of 8.1 3 107 s. What is the

average radius of its orbit? 

Solution 

(a) rE 5 1.495 3 108 km 5 1.495 3 1011 m

TE 5 365.26 days 5 3.156 3 107 s 

CS 5 ? 

SAMPLE problem 2

Kepler’s third law of planetary motion gives the relationship between the period T of a

planet’s orbit (i.e., the time taken for each revolution about the Sun) and the average

distance r from the Sun:
Earth’s Changing Seasons 

Our seasons occur because Earth’s

axis of rotation is at an angle of

about 23.5° to the plane of Earth’s

orbit around the Sun. As a result,

the North Pole faces somewhat

away from the Sun during the

months close to December, giving

rise to winter in the Northern

Hemisphere. At the same time, the

South Pole faces somewhat toward

the Sun, producing summer in the

Southern Hemisphere. In months

close to June, the North Pole

points slightly toward the Sun and

the South Pole points away from it,

reversing the seasons.

DID YOU KNOW??

Kepler’s Third Law of Planetary Motion

The cube of the average radius r of a planet’s orbit is directly

proportional to the square of the period T of the planet’s orbit. 

Writing Kepler’s third law mathematically, we have:

r 3 ∝ T 2

r3 5 CST
2

or CS 5

where CS is the constant of proportionality for the Sun for Kepler’s third law. In SI units,

CS is stated in metres cubed per seconds squared (m3/s2).

r 3

}
T 2
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CS 5 }
T

r

E

3

2
}

5

CS 5 3.355 3 1018 m3/s2

The Sun’s constant is 3.355 3 1018 m3/s2. 

(b) We can apply the Sun’s constant found in (a) to this situation. 

CS 5 3.355 3 1018 m3/s2

T 5 8.1 3 107 s 

r 5 ? 

5 CS

r 5 Ï
3

CST
2w

5 Ï
3

(3.355w 3 101w8 m3/sw2)(8.1 3w 107 s)w2w

r 5 2.8 3 1011 m

The average radius of the asteroid’s orbit is 2.8 3 1011 m. 

r 3

}
T 2

(1.495 3 1011 m)3

}}
(3.156 3 107 s)2

Kepler’s findings were highly controversial because they contradicted the geocentric

model of the solar system supported by the Roman Catholic Church. Indeed, in 1616,

the Church issued a decree labelling the heliocentric hypothesis as “false and absurd.” (This

decree was made largely because Galileo supported the heliocentric hypothesis.)

Kepler’s third law equation is all the more amazing when we observe that many years

later, the same relationship could be obtained by applying Newton’s law of universal

gravitation to the circular motion of one celestial body travelling around another. We begin

by equating the magnitude of the gravitational force to the product of the mass and the

centripetal acceleration for a planet moving around the Sun: 5 .

From which v 5 !}
GM

r
S

}§
Since T 5 }

2p

v
r

}

T 5

T 2 5

5 4p2r21}GM
r

S

}2
T 2 5 }

4

G

p

M

2r

S

3

}

5 }
G

4

M

p2
S

} 

CS 5 }
G

4

M

p2
S

}      for the Sun, or in general

C5 }
G

4p

M
2

} 5 }
T

r3

2
}

r 3
}
T 2

4p2r2
}

1}GMr S
}2

2pr
}

!}
GM

r
S

}§

mplanetv
2

}
r

GMSmplanet
}}

r 2
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We have proven that the constant for the Sun depends only on the mass of the Sun.

This relationship, however, applies to any central body about which other bodies orbit.

For example, the constant for Earth CE depends on the mass of Earth ME and applies to

the Moon or to any artificial satellite in orbit around Earth:

CE 5 }
G

4

M

p2
E

} 5 }
T

rM

M

o

o

o

o

n

n

3

2
}

Today’s astronomers use sophisticated Earth-bound and orbiting telescopes to gather

accurate data of the motions of celestial bodies, as well as advanced computing and 

simulation programs to analyze the data. But astronomers will always admire the 

accuracy and unending hard work of the Renaissance astronomers, especially Tycho

and Kepler.

Section 6.2

More about Kepler’s Third-Law

Constant

The constant of proportionality C is

defined in this text as the ratio of

r3 to T 2, which is equal to the ratio 

}
G

4p

M
2

} and is measured in metres 

cubed per second squared. The

constant could also be written as 

the ratio of T 2 to r3, or }
G

4p

M

2

} and is 

measured in seconds squared per

metre cubed. This latter case is

found in some references.

LEARNING TIP

Practice

Understanding Concepts 

7. If the solar system were considered to be an isolated system, which model (geocen-

tric or heliocentric) is the noninertial frame of reference? Explain your answer.

8. Why did Tycho not gather any data from the planets beyond Saturn? 

9. Between March 21 and September 21, there are three days more than between

September 21 and March 21. These two dates are the spring and fall equinoxes when

the days and nights are of equal length. Between the equinoxes, Earth moves 180o

around its orbit with respect to the Sun. Using Kepler’s laws, explain how you can

determine the part of the year during which the Earth is closer to the Sun.

10. Using the planetary data in Appendix C, calculate the ratio }
T

r 3

2
} for each planet, and

verify Kepler’s third law by confirming that r3 ∝ T 2.

11. (a) What is the average value (in SI base units) of the constant of proportionality in 

r 3 ∝ T 2 that you found in question 10? 

(b) Use your answer in (a) to determine the mass of the Sun.

12. (a) Use the data of the Moon’s motion (refer to Appendix C) to determine Kepler’s

third-law constant CE to three significant digits for objects orbiting Earth. 

(b) If a satellite is to have a circular orbit about Earth (mE 5 5.98 3 1024 kg) with a

period of 4.0 h, how far, in kilometres, above the centre of Earth must it be? What

must be its speed? 

Applying Inquiry Skills 

13. Go back to the ellipses you drew in the Try This Activity at the beginning of Chapter 6

and label one focus on each ellipse the “Sun.” As accurately as possible, draw diagrams

to illustrate Kepler’s second law of planetary motion. Verify that a planet travels faster

when it is closer to the Sun. (Your diagram for each ellipse will resemble Figure 6; you

can use approximate distances along the arcs to compare the speeds.) 

Making Connections 

14. Astronomers have announced newly discovered solar systems far beyond our solar

system. To determine the mass of a distant star, they analyze the motion of a planet

around that star.

(a) Derive an equation for the mass of a central body, around which another body

revolves in an orbit of known period and average radius.

(b) If a planet in a distant solar system cannot be observed directly, its effect on the

central star might be observed and used to determine the radius of the planet’s

orbit. Describe how this is possible for a “main-sequence star” whose mass can

be estimated by its luminosity. (Assume there is a single large-mass planet in

orbit around the star and that the star has an observable wobble.)

Answers

11. (a) 3.36 3 1018 m3/s2

(b) 1.99 3 1030 kg

12. (a) 1.02 3 1013 m3/s2

(b) 1.3 3 104 km; 5.6 3 103 m/s

14. (a) M 5
4p2r3
}
GT 2
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• The orbits of planets are most easily approximated as circles even though they

are ellipses.

• Kepler’s first law of planetary motion states that each planet moves around the

Sun in an orbit that is an ellipse, with the Sun at one focus of the ellipse.

• Kepler’s second law of planetary motion states that the straight line joining a

planet and the Sun sweeps out equal areas in space in equal intervals of time.

• Kepler’s third law of planetary motion states that the cube of the average radius r

of a planet’s orbit is directly proportional to the square of the period T of the

planet’s orbit.

Orbits and Kepler’s LawsSUMMARY

Section 6.2 Questions

Understanding Concepts 

Refer to Appendix C for required data.

1. Apply one of Kepler’s laws to explain why we are able to

observe comets close to Earth for only small time intervals

compared to their orbital periods. (Hint: A comet’s elliptical

orbit is very elongated.) 

2. Earth is closest to the Sun about January 4 and farthest

from the Sun about July 5. Use Kepler’s second law to

determine on which of these dates Earth is travelling most

rapidly and least rapidly.

3. A nonrotating frame of reference placed at the centre of

the Sun is very nearly an inertial frame of reference. Why is

it not exactly an inertial frame of reference?

4. An asteroid has a mean radius of orbit around the Sun of

4.8 3 1011 m. What is its orbital period? 

5. If a small planet were discovered with an orbital period

twice that of Earth, how many times farther from the Sun is

this planet located? 

6. A spy satellite is located one Earth radius above Earth’s

surface. What is its period of revolution, in hours? 

7. Mars has two moons, Phobos and Deimos (Greek for “Fear”

and “Panic,” companions of Mars, the god of war). Deimos

has a period of 30 h 18 min and an average distance from

the centre of Mars of 2.3 3 104 km. The period of Phobos is

7 h 39 min. What is the average distance of Phobos from

the centre of Mars?

Applying Inquiry Skills 

8. Show that the SI base units of !}
G
r
M
}§ are metres per

second.

9. Sketch the shape of a graph of r 3 as a function of T 2 for

planets orbiting the Sun. What does the slope of the line on

the graph indicate? 

Making Connections 

10. Galileo was the first person to see any of Jupiter’s moons. 

(a) Relate this important event to the works of Tycho and

Kepler by researching when Galileo first discovered that

Jupiter had moons and how this discovery came to pass.

(b) After discovering these moons, what would Galileo

need to know to calculate Jupiter’s mass? 

(c) Would Galileo have been able to determine Jupiter’s

mass when he first saw the moons, or would that cal-

culation have had to wait for awhile? (Hint: Kepler’s

first two laws were published in 1609.)
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6.36.3
Gravitational Potential Energy 

in General

To explore such concepts as how much energy a space probe needs to escape from Earth’s

gravity, we must expand on the topic of gravitational potential energy, which we exam-

ined in Section 4.3 for objects at Earth’s surface. To calculate the change in gravitational

potential energy for a mass that undergoes a vertical displacement near Earth’s surface,

we developed the following equation:

DEg 5 mgDy

where DEg is the change in gravitational potential energy, m is the mass, g is the mag-

nitude of the gravitational field constant, and Dy is the vertical displacement. This

equation is accurate provided that the magnitude of the gravitational field strength g

remains reasonably constant during Dy. This means that we can be fairly accurate for

vertical displacements of a few hundred kilometres but inaccurate for vertical dis-

placements beyond that.

The more general problem, however, is to develop an expression for the gravitational

potential energy of a system of any two masses a finite distance apart. Recall that the

law of universal gravitation is given by

FG 5

where FG is the magnitude of the force of gravitational attraction between any two

objects, M is the mass of one object, m is the mass of the second object, and r is the dis-

tance between the centres of the two spherical objects (Figure 1). To increase the sepa-

ration of the two masses from r1 to r2 requires work to be done to overcome their force

of attraction, just as in stretching a spring. As a result of this work being done, the grav-

itational potential energy of the system increases. Notice that the work done to change

the separation from r1 to r2 is equal to the change in gravitational potential energy from

r1 to r2. This applies to an isolated system in which the law of conservation of energy holds.

However, recall that the work done by a varying force is equal to the area under the

force-displacement graph for the interval. The force-separation graph, with the shaded

area representing the work done to increase the separation from r1 to r2, is shown in

Figure 2.

You may not recognize this area as a well-known geometric shape, and you have no

simple equation to determine its area. The mathematics for an inverse square relation-

ship involves calculus and is beyond the scope of this book. However, instead of using

the arithmetic average of F1 and F2, we can use the geometric average ÏF1F2w, to produce

an accurate result. Thus, to determine the area under the force-separation graph from

r1 to r2:

area 5 ÏF1F2w (r2 2 r1)

5 !1}Gr

M

1
2

m
}§2 1}Gr

M

2
§2

m
}2§ (r2 2 r1)

5 }
G

r

M

1r2

m
} (r2 2 r1)

area 5 }
GM

r1

m
} 2 }

GM

r2

m
}

This area represents the work done in changing the separation of the two masses from r1

to r2 and is an expression for the resulting change in gravitational potential energy.

GMm
}

r2

M mm

r 2

r 1

FG FG

Figure 1

The two masses, M and m, are

moved from a separation r1 to a

separation r2 by a force that just

overcomes the gravitational attrac-

tion between the masses at every

point along the path. The masses

are at rest at both positions.

F

F1

F2

r1 r2 r

work done to increase

the separation from 

         r1 to r2

Figure 2

In this force-separation graph, the

area under the curve for the interval

r1 to r2 is equal to the work done in

increasing the separation of the 

two masses.

Newton’s New Mathematics 

Newton saw the need to accu-

rately calculate areas, such as the

area shown in Figure 2. To do so,

he developed a whole new branch

of mathematics called calculus. 

At approximately the same time,

independently of Newton, Gottfried

Wilhelm Leibniz (1646–1716), a

German natural philosopher, also

developed calculus.

DID YOU KNOW??
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Thus, DEg 5 E2 2 E1

DEg 5 }
GM

r1

m
} 2 }

GM

r2

m
}

DEg 5 12}
GM

r2

m
}2 2 12}

GM

r1

m
}2

where DEg is the change in gravitational potential energy in joules. The term involving

r1 is changed to negative, which places the term involving r2 first. Thus, the first term in

the expression depends only on r2 and the second term only on r1. As r2 → `, Eg2 → 0.

Since m is now outside the gravitational field of M, the expression simplifies to

DEg 5 0 2 Eg1

5 212}
GM

r1

m
}2

Thus, DEg 5 }
GM

r1

m
} or Eg 5 2}

GM

r

m
}

Note that r is the distance between the centres of two objects and that the expression is

not valid at points inside either object. As with the law of universal gravitation, objects

must be spherical or far enough apart that they can be considered as small particles.

The equation for Eg always produces a negative value. As r increases—that is, as the

masses get farther apart—Eg increases by becoming less negative. Also, as r → `, Eg → 0.

The zero value of gravitational potential energy between two masses occurs when they

are infinitely far apart; this is a reasonable assumption since the point at which r 5 ` is

the only point when the masses will have no gravitational attraction force between them.

A graph of Eg as a function of r for two masses is shown in Figure 3.

We can show that the equation for the change in gravitational potential energy at

Earth’s surface is just a special case of the general situation. Near Earth’s surface

r1 5 rE and r2 5 rE 1 Dy

so that r1r2 < rE
2 (because Dy ,, rE close to the surface of Earth)

and Dy 5 r2 2 r1

Thus, DEg 5 12}
GM

r2

m
}2 2 12}

GM

r1

m
}2

5 }
G

r

M

1r2

m
} (r2 2 r1)

DEg < }
GM

rE

m
2

Dy
}

However, from the law of universal gravitation,

FG 5 }
G

r

M

E
2

m
} 5 mg

Therefore, DEg < mgDy for a mass near the surface of Earth.

Energy of a System

The equation for the gravita-

tional potential energy between

two masses gives the potential

energy of the system, such as

an Earth-satellite system.

Despite this fact, we often say

that the potential energy is

associated with only the smaller

object, in this case the satellite.

LEARNING TIP

objects in contactE g
r1 r2 r

GMm

r2
−

GMm

r1
−

Eg 0 as r ∞

Figure 3

A graph of gravitational potential

energy Eg as a function of r for

two masses M and m

What is the change in gravitational potential energy of a 64.5-kg astronaut, lifted from

Earth’s surface into a circular orbit of altitude 4.40 3 102 km?

Solution

G 5 6.67 3 10211 N?m2/kg2 m 5 64.5 kg

ME 5 5.98 3 1024 kg rE 5 6.38 3 106 m

SAMPLE problem 1
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Notice that even though the values for the astronaut’s gravitational potential energy

are negative at both positions, the change in Eg, when the astronaut’s distance from

Earth increases, is positive, indicating an increase in gravitational potential energy. Note

also that, even for an altitude of 4.40 3 102 km, the approximation assuming a constant

value of g is quite good.

DEg < mgDy

5 (64.5 kg)(9.80 N/kg)(4.40 3 105 m)

DEg < 2.8 3 108 J

Section 6.3

r2 5 rE 1 4.40 3 102 km 

5 6.38 3 106 m 1 4.40 3 105 m

r2 5 6.82 3 106 m

On Earth’s surface, 

Eg1 5 2

5 2

Eg1 5 24.03 3 109 J 

In orbit,

Eg2 5 2

5 2

Eg2 5 23.77 3 109 J 

DEg 5 Eg2 2 Eg1

5 (23.77 3 109 J) 2 (24.03 3 109 J) 

DEg 5 2.6 3 108 J 

The change in gravitational potential energy is 2.6 3 108 J. 

(6.67 3 10211 N?m2/kg2)(5.98 3 1024 kg)(64.5 kg)
}}}}}}

6.82 3 106 m

GMEm
}

r2

(6.67 3 10211 N?m2/kg2)(5.98 3 1024 kg)(64.5 kg)
}}}}}}

6.38 3 106 m

GMEm
}

rE

Practice

Understanding Concepts

1. Determine the gravitational potential energy of the Earth–Moon system, given that

the average distance between their centres is 3.84 3 105 km, and the mass of the

Moon is 0.0123 times the mass of Earth. 

2. (a) Calculate the change in gravitational potential energy for a 1.0-kg mass lifted 

1.0 3 102 km above the surface of Earth. 

(b) What percentage error would have been made in using the equation 

DEg 5 mgDy and taking the value of g at Earth’s surface? 

(c) What does this tell you about the need for the more exact treatment in most

normal Earth-bound problems?

3. With what initial speed must an object be projected vertically upward from the 

surface of Earth to rise to a maximum height equal to Earth’s radius? (Neglect 

air resistance.) Apply energy conservation.

Answers

1. 27.64 3 1028 J

2. (a) 1.0 3 106 J

(b) 2%

3. 7.91 3 103 m/s
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Escape from a Gravitational Field
We have seen that any two masses have a gravitational potential energy of Eg 5 2 }

GM

r

m
}

at a separation distance r. The negative value of this potential energy is characteristic

of a potential well, a name derived from the shape of the graph of the gravitational poten-

tial energy as a function of separation distance (Figure 4).

For example, a rocket at rest on Earth’s surface has the value of Eg, given by point A

on the graph in Figure 4. Since the kinetic energy EK of the rocket is zero, its total energy

E T would also be represented by point A, and the rocket would not leave the ground.

However, suppose the rocket is launched at a speed such that its kinetic energy is rep-

resented by the distance AB on the graph. Now its total energy E T 5 Eg 1 EK is repre-

sented by point B, and the rocket begins to rise. As its altitude increases, Eg increases

4. The distance from the Sun to Earth varies from 1.47 3 1011 m at perihelion (closest

approach) to 1.52 3 1011 m at aphelion (farthest distance away).

(a) What is the maximum change in the gravitational potential energy of Earth

during one orbit of the Sun?

(b) At what point in its orbit is Earth moving the fastest? What is its maximum

change in kinetic energy during one orbit? (Think about energy conservation.)

Making Connections 

5. A satellite of mass 5.00 3 102 kg is in a circular orbit of radius 2rE around Earth. 

Then it is moved to a circular orbit of radius 3rE. 

(a) Determine the satellite’s gravitational potential energy in each orbit.

(b) Determine the change in gravitational potential energy from the first orbit to the

second orbit.

(c) Determine the work done in moving the satellite from the first orbit to the second

orbit. Apply energy conservation.

Answers

4. (a) 1.8 3 1032 J

(b) perihelion; 1.8 3 1032 J

5. (a) 21.56 3 1010 J; 

21.04 3 1010 J

(b) 5.2 3 109 J

(c) 5.2 3 109 J

Eg

GMEm

3rE

−

rE0 2rE 3rE 4rE

r

GMEm

2rE

−

GMEm

rE

−

rE 2rE 3rE 4rE 5rE

A

B

C

surface of Earth altitude above Earth's surface

EK at an altitude of 0.5rE

Figure 4

This graph of the gravitational

potential energy as a function of the

altitude above Earth’s surface illus-

trates Earth’s potential well.

“Apo” and “Peri”

The prefix “apo” means away

from and “geo” represents Earth,

so apogee refers to the point in

a satellite’s elliptical orbit far-

thest from Earth. Furthermore,

since “helios” represents the

Sun, aphelion refers to the point

in a planet’s elliptical orbit far-

thest from the Sun. The prefix

“peri” means around, so perihe-

lion refers to the point in a

planet’s orbit closest to the Sun.

What does perigee mean?

LEARNING TIP
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along the curve AC and E T remains constant along the line BC. The kinetic energy

decreases and, at any point, is given by the length of the vertical line from the curve to

the horizontal line BC. When the rocket reaches an altitude corresponding to point C,

EK has decreased to zero, and the rocket can go no higher. Instead, it falls back down, with

EK and Eg governed by the same constraints as on the upward trip.

It is an interesting exercise to determine what minimum speed this rocket would have

to be given at Earth’s surface to “escape” the potential well of Earth. To “escape,” the

rocket’s initial kinetic energy must just equal the depth of the potential well at Earth’s sur-

face, thereby making its total energy zero. This also means the rocket must reach an infi-

nite distance, where Eg 5 0, before coming to rest. At this infinite distance, the gravitational

force is zero and hence the rocket remains at rest there.

ET 5 EK 1 Eg 5 0

EK 5 2Eg

}
1

2
}mv2 5 212}

GM

rE

Em
}2

v 5 !}
2G

rE

ME
}§

5 !§§§
v 5 1.12 3 104 m/s, or 11.2 km/s

This speed is called the escape speed, which is the minimum speed needed to project

a mass m from the surface of mass M to just escape the gravitational force of M (with a

final speed of zero). The escape energy is the kinetic energy needed to give an object

its escape speed. A rocket launched from Earth with a speed greater than the escape

speed moves away from Earth, losing EK and gaining Eg as it does so. Since its EK is

greater than the depth of its gravitational potential well at any point, its total energy

will always be positive. This rocket will reach an infinite separation distance from Earth

with some EK left. For a launch speed less than the escape speed, the rocket will come to

rest at some finite distance and then fall back to Earth.

In practice, a space vehicle does not achieve its highest speed upon launch. Its speed

increases after launch as its rocket engines continue to be fired. If a satellite is launched

from the cargo hold of an orbiting space shuttle, it is already travelling at the speed of

the shuttle (about 8 3 103 m/s), so the small rocket engines on the satellite need to

supply a relatively small amount of energy to propel the satellite into its higher orbit.

A rocket whose total energy is negative will not be able to escape from Earth’s poten-

tial well and is “bound” to Earth. The binding energy of any mass is the amount of

additional kinetic energy it needs to just escape (with a final speed of zero) to an infi-

nite distance away. For a rocket of mass m at rest on Earth’s surface (of mass ME), the total

energy is equal to the gravitational potential energy:

ET 5 EK 1 Eg

5 0 1 12}
GM

rE

Em
}2

ET 5 2}
GM

rE

Em
}

Thus, the binding energy must be }
GM

rE

Em
} to give the rocket enough energy to escape.

2(6.67 3 10211 N?m2/kg2)(5.98 3 1024 kg)
}}}}}

6.38 3 106 m

Section 6.3

escape speed the minimum speed

needed to project a mass m from

the surface of mass M to just

escape the gravitational force of M

escape energy the minimum

kinetic energy needed to project a

mass m from the surface of mass M

to just escape the gravitational force

of M

binding energy the amount of

additional kinetic energy needed 

by a mass m to just escape from a

mass M
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An example of a bound object is a satellite moving in a circular orbit of radius r in the

potential well of Earth. The net force (of magnitude SF) necessary to sustain the circular

orbit is provided by the force of gravitational attraction between the satellite and Earth.

Using the magnitudes of the forces, for a satellite of mass m and orbital speed v :

oF 5 FG

5 }
GM

r 2

Em
}

mv 2 5 }
GM

r
Em
}

The total energy of the satellite is constant and is given by:

ET 5 EK 1 Eg

ET 5 }
1

2
}mv 2 2 }

GM

r
Em
}

Substituting mv 2 5 }
GM

r
Em
} into the equation:

ET 5 }
1

2
}}

GM

r
Em
} 2 }

GM

r
Em
}

5 2}
1

2
}}

GM

r
Em
}

ET 5 }
1

2
}Eg

This is a very significant result. The total energy of a satellite in circular orbit is negative

and is equal to one-half the value of the gravitational potential energy at the separation

corresponding to the radius of its orbit. Figure 5 shows the potential well for Earth and

the position of this orbiting satellite in the well. This satellite is bound to Earth and its 

binding energy is }
1

2
}}

GM

r
Em
}.

In summary, the total energy of any object in Earth’s gravitational field is composed

of kinetic energy and gravitational potential energy. The graphs shown in Figure 6 illus-

trate the three general cases possible for such an object.

mv 2

}
r

Eg

GMEm

r
−

r

4rE

r

rE 2rE 3rE

ET

EK

Eg

position of orbiting satellite

Figure 5

The gravitational potential energy of

a satellite in Earth’s potential well
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Section 6.3

GMEm

rE

+

GMEm

rE

− GMEm

rE

− GMEm

rE

−

E
n

e
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y

0
rE

EK

Eg

ET

r

Case 1: ET = 0, object just escapes

E
n

e
rg

y

0
rE

EK

Eg

ET

r

Case 2: ET > 0, object escapes with

a speed > 0 as r → `

E
n

e
rg

y

0 rE

EK

Eg

ET

r

Case 3: ET < 0, object is bound

to Earth

maximum

separation

Figure 6

Comparing the energies of the same

object given different amounts of

kinetic energy at Earth’s surface
A 5.00 3 102-kg communications satellite is to be placed into a circular geosynchronous

orbit around Earth. (A geosynchronous satellite remains in the same relative position above

Earth because it has a period of 24.0 h, the same as that of Earth’s rotation on its axis.)

(a) What is the radius of the satellite’s orbit?

(b) What is the gravitational potential energy of the satellite when it is attached to its

launch rocket, at rest on Earth’s surface?

(c) What is the total energy of the satellite when it is in geosynchronous orbit?

(d) How much work must the launch rocket do on the satellite to place it into orbit?

(e) Once in orbit, how much additional energy would the satellite require to escape from

Earth’s potential well?

Solution

(a) G 5 6.67 3 10211 N?m2/kg2

T 5 24.0 h 5 8.64 3 104 s

ME 5 5.98 3 1024 kg

As for any satellite: 

oF 5 FG

5

r 5 !3 §

5 !3§§§§
r 5 4.22 3 107 m

The radius of the satellite’s orbit is 4.22 3 107 m. This radius represents an altitude of

3.58 3 104 km above Earth’s surface.

(b) rE 5 6.38 3 106 m

m 5 5.00 3 102 kg

(6.67 3 10211 N?m2/kg2)(5.98 3 1024 kg)(8.64 3 104 s)2

}}}}}}
4p2

GMET 2

}
4p2

GMEm
}

r 2

4p2mr
}

T 2

SAMPLE problem 2
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At the surface of Earth,

Eg 5 2}
GM

rE

Em
}

5 2

Eg 5 23.13 3 1010 J

The gravitational potential energy of the satellite when it is attached to its launch

rocket at rest on Earth’s surface is 23.13 3 1010 J.

(c) r 5 4.22 3 107 m

The total energy of a satellite in circular orbit, bound to Earth, is given by:

ET 5 EK 1 Eg

5 }
1

2
}mv 2 2 }

GM

r
Em
}

5 2}
1

2
}}
GM

r
Em
} (based on the theory related to Figure 5)

5 2}
1

2
}

ET 5 22.36 3 109 J

The total energy of the satellite when in geosynchronous orbit is 22.36 3 109 J.

(d) W 5 DE 5 ET (in orbit) 2 ET (on Earth)

5 22.36 3 109 J 2 (23.13 3 1010 J)

W 5 2.89 3 1010 J

The launch rocket must do 2.89 3 1010 J of work on the satellite to place it into orbit.

(e) To escape Earth’s potential well, the total energy of the satellite must be zero or greater. 

In orbit, ET 5 22.36 3 109 J. Therefore, to escape Earth’s potential well, the satellite

must acquire at least 2.36 3 109 J of additional energy.

(6.67 3 10211 N?m2/kg2)(5.98 3 1024 kg)(5.00 3 102 kg)
}}}}}}

4.22 3 107 m

(6.67 3 10211 N?m2/kg2)(5.98 3 1024 kg)(5.00 3 102 kg)
}}}}}}

6.38 3 106 m

Graphical Analysis of Energies

(p. 295)

A detailed analysis of the energies

involved in launching a space

vehicle and its payload from another

body must be carried out before the

mission is undertaken. How can

graphing be used to analyze the

energy data related to a spacecraft

launch?

LAB EXERCISE 6.3.1

black hole a very dense body in

space with a gravitational field so

strong that nothing can escape

from it

event horizon the surface of a

black hole

singularity the dense centre of a

black hole

Schwartzschild radius the 

distance from the centre of the 

singularity to the event horizon

An important goal of future space missions will be to mine minerals on distant bodies,

such as moons and asteroids, in the solar system. Once the minerals are mined, some will

be used for manufacturing on the moon or asteroid, while others will be brought back

to Earth or to the International Space Station for research and manufacturing.

You can learn about the energies associated with this application by performing 

Lab Exercise 6.3.1 in the Lab Activities section at the end of this chapter.

Among the most interesting objects in the universe are extremely dense bodies that form

at the end of a massive star’s life. A black hole is a small, very dense body with a gravi-

tational field so strong that nothing can escape from it. Even light cannot be radiated away

from its surface, which explains the object’s name.

The surface of a black hole is called its event horizon because no “event” can be

observed from outside this surface. Inside the event horizon, at the very core of the black

hole, is an unbelievably dense centre called a singularity. The distance from the centre

of the singularity to the event horizon is the Schwartzschild radius, named after German

astronomer Karl Schwartzschild (1873–1916), who was the first person to solve Einstein’s

equations of general relativity.

Since the speed of light c is 3.00 3 108 m/s, we can use that value in the equation for

escape speed to determine the Schwartzschild radius of a black hole of known mass.
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As an example, assume that a certain black hole results from the collapse of a star that

has a mass 28 times the Sun’s mass. Since the minimum escape speed is ve 5 c, we have

}
m

2

ve
2

} 5 }
GM
r
m

}

ve
2 5 }

2G
r
M
}

r 5 }
2

v

G

e

M
2
}

5 }
2G

c2

M
}

5

5 8.26 3 104 m

r 5 82.6 km

Since light cannot escape from a black hole, the only way a black hole can be detected

is indirectly. Material that is close enough to the black hole gets sucked in, and as it does

so, the material emits X rays that can be detected and analyzed.

The celestial mechanics analyzed in this chapter is not a complete picture. You will

learn more about high-speed and high-energy particles when you study Einstein’s spe-

cial theory of relativity in Chapter 11.

2(6.67 3 10211 N?m2/kg2)(28 3 1.99 3 1030 kg)
}}}}}

(3.00 3 108 m/s)2

Section 6.3

Practice

Understanding Concepts

6. Does the escape speed of a space probe depend on its mass? Why or why not?

7. Jupiter’s mass is 318 times that of Earth, and its radius is 10.9 times that of Earth.

Determine the ratio of the escape speed from Jupiter to the escape speed from Earth.

8. The Moon is a satellite of mass 7.35 3 1022 kg, with an average distance of

3.84 3 108 m from the centre of Earth.

(a) What is the gravitational potential energy of the Moon–Earth system?

(b) What is the Moon’s kinetic energy and speed in circular orbit?

(c) What is the Moon’s binding energy to Earth?

9. What is the total energy needed to place a 2.0 3 103-kg satellite into circular Earth

orbit at an altitude of 5.0 3 102 km?

10. How much additional energy would have to be supplied to the satellite in question 9

once it was in orbit, to allow it to escape from Earth’s gravitational field?

11. Consider a geosynchronous satellite with an orbital period of 24 h. 

(a) What is the satellite’s speed in orbit?

(b) What speed must the satellite reach during launch to attain the geosynchronous

orbit? (Assume all fuel is burned in a short period. Neglect air resistance.)

12. Determine the Schwarztschild radius, in kilometres, of a black hole of mass 4.00 times

the Sun’s mass. 

Applying Inquiry Skills 

13. Sketch the general shape of the potential wells of both Earth and the Moon on a

single graph. Label the axes and use colour coding to distinguish the line for Earth

from the line for the Moon.

Making Connections 

14. (a) Calculate the binding energy of a 65.0-kg person on Earth’s surface.

(b) How much kinetic energy would this person require to just escape from the

gravitational field of Earth?

(c) How much work is required to raise this person by 1.00 m at Earth’s surface?

(d) Explain why one of NASA’s objectives in designing launches into space is to min-

imize the mass of the payload (including the astronauts). 

Answers

7. 5.40:1

8. (a) 27.63 3 1028 J

(b) 3.82 3 1028 J; 

1.02 3 103 m/s

(c) 3.82 3 1028 J

9. 6.7 3 1010 J

10. 5.80 3 1010 J

11. (a) 3.1 3 103 m/s

(b) 1.1 3 104 m/s

12. 11.8 km 

14. (a) 4.06 3 109 J

(b) 4.06 3 109 J

(c) 6.37 3 102 J

First Black Hole Discovery

In 1972, ProfessorTom Bolton,

while working at the University of

Toronto’s David Dunlap

Observatory in Richmond Hill,

Ontario, was investigating a point

in space, Cygnus X-1, because it

was a source of X rays. It turned

out to be one of the most signifi-

cant discoveries in astronomy: a

black hole. This was the first evi-

dence to support the existence of

black holes, which were previously

hypothetical objecs.

DID YOU KNOW??
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• The gravitational potential energy of a system of two (spherical) masses is

directly proportional to the product of their masses, and inversely proportional

to the distance between their centres.

• A gravitational potential energy of zero is assigned to an isolated system of two

masses that are so far apart (i.e., their separation is approaching infinity) that the

force of gravity between them has dropped to zero.

• The change in gravitational potential energy very close to Earth’s surface is a spe-

cial case of gravitational potential energy in general.

• Escape speed is the minimum speed needed to project a mass m from the surface

of mass M to just escape the gravitational force of M.

• Escape energy is the minimum kinetic energy needed to project a mass m from

the surface of mass M to just escape the gravitational force of M.

• Binding energy is the amount of additional kinetic energy needed by a mass m to

just escape from a mass M.

Gravitational Potential Energy 

in General
SUMMARY

Section 6.3 Questions

Understanding Concepts 

1. How does the escape energy of a 1500-kg rocket compare

to that of a 500-kg rocket, both initially at rest on Earth?

2. Do you agree or disagree with the statement, “No satellite

can orbit Earth in less than about 80 min”? Give reasons.

(Hint: The greater the altitude of an Earth satellite, the

longer it takes to complete one orbit.) 

3. A space shuttle ejects a 1.2 3 103-kg booster tank so that

the tank is momentarily at rest, relative to Earth, at an alti-

tude of 2.0 3 103 km. Neglect atmospheric effects. 

(a) How much work is done on the booster tank by the

force of gravity in returning it to Earth’s surface?

(b) Determine the impact speed of the booster tank.

4. A space vehicle, launched as a lunar probe, arrives above

most of Earth’s atmosphere. At this point, its kinetic energy

is 5.0 3 109 J and its gravitational potential energy is 

26.4 3 109 J. What is its binding energy?

5. An artificial Earth satellite, of mass 2.00 3 103 kg, has an

elliptical orbit with an average altitude of 4.00 3 102 km.

(a) What is its average gravitational potential energy while

in orbit?

(b) What is its average kinetic energy while in orbit?

(c) What is its total energy while in orbit?

(d) If its perigee (closest position) is 2.80 3 102 km, what

is its speed at perigee?

6. A 5.00 3 102-kg satellite is in circular orbit 2.00 3 102 km

above Earth’s surface. Calculate

(a) the gravitational potential energy of the satellite

(b) the kinetic energy of the satellite

(c) the binding energy of the satellite

(d) the percentage increase in launching energy required

for the satellite to escape from Earth

7. (a) Calculate the escape speed from the surface of the

Sun: mass 5 1.99 3 1030 kg, radius 5 6.96 3 108 m.

(b) What speed would an object leaving Earth need to

escape from our solar system?

8. The mass of the Moon is 7.35 3 1022 kg, and its radius is

1.74 3 106 m. With what speed must an object be projected

from the its surface to reach an altitude equal to its radius?

9. A black hole has a Schwartzschild radius of 15.4 km. What

is the mass of the black hole in terms of the Sun’s mass? 

Applying Inquiry Skills 

10. Mars is a planet that could be visited by humans in the

future. 

(a) Generate a graph of Mars’ potential well (using data

from Appendix C) for a spacecraft of mass 2.0 3 103 kg

that is launched from Mars. Draw the graph up to 5rM. 

(b) On your graph, draw 

(i) the line for the kinetic energy needed for the craft

to just escape from Mars

(ii) the line of the total energy from Mars’ surface 

to 5rM

11. (a) What is the theoretical Schwartzschild radius of a

black hole whose mass is equal to the mass of Earth.

Express your answer in millimetres. 

(b) What does your answer imply about the density of a

black hole? 

Making Connections 

12. How would the amount of fuel required to send a space-

craft from Earth to the Moon compare with the amount

needed to send the same spacecraft from the Moon back

to Earth? Explain. (Numerical values are not required.) 
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Key Expectations 

• analyze the factors affecting the motion of isolated

celestial objects and calculate the gravitational poten-

tial energy for each system (6.1, 6.2, 6.3) 

• analyze isolated planetary and satellite motion, and

describe the motion in terms of the forms of energy and

energy transformations that occur (e.g., calculate the

energy required to propel a spacecraft from Earth’s sur-

face out of Earth’s gravitational field, and describe the

energy transformations that take place; calculate the

kinetic energy and gravitational potential energy of a

satellite in a stable orbit around a planet) (6.1, 6.2, 6.3) 

Key Terms
gravitational field 

Kepler’s laws of planetary motion

escape speed 

escape energy 

binding energy 

black hole

event horizon

singularity

Schwartzschild radius

Key Equations 

• g 5 }
G

r

M
2
} (6.1)

• v 5 !}
G

r

M
}§ (6.2)

• CS 5 }
T

r 3

2
} for the Sun (6.2)

• CS 5 }
G

4

M

p2
S

} for the Sun (6.2)

• C 5 }
G

4p

M
2

} 5 }
T

r 3

2
} in general (6.2)

• Eg 5 2}
GM

r

m
} (6.3)

• DEg 5 12}
GM
r2

m
}2212}

GM
r1

m
}2 (6.3)

• v 5 !}
2G
r
M
}§ escape speed (6.3)

MAKE a summary

Draw an Earth-Moon system diagram. Add a geosynchro-

nous satellite (Figure 1) on the side of Earth opposite the

Moon. Beyond the geosynchronous satellite, add a space

probe, moving away from Earth, that has just enough energy

to escape Earth’s gravitational attraction. Show as many key

expectations, key terms, and key equations as possible on

your diagram. 

Figure 1

Gravitation and Celestial Mechanics 297NEL
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Chapter 6 SELF QUIZ

Write numbers 1 to 10 in your notebook. Indicate beside

each number whether the corresponding statement is true

(T) or false (F). If it is false, write a corrected version. 

1. At a particular location, the gravitational field around

a celestial body depends only on the mass of the body.

2. If both the radius and mass of a planet were to

double, the magnitude of the gravitational field

strength at its surface would become half as great.

3. The speed of a satellite in a stable circular orbit

around Earth is independent of the mass of the

satellite.

4. In the Sun’s frame of reference, the Moon’s orbit

around Earth appears as an epicycle.

5. In a typical high-school physics investigation, the

“Evidence” is to the “Analysis” as Kepler’s work was to

Tycho Brahe’s work.

6. In Figure 1, where the path distances d1 and d2 are

equal, the speeds along those path segments are equal.

7. When calculating Kepler’s third-law constant for

Earth, the value is larger for the Moon than for an

Earth-bound satellite because the Moon is much far-

ther away.

8. The gravitational potential energy of the Earth-Moon

system is inversely proportional to the square of the

distance between the centres of the two bodies.

9. As a space probe travels away from Earth, its change

in gravitational potential energy is positive, even

though its gravitational potential energy is negative.

10. As you are working on this problem, your escape

energy is greater than your binding energy.

Write numbers 11 to 26 in your notebook. Beside each

number, write the letter corresponding to the best choice. 

For questions 11 to 19, refer to Figure 2.

11. The y-variable is the magnitude of the gravitational

field strength at a point above a planet’s surface; x is

the planet’s mass.

12. The y-variable is the magnitude of the gravitational

field strength at a point above a planet’s surface; x is

the distance to the centre of the planet.

13. The y-variable is the speed of a satellite in a stable cir-

cular orbit around a planet; x is the mass of the planet.

14. The y-variable is the speed of a satellite in a stable

circular orbit around a planet; x is the distance to the

centre of the planet.

15. The y-variable is the area swept out by a line joining a

planet to the Sun; x is the time interval during which

that line is swept out.

16. The y-variable is the average radius of a planet’s orbit;

x is the period of revolution of the planet’s motion

around the Sun.

Sun

direction of

motion of planet

d 2

d1

Figure 1

(a)

y

x

y

x

y

x

(b) (c)

(d) (e)

y

x

y

x

Figure 2

The first variable named in each of questions 11 to 19 corresponds

to the y-variable on one of these graphs; the second variable

named corresponds to the x-variable.

NELAn interactive version of the quiz is available online.

GO www.science.nelson.com
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17. The y-variable is the cube of the average radius of a

planet’s orbit; x is the square of the period of revolu-

tion of the planet’s motion around the Sun.

18. The y-variable is the kinetic energy of a space probe

that was given enough energy to escape Earth’s gravi-

tational field; x is the distance from Earth’s centre.

19. The y-variable is the gravitational potential energy of

a space probe that was given enough energy to escape

Earth’s gravitational field; x is the distance from

Earth’s centre.

20. The law that allows us to determine Earth’s mass is

(a) Kepler’s first law of planetary motion 

(b) Kepler’s second law of planetary motion 

(c) Kepler’s third law of planetary motion 

(d) Newton’s law of universal gravitation 

(e) Newton’s second law of motion 

21. If the distance between a spacecraft and Saturn

increases by a factor of three, the magnitude of

Saturn’s gravitational field strength at the position of

the spacecraft 

(a) decreases by a factor of Ï3w
(b) increases by a factor of Ï3w
(c) decreases by a factor of 9

(d) increases by a factor of 9

(e) decreases by a factor of 3

22. Satellite S1 is moving around Earth in a circular orbit

of radius four times as large as the radius of the orbit

of satellite S2. The speed of S1, v1, in terms of v2 equals

(a) 16v2

(b) v2

(c) 2v2

(d) 0.5v2

(e) none of these

23. If the mass of the Sun were to become half its current

value, with Earth maintaining its same orbit, the time

interval of one Earth year would 

(a) remain the same 

(b) decrease by a factor of Ï2w
(c) increase by a factor of Ï2w
(d) increase by a factor of 2 

(e) decrease by a factor of 2 

24. A satellite in geosynchronous orbit has a period of

revolution of

(a) 1.5 h

(b) 1.0 h

(c) 24 h

(d) 365.26 d

(e) none of these

25. Figure 3 shows the path of a comet around the Sun.

The speeds at the four positions shown are vA, vB, vC,

and vD. Which statement is true? 

(a) vA > vB 5 vD > vC

(b) vA < vB 5 vD < vC

(c) vA > vB > vC > vD

(d) vA < vB < vC < vD

(e) none of these

26. A certain planet has Earth’s mass, but only one-

quarter its diameter. The escape speed from this

planet in terms of Earth’s escape speed vE is 

(a) vE

(b) }
1

2
}vE

(c) }
1

4
}vE

(d) 4vE

(e) 2vE

Sun

comet’s

directionD

A C

B

Figure 3

NEL An interactive version of the quiz is available online.
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Understanding Concepts 
1. If a rocket is given a great enough speed to escape

from Earth, could it also escape from the Sun and,

hence, the solar system? What happens to the artificial

Earth satellites that are sent to explore the space

around distant planets, such as Neptune?

2. Assuming that a rocket is aimed above the horizon,

does it matter which way it is aimed for it to escape

from Earth? (Neglect air resistance.)

3. Determine the elevation in kilometres above the sur-

face of Uranus where the gravitational field strength

has a magnitude of 1.0 N/kg.

4. Ganymede, one of Jupiter’s moons discovered by

Galileo in 1610, has a mass of 1.48 3 1023 kg. What is

the magnitude of Ganymede’s gravitational field

strength at a point in space 5.55 3 103 km from its

centre? 

5. Determine the total gravitational field strength (mag-

nitude and direction) of the Earth and Moon at the

location of the spacecraft in Figure 1.

6. Mercury has both a surface gravitational field

strength and a diameter 0.38 times the corresponding

Earth values. Determine Mercury’s mass.

7. A satellite in a circular orbit around Earth has a

speed of 7.15 3 103 m/s. Determine, in terms of

Earth’s radius,

(a) the distance the satellite is from Earth’s centre

(b) the altitude of the satellite

8. Tethys, one of Saturn’s moons, travels in a circular

orbit at a speed of 1.1 3 104 m/s. Calculate

(a) the orbital radius in kilometres 

(b) the orbital period in Earth days 

9. Using the mass of the Sun and the period of revolution

of Venus around the Sun, determine the average Sun-

Venus distance.

10. A 4.60-kg rocket is launched directly upward from

Earth at 9.00 km/s.

(a) What altitude above Earth’s surface does the

rocket reach?

(b) What is the rocket’s binding energy at that 

altitude?

11. Titan, a moon of Saturn discovered by Christian

Huygens in 1655, has a mass of 1.35 3 1023 kg and a

radius of 2.58 3 103 km. For a 2.34 3 103-kg rocket,

determine

(a) the escape speed from Titan’s surface 

(b) the escape energy of the rocket 

12. A rocket ship of mass 1.00 3 104 kg is located 

1.00 3 1010 m from Earth’s centre.

(a) Determine its gravitational potential energy at

this point, considering only Earth.

(b) How much kinetic energy must it have at this

location to be capable of escaping from Earth’s

gravitational field?

(c) What is its escape speed from Earth at this 

position?

13. Calculate the gravitational potential energy of the

Sun-Earth system.

14. Determine the escape speeds from 

(a) Mercury

(b) Earth’s Moon 

15. A neutron star results from the death of a star about

10 times as massive as the Sun. Composed of tightly

packed neutrons, it is small and extremely dense.

(a) Determine the escape speed from a neutron star

of diameter 17 km and mass 3.4 3 1030 kg.

(b) Express your answer as a percentage of the speed

of light.

16. A solar-system planet has a diameter of 5.06 3 104 km

and an escape speed of 24 km/s.

(a) Determine the mass of the planet.

(b) Name the planet.

17. A proton of mass 1.67 3 10227 kg is travelling away

from the Sun. At a point in space 1.4 3 109 m from

the Sun’s centre, the proton’s speed is 3.5 3 105 m/s.

(a) Determine the proton’s speed when it is 2.8 3

109 m from the Sun’s centre.

(b) Will the proton escape from the Sun? Explain

why or why not.

18. Explain this statement: “A black hole is blacker than a

piece of black paper.”

19. Determine the Schwartzschild radius of a black hole

equal to the mass of the entire Milky Way galaxy 

(1.1 3 1011 times the mass of the Sun).

3.07 × 105 km

EarthMoon

90.0˚

spacecraft

2.30 × 105 km

Figure 1
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Applying Inquiry Skills 
20. Table 1 provides data concerning some of the moons

of Uranus.

(a) Copy the table into your notebook. Determine

Kepler’s third-law constant CU for Uranus using

the data for the first four moons.

(b) Find the average of the CU values of your 

calculations in (a).

(c) Use another method to determine CU. Do the

values agree? 

(d) Complete the missing information for the last

four moons listed.

(e) Explain why some of the moons were discovered

so much earlier than others.

21. It is beneficial to develop skill in analyzing a situation to

determine if the given information or the answer to a

question makes sense. Consider the following problem:

Determine the radius of the orbit of a satellite travelling

around Earth with a period of revolution of 65 min.

(a) Do you think this problem makes sense? Why or

why not? 

(b) Calculate a numerical answer to the problem.

(c) Does the numerical answer make sense? Why or

why not? 

(d) Why would this skill be valuable to a research

physicist? 

22. Figure 2 shows the energy relationships for a rocket

launched from Earth’s surface.

(a) Determine the rocket’s mass.

(b) What is the escape energy of the rocket (to three

significant digits)?

(c) Determine the launch speed given to the rocket.

(d) What will the rocket’s speed be at a very large

distance from Earth.

Making Connections 
23. When the Apollo 13 spacecraft was about halfway to

the Moon, it developed problems in the oxygen system.

Rather than turning the craft around and returning

directly to Earth, mission control decided that the craft

should proceed to the Moon before returning to Earth.

(a) Explain the physics principles involved in this

decision.

(b) Describe at least one major risk of this decision.

Extension 
24. Two remote planets consist of identical material, but

one has a radius twice as large as the other. If the short-

est possible period for a low-altitude satellite orbiting

the smaller planet is 40 min, what is the shortest pos-

sible period for a similar low-altitude satellite orbiting

the larger one? Give your answer in minutes.

25. A certain double star consists of two identical stars, each

of mass 3.0 3 1030 kg, separated by a distance of 2.0 3

1011 m between their centres. How long does it take to

complete one cycle? Give your answer in seconds.

26. We owe our lives to the energy reaching us from the

Sun. At a particular planet, the solar energy flux E

(the amount of energy from the Sun arriving per

square metre per second) depends on the distance

from the Sun to the planet. If T is the period of that

planet in its journey around the Sun, that is, the

length of its year, calculate how E depends on T.

Table 1 Data of Several Moons of the Planet Uranus for

Question 20

Moon Discovery raverage T (Earth CU

(km) days) (m3/s2)

Ophelia Voyager 2 (1986) 5.38 3 104 0.375 ?

Desdemona Voyager 2 (1986) 6.27 3 104 0.475 ?

Juliet Voyager 2 (1986) 6.44 3 104 0.492 ?

Portia Voyager 2 (1986) 6.61 3 104 0.512 ?

Rosalind Voyager 2 (1986) 6.99 3 104 ? ?

Belinda Voyager 2 (1986) ? 0.621 ?

Titania Herschel (1787) 4.36 3 105 ? ?

Oberon Herschel (1787) ? 13.46 ?
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Write numbers 1 to 14 in your notebook. Indicate beside

each number whether the corresponding statement is true

(T) or false (F). If it is false, write a corrected version. 

1. One joule is one newton metre squared per second

squared.

2. The force constant of a spring can be said to measure

the “stiffness” of the spring.

3. Two boxes are being moved on level terrain, one on

Earth, the other on the Moon. If the displacement

and coefficient of kinetic friction are the same, then

the thermal energy produced by the kinetic friction

would also be the same.

4. Impulse and momentum are the same quantity

because their base SI units are equivalent.

5. Two figure skaters, initially stationary, push away

from each other. Just after this interaction, the total

momentum of this system is zero.

6. The only type of collision in which momentum is not

conserved is a completely inelastic collision.

7. The gravitational field strength at a location in the

Sun’s gravitational field is inversely proportional to the

distance between that location and the Sun’s centre.

8. The work done by the force of Earth’s gravity acting

on a satellite in circular motion around Earth is posi-

tive because the satellite is always accelerating toward

Earth.

9. In the heliocentric model, Earth is at the centre of

the universe and all other celestial bodies revolve

around it.

10. The Sun is located at the centre of a planet’s orbit.

11. The speed of a satellite in elliptical orbit around Earth

is independent of the satellite’s position in its orbit.

12. A black hole has an extremely strong magnetic field.

13. A black hole is a celestial body with an escape speed

equal to or greater than the speed of light.

14. X rays and gamma rays can escape from a black hole,

even though visible light cannot.

Write numbers 15 to 28 in your notebook. Beside each

number, write the letter corresponding to the best choice. 

15. If you were to climb a ladder that was your height, the

work you would do against the force of gravity is

approximately

(a) 101 J (d) 104 J

(b) 102 J (e) 105 J

(c) 103 J 

For questions 16 to 18, refer to Figure 1, in which a toboggan

is pulled up a hill of length L at a constant velocity.

16. The magnitude of the normal force of the hillside

acting on the toboggan is

(a) mg cos b (d) mg cos b 1 FA sin f

(b) FA sin f (e) 2(mg cos b 1 FA sin f)

(c) mg cos b 2 FA sin f

17. The magnitude of the applied force F#$A is

(a) }
(FK 1

co

m

s

g

f

sin b)
} (d) FK 1 FN

(b) }
(FK 2

si

m

n

g

f

sin b)
} (e) FK 1 FN 2 mg

(c) }
(FK 2

co

m

s

g

f

sin b)
}

18. The work done by the applied force in moving the

toboggan the length of the hill, L, is

(a) FAL (d) }
FA

s

c

in

os

b

fh
}

(b) FKL

(c) (FA 2 FK)L (e) none of these 

19. A satellite in a circular orbit of radius r around Mars

experiences a force of gravity of magnitude F exerted

by Mars. The work done by this force on the satellite

as it travels halfway around its orbit is 

(a) 2Fpr (b) }
F

2

pr
} (c) Fr (d) Fpr (e) zero

20. A motorcycle of mass of m, with a driver of mass 

}
m

5
}, is travelling at speed v. Later, it is travelling with 

the same driver, as well as a passenger of mass }
m

5
}, at a 

speed 0.80v. The motorcycle’s new kinetic energy is

(a) equal to the initial kinetic energy 

(b) greater than the initial kinetic energy by a factor

of 0.75 

(c) less than the initial kinetic energy by a factor of 0.75 

(d) greater than the initial kinetic energy by a factor

of 1.3

(e) less than the initial kinetic energy by a factor of 1.3

FK

FA

h

b

f

L

m

Figure 1

For questions

16, 17, and 18

NELAn interactive version of the quiz is available online.

GO www.science.nelson.com
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21. Three stones are thrown with identical initial speeds

from the top of a cliff into the water below (Figure 2).

Air resistance is negligible. The speeds with which

stones 1, 2, and 3 strike the water are 

(a) v1 5 v3 . v2 (d) v3 . v2 . v1

(b) v2 . v1 5 v3 (e) v1 5 v2 5 v3

(c) v1 . v2 . v3

Unit 2

26. If the escape energies of the rockets are EF, EG, and

EH, then 

(a) EF 5 EG 5 EH

(b) EF . EG . EH

(c) EF , EG , EH

(d) EF 5 EG, but EH has no defined escape energy 

(e) the energies cannot be compared with the infor-

mation given

27. If the distance between a spacecraft and Jupiter

increases by a factor of 4, the magnitude of Jupiter’s

gravitational field at the position of the spacecraft

(a) increases by a factor of 4

(b) decreases by a factor of 4

(c) increases by a factor of 16

(d) decreases by a factor of 16

(e) decreases by a factor of 2

28. If the Sun’s mass were 8 times its current value, and

Earth’s period of revolution around the Sun retained

its current value, then the average distance from

Earth to the Sun, in terms of its current value, r,

would be 

(a) 8r (c) }
2

r
} (e) none of these

(b) }
8

r
} (d) 2r

Write numbers 29 to 35 in your notebook. Beside each

number place the word, phrase, or equation that completes

the sentence.

29. (a) ______ first used a telescope to observe the

moons of a distant planet.

(b) ______ first proposed that the orbits of planets

are ellipses.

(c) The SI unit of energy is named after ______ .

1

2

3

Figure 2

0
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Figure 3

This graph shows the kinetic energy given to three rockets (F, G,

and H) of equal mass as they are launched from Earth’s surface.

(for questions 24, 25, and 26)

22. The contact times in collisions between a baseball and

a baseball bat are typically a few

(a) seconds (d) milliseconds 

(b) nanoseconds (e) kiloseconds 

(c) microseconds

23. A billiard ball, moving with speed v, collides head-on

with a stationary ball of the same mass. After the col-

lision, the billiard ball that was initially moving is at

rest. The speed of the other ball in terms of v is

(a) }
2

v
} (b) 0 (c) v (d) 2v (e) }

3

4

v
}

Questions 24 to 26 relate to Figure 3.

24. If the escape speeds of the rockets are vF, vG, and vH,

then

(a) vF 5 vG 5 vH

(b) vF . vG . vH

(c) vF , vG , vH

(d) vF 5 vG, but vH has no defined escape speed 

(e) the speeds cannot be compared with the infor-

mation given 

25. In the situation of Figure 3, which of the following

statements is true? 

(a) H will rise to an altitude of 2rE above Earth’s

surface and remain there.

(b) F and G will escape and have zero speed after

escaping.

(c) Only F will escape, but it will have zero speed

after escaping.

(d) Only F will escape and it will have a nonzero

speed after escaping.

(e) none of these

?

?

?

NEL An interactive version of the quiz is available online.

GO www.science.nelson.com
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(d) ______ provided the data used to derive the laws

of planetary motion.

(e) ______ first analyzed the relationship between the

force applied to a spring and the spring’s stretch

or compression.

(f) The radius of a black hole is named after ______ .

30. (a) The area under a force-displacement graph 

represents ______ .

(b) The slope of a line on a force-stretch graph 

represents ______ .

(c) The area under the line on a force-time graph

represents ______ .

(d) The slope of a line on a momentum-time graph

represents ______ .

(e) The area under the line on a kinetic friction-

displacement graph represents ______ .

(f) The slope of the line on a graph of r3 versus T 2,

for a satellite in orbit around Earth, represents

______ .

31. A collision in which the two objects stick together is

called a(n) ______ collision. In an elastic collision, the

total kinetic energy after the collision ______ the total

kinetic energy before the collision. A collision in

which the decrease in kinetic energy is the maximum

possible is called a(n) _______ .

32. The eccentricity of a circle is ______ .

33. At the centre of a black hole is a region called ______ .

The distance from the centre of this region to the

event horizon is called the ______ .

34. Figure 4(a) represents the motion of a truck with

positions separated by equal time intervals of 5.0 s.

Choose the graph in Figure 4(b) that best represents 

(a) the truck’s momentum

(b) the truck’s kinetic energy 

35. Write the following terms in a column: impulse; law

of conservation of momentum; kinetic energy;

thermal energy; elastic potential energy; escape speed;

gravitational potential energy; Kepler’s third-law con-

stant; and frequency of a mass-spring system in SHM.

Beside each term, write the letter of the following

mathematical relationships that best defines the

quantity.

(a) }
G

4p

M
2

} (f) mv#$ (j) FKDd

(b) 2}
GM

r

m
} (g) m1Dv#$1 5 2m2Dv#$2 (k) }

1

2
}kx 2

(c) !}
G

r
M
}§ (h) }

1

2
}mv 2 (l) ±kx

(d) !}
2G

r
M
}§ (i) (F cos v)Dd (m) }

2

1

p
}!}

m
k
}§

(e) oF#$Dt

v i = 0 vf = 0

(a)

(b)

t

A

t

B

t

C D

E

t

F

t

G

t

t

H

t

Figure 4

For question 34 

(a) The motion of a truck

(b) Possible graphs related to momentum and energy of the truck

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?
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Understanding Concepts 
1. Describe three situations in which a force is exerted

on an object, and yet no work is done.

2. It is often possible to do work in pushing an object

without transferring any energy to the object. What

happens to the energy associated with the work done

in this case?

3. A baseball and a shot used in shot put have the same

kinetic energy. Which has the greater momentum?

Why?

4. Two loaded toboggans of unequal mass reach the

bottom of a hill with the same initial kinetic energy

and are sliding across a flat, level ice surface in the same

direction. If each is subjected to the same retarding

force, how will their stopping distances compare?

5. Two dynamics carts are moving in a straight line

toward each other. The ensuing collision is cushioned

by a spring between them. During the collision, there

is a point where both carts are momentarily at rest.

Where has all the kinetic energy that the carts pos-

sessed before the collision gone?

6. List several common devices that can store elastic

potential energy when temporarily deformed.

7. Why would car bumpers mounted on springs that

obey Hooke’s law prove impractical?

8. Draw a sketch to show how two springs with different

lengths and spring constants cars might be combined

to have the force-stretch graph in Figure 1.

Unit 2

11. A force that increases gradually from 0 to 1.00 3

102 N [E] at a rate of 10.0 N/s [E] does 1.25 3 104 J

of work on an object, accelerating it from rest to a

velocity of 50.0 m/s [E] on a horizontal, frictionless

surface.

(a) What is the mass of the object?

(b) What constant force, acting over 5.00 m, would

give the object the same final velocity? 

12. What is the magnitude of the momentum of a 5.0-kg

sled with a kinetic energy of 5.0 3 102 J? 

13. A linear elastic spring can be compressed 0.10 m by

an applied force of magnitude 5.0 N. A 4.5-kg crate of

apples, moving at 2.0 m/s, collides with this spring, as

shown in Figure 3. What will be the maximum com-

pression of the spring? 

x

F 

Figure 1

Unit 2 REVIEW

9. From what height must a 1.5 3 103-kg pile driver fall

to drive a pile 0.50 m into the ground against an

opposing force of average magnitude 3.5 3 105 N? 

10. A 10.0-kg block is pushed from rest along a hori-

zontal, frictionless surface with a horizontal force

given by the graph in Figure 2.

(a) How much work is done in moving the block the

first 2.00 m?

(b) What is the block’s kinetic energy after it has

moved 3.00 m?

(c) What is its velocity at the 3.00 m mark?

F
 (

N
 [

W
])

 

0

10

8.0

1.0 2.0 3.0

6.0

4.0

2.0

d (m [W])

Figure 2

2.0 m/s
4.5 kg

Figure 3

14. A spring bumper, with a force-compression relation-

ship given by F 5 (50.0 N/m)x , is compressed 2.00 cm.

(a) What elastic potential energy is stored in the

spring at this compression?

(b) The spring is compressed further to 6.00 cm.

What is the change in elastic potential energy?

(c) A 0.400-kg cart is placed against the compressed

spring on a horizontal, frictionless plane. The

system is released. With what speed does the cart

leave the spring? 

15. A small moving object collides with a larger stationary

object. Does the magnitude of the force exerted by the

small object depend on whether the small object

bounces off the larger object or sticks to it? (Assume

that the collision takes the same amount of time in

either case.) Explain your answer. Relate this situation

to the use of rubber bullets by riot police.

16. For what types of forces does the concept of impulse

prove most helpful in analyzing the changes in

motion that occur as a result of the force?
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17. A hose discharges 78 kg of water each minute, with a

speed of 24 m/s. The water, travelling horizontally,

hits a vertical wall and is stopped. Neglecting any

splash back, what is the magnitude of the average

force exerted by the water on the wall?

18. A 9.5-kg dog is standing on a stationary wagon. It

then walks forward on the wagon at a speed of

1.2 m/s, and the wagon moves backward at a speed of

3.0 m/s (both speeds relative to the ground). Friction

is negligible. What is the mass of the wagon?

19. A 2.4-kg dynamics cart with a linear elastic spring

attached to its front end is moving at 1.5 m/s [W]

when it collides head-on with a stationary 3.6-kg cart.

(a) Calculate the total energy of the system before

the collision.

(b) What is the velocity of each cart at minimum

separation?

(c) Calculate the change in total kinetic energy of the

system at minimum separation.

(d) If the maximum compression of the spring

during the collision is 12 cm, what is its force

constant? 

20. Two trolleys, of mass 1.2 kg and 4.8 kg, are at rest with

a compressed spring between them. A string holds the

carts together. When the string is cut, the trolleys

spring apart. If the force constant of the spring is 2.4 3

103 N/m, by how much must the spring have been

compressed so that the 4.8-kg cart moves at 2.0 m/s?

21. A 25-kg object moving to the right with a velocity of

3.0 m/s collides with a 15-kg object moving to the left

at 6.0 m/s. Find the velocity of the 25-kg object after

the collision if

(a) the 15-kg object continues to move to the left,

but at only 0.30 m/s 

(b) the 15-kg object rebounds to the right at 0.45 m/s

(c) the 15-kg object sticks together with the 25-kg

object

22. An experimental rocket sled on a level, frictionless

track has a mass of 1.4 3 104 kg. It propels itself by

expelling gases from its rocket engines at a rate of

10 kg/s, at an exhaust speed of 2.5 3 104 m/s relative

to the rocket. For how many seconds must the

engines burn if the sled is to acquire a speed of

5.0 3 101 m/s starting from rest? You may ignore the

small decrease in mass of the sled and the small speed

of the rocket compared to the exhaust gas.

23. A 2.3-kg bird, flying horizontally at 18 m/s [E], col-

lides with a bird flying at 19 m/s [W]. The collision is

completely inelastic. After the collision, the two birds

tumble together at 3.1 m/s [E]. Determine the mass

of the second bird.

24. Two nuclei undergo a head-on elastic collision. One

nucleus of mass m is initially stationary. The other

nucleus has an initial velocity v and a final velocity of

2}
5

v
}. Determine the mass of the second nucleus in 

terms of m.

25. A 2.0 3 103-kg car travelling at 2.4 3 101 m/s [E]

enters an icy intersection and collides with a 3.6 3

103-kg truck travelling at 1.0 3 101 m/s [S]. If they

become coupled together in the collision, what is

their velocity immediately after impact?

26. A truck of mass 2.3 3 104 kg travelling at 15 m/s 

[51° S of W] collides with a second truck of mass 

1.2 3 104 kg. The collision is completely inelastic.

The trucks have a common velocity of 11 m/s [35° S

of W] after the collision.

(a) Determine the initial velocity of the less massive

truck.

(b) What percentage of the initial kinetic energy is

lost in the collision between the trucks?

27. In a hockey game, an 82-kg player moving at 

8.3 m/s [N] and a 95-kg player moving at 6.7 m/s

[25° W of N] simultaneously collide with a sta-

tionary opposition player of mass 85 kg. If the

players remain together after the collision, what is

their common velocity? 

28. Comets orbit the Sun in an elliptical path of high

eccentricity. Are you more likely to see a comet when

it is moving at its fastest or at its slowest? Explain

your answer with the help of a sketch based on

Kepler’s second law.

29. What changes would have to be made in the speed of

a space vehicle to enable it to increase or decrease the

size of its circular orbit around Earth?

30. Does a spacecraft always need a speed of 11.2 km/s to

escape from Earth? If not, what is the true meaning of

“escape speed?”

31. A satellite is in a circular orbit 655 km above Earth’s

surface. Determine the magnitude of the gravitational

acceleration at this height.

32. What is the magnitude of the surface gravitational

acceleration (as a multiple of Earth’s surface g) of a

planet having a mass 0.25 times that of Earth and a

radius 0.60 times that of Earth?

33. Determine the gravitational field of the Sun at the

position of Earth.
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34. An asteroid is travelling in a circular orbit around the

Sun midway between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter.

Determine, to three significant digits,

(a) the period of the asteroid’s orbit in Earth years 

(b) the asteroid’s speed 

35. Scientists want to place a satellite in a circular orbit

around Neptune with an orbital period of 24.0 h.

(a) Determine Kepler’s third-law constant for

Neptune using Neptune’s mass.

(b) What distance from Neptune’s centre must the

satellite be to maintain its circular orbit?

(c) What is the altitude of this orbit in kilometres?

36. Io, a moon of Jupiter discovered by Galileo, has an

orbital period of 1.77 Earth days and an average dis-

tance from Jupiter’s centre of 4.22 3 108 m.

Determine Jupiter’s mass.

37. Because of Mercury’s close proximity to the Sun, its

primordial atmosphere was heated to a sufficiently

high temperature that it evaporated off the surface of

the planet, escaping the planet’s gravitational grasp.

Assume that the mass of a typical molecule was 

5.32 3 10226 kg.

(a) With what minimum speed must the atmos-

pheric molecules have been moving on Mercury’s

surface to have escaped?

(b) If a molecule took up orbit around Mercury at an

altitude above the surface equivalent to Mercury’s

radius, what would be its speed in orbit?

(c) What speed would the molecule need at launch

from the surface to achieve the orbit calculated

in (b)?

(d) What would the molecule’s binding energy be in

this orbit? 

38. (a) Determine the Schwartzschild radius of a black

hole that is 85 times as massive as Jupiter.

(b) What is the escape speed from this celestial body? 

Applying Inquiry Skills 
39. A heavy lab cart with a spring mounted on its front

end collides elastically head-on with a stationary,

lighter cart on a level, frictionless surface. Sketch a

graph of the kinetic energy of each cart as a function

of distance between the two carts, showing the inter-

vals before, during, and after the collision. Sketch a

graph of the total energy throughout.

40. Sketch the general shape of the graph of force versus

separation for each of the following collisions:

(a) A billiard ball bounces off a cushion, leaving at

the same speed as it approached.
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(b) A tin can collides with a brick wall and is slightly

dented before bouncing off at a slower speed.

(c) A ball of soft putty is thrown at a wall and sticks

to it in the collision.

41. The apparatus in Figure 4(a) is used to study the

action of two identical extension springs linked to an

air puck of mass 0.55 kg on a horizontal air table. The

spark timer is set at 0.020 s. After the puck is displaced

in the 1y direction and then released, the paper

beneath the puck records the data in Figure 4(b).

(a) Use the information in the diagram to determine

the spring constant of the springs. (Assume that

when the puck is at its maximum displacement

from the equilibrium position, the elastic poten-

tial energy is stored in one spring only.) 

(b) Would you obtain more accurate results if you

pulled the paper quickly or slowly? Explain your

answer.

(c) If you were to perform a similar experiment in

class, what are the most probable sources of error

you would need to minimize? 

(d) What safety precautions are required in per-

forming this type of experiment? 

(a)

(b)

direction

of pulling on

recording

paper

equilibrium axis

+y

v

air puck

air table

(top view)

Figure 4

(a) Each tension spring is stretched 5.0 cm when the

puck is in its equilibrium position. 

(b) Recorded data for the experiment
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42. The vertical accelerometer

shown in Figure 5 con-

tains a small lead weight

attached to a spring that

obeys Hooke’s law. To cal-

ibrate the accelerometer

spring, you are given two

lead weights, each of mass

m, and other apparatus.

(a) List the measure-

ments and apparatus

you would need to

calibrate the

accelerometer.

(b) Describe a situation

in the classroom in

which you would

observe the reading

shown on the

accelerometer.

(c) Describe various pos-

sible situations at an

amusement park in

which you would

observe the reading

shown on the

accelerometer.

43. An exploder piston is set to maximum compression on

the dynamics cart shown in Figure 6. The cart’s mass is

0.88 kg. The spring constant of the piston is 36 N/m.

Just after the piston is activated by the trigger on the

cart, a motion sensor determines that the speed of the

cart leaving the wall is 0.22 m/s. The cart rolls along

the horizontal surface, coming to rest in 2.5 m.

(a) Determine the maximum elastic potential energy

in the spring and the maximum kinetic energy of

the cart after it starts moving. What happened to

the remaining elastic potential energy?

(b) Determine the average kinetic friction that acts

on the cart from the position where it leaves the

wall to its stopping position.

(c) Describe the most probable sources of random

and systematic error in taking measurements

during this type of experiment.

Making Connections 
44. (a) Describe ways in which you can reduce the jar-

ring forces on your legs when you are jogging.

(b) What is the advantage of reducing the jarring? 

45. (a) Explain the physics principles behind the use of

front-seat airbags that inflate during an automo-

bile collision (Figure 7).

(b) Describe similar instances in which physics 

principles are applied to increase safety.

46. By looking at distant galaxies, astronomers have con-

cluded that our solar system is circling the centre of

our galaxy. The hub of this galaxy is located about 

2.7 3 1020 m from the Sun. The Sun circles the centre

about every 200 million years. We assume that the

Sun is attracted by a large number of stars at the hub

of our galaxy, and that the Sun is kept in orbit by the

gravitational attraction of these stars.

(a) Calculate the total mass of the stars at the hub of

our galaxy.

(b) Calculate the approximate number of stars that

are the size of our Sun (2.0 3 1030 kg).

0 g

1 g

2 g

3 g

4 g

Figure 5

compression 

spring

trigger
exploder piston

dynamics cart

3.6-cm

compression Figure 6

Figure 7
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Extension 
47. A 2.5-kg ball travelling at 2.3 m/s to the right collides

head-on elastically with a stationary ball of mass 

2.0 kg. Find the velocity of each ball after the collision.

(Hint: Determine the number of equations you need

by counting the unknowns.) 

48. A bullet of mass 4.0 g, moving horizontally with a

velocity of 5.0 3 102 m/s [N], strikes a wooden block

of mass 2.0 kg that is initially at rest on a rough, hori-

zontal surface. The bullet passes through the block in

a negligible interval, emerging with a velocity of

1.0 3 102 m/s [N], and causing the block to slide 

0.40 m along the surface before coming to rest.

(a) With what velocity does the wooden block move

just after the bullet exits?

(b) What is the maximum kinetic energy of the 

block?

(c) What is the average frictional force stopping the

block?

(d) What is the decrease in kinetic energy of the 

bullet?

(e) Explain why the decrease in kinetic energy of the

bullet and the maximum kinetic energy of the

block are not equal. What happened to this

missing energy?

49. A 1.0-Mg plane is trying to make a forced landing on

the deck of a 2.0-Mg barge at rest on the surface of a

calm sea. The only significant frictional force is

between the wheels and the deck. This braking force

is constant, and equal in magnitude to one-quarter of

the plane’s weight. What must the minimum length

of the barge be so that the plane can stop safely on

deck if the plane touches down at the rear end of the

deck with a velocity of 5.0 3 101 m/s toward the front

of the barge? 

50. Astronauts on board the International Space Station

measure their mass by determining the period of a

special chair that vibrates on springs. The chair is cal-

ibrated by attaching known masses, setting the chair

vibrating, and then measuring the period. Table 1

gives the possible calibration data.

(a) Determine the combined spring constant of the

chair springs and the mass of the empty chair.

(Hint: You can use graphing techniques to deter-

mine these values. A spreadsheet program is

helpful.) 

(b) If you were to be set vibrating in the chair, what

frequency of vibration would you observe? 
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(c) Determine the mass loss of a crewmember who

measures a period of vibration of the chair of

2.01 s at the start of a 3-month mission and 

1.98 s at the end.
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Table 1 The Period of the Chair on Springs for Attached Masses 

Mass (kg) 0.00 14.1 23.9 33.8 45.0 56.1 67.1

Period (s) 0.901 1.25 1.44 1.61 1.79 1.94 2.09

52. An astronaut lands on a planet that has }
1

1

0
} the mass 

of Earth but }
1

2
} the diameter. On Earth she weighed 

6.1 3 102 N. How much does she weigh on the new

planet? Give your answer in newtons.

Table 2 Orbital Eccentricities

Planet Eccentricity

Mercury 0.206

Venus 0.007

Earth 0.017

Mars 0.093

Jupiter 0.048

Saturn 0.056

Uranus 0.046

Neptune 0.010

Pluto 0.248  

Sir Isaac Newton Contest Question

51. Table 2 lists the orbital eccentricities of the solar

system planets.

(a) Which planet has the most circular orbit, and

which has the most elongated orbit?

(b) Draw a scale diagram of the major axis of

Mercury’s orbit. Label the Sun at one focus and

label the distances c and a (two of the variables

described in the Try This Activity at the begin-

ning of this chapter). Mark the perihelion and

aphelion locations of Mercury’s orbit.

(c) Repeat (b) for Earth’s orbit. (You may need a dif-

ferent scale.) 

(d) Do the typical elliptical orbits shown for planets

in this text and other references correspond to

the true orbital shapes? Explain your answer.


